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The authors examine genetic and environmental risk factors for lumbar disc disease in Olympic grappling athletes. The spine is the primary site of injuries in combat sports involving kicking, striking, throwing and joint locking. The execution of such techniques involves multiple repetitions of rapid movements, short maximal muscle contractions, usually with heavy external loads, and frequent training bouts with a partner. This type of training is associated with a significantly increased risk of injuries and overloads of the lumbar spine. The consequences of musculoskeletal overloads are often caused by the insufficient elasticity of the soft tissues.


This study was surveyed in order to compare and contrast the sprint, reaction time and anaerobic power of football players, volleyball players and wrestlers. The sportsmen were divided into 3 groups according to branches, and the rates of speed, reaction time and anaerobic strength of sportsmen have been measured. Identification of the differences of the groups in terms of statistical evaluation for reaction time and minimum power in sport branches has been indicated by Kruskal Wallis and Dunn’s Multiple-Comparison test. On the other side, (one-way anova) and Tukey Multiple-Comparison test were used to indicate the differences among the branches in terms of sprint, peak power, average power and fatigue index. The measurements according to the branches are like below; reaction time 0.164 sec for footballers, 0.182 sec for volleyball players and 0.185 sec for wrestlers, Sprint time; 3.24 sec for footballers, 3.38 sec for volleyball players and 3.42 sec for wrestler; Peakpower; 278.51 watt for football players, 263.23 watt for volleyball players and 235.51 watt for wrestlers; Average power; 209.51 watt for footballers, 207.05 watt for volleyball players and 180.97 watt for wrestlers; Minimum power; 166.55 watt for football players, 163.29 watt for volleyball players and 143.22 watt for wrestlers; Fatigue index; 2.48 watt/sec for football players, 2.23 watt/sec for volleyball players and 1.99 watt/sec for wrestlers. It is found out that there are considerable differences (P>0.05) in sprint, reaction time and anaerobic power values between football players and the other branches. As the trainings and matches of the football players mostly depend on leg-muscle strength and the leg-muscle strength is important for the performances, the footballers also show the highest anaerobic power and sprint values are better than the other branches by considering the fact that reaction time is a part of speed.


This study was surveyed in order to compare and contrast the sprint, reaction time and anaerobic power of football players, volleyball players and wrestlers. The sportsmen were divided into 3 groups according to branches, and the rates of speed, reaction time and anaerobic strength of sportsmen have been measured. Identification of the differences of the groups in terms of statistical evaluation for reaction time and minimum power in sport branches has been indicated by Kruskal Wallis and Dunn’s Multiple-Comparison test. On the other side, (one-way anova) and Tukey Multiple-Comparison test were used to indicate the differences among the branches in terms of sprint, peak power, average power and fatigue index. The measurements according to the branches are like below; reaction time 0.164 sec for footballers, 0.182 sec for volleyball players and 0.185 sec for wrestlers, Sprint time; 3.24 sec for footballers, 3.38 sec for volleyball players and 3.42 sec for wrestler; Peakpower; 278.51 watt for football players, 263.23 watt for volleyball players and 235.51 watt for wrestlers; Average power; 209.51 watt for footballers, 207.05 watt for volleyball players and 180.97 watt for wrestlers; Minimum power; 166.55 watt for football players, 163.29 watt for volleyball players and 143.22 watt for wrestlers; Fatigue index; 2.48 watt/sec for football players, 2.23 watt/sec for volleyball players and 1.99 watt/sec for wrestlers. It is found out that there are considerable differences (P>0.05) in sprint, reaction time and anaerobic power values between football players and the other branches. As the trainings and matches of the football players mostly depend on leg-muscle strength and the leg-muscle strength is important for the performances, the footballers also show the highest anaerobic power and sprint values are better than the other branches by considering the fact that reaction time is a part of speed.


The purpose of this study is to compare the body components and static and dynamic balance levels of hearing-impaired wrestlers (H-IW) and healthy wrestlers (HW). Thirty-five H-IW and twenty-two HW participated in this research. The body components of the participating wrestlers were obtained by the Bioelectrical Impedance Analyzer (BIA), static and dynamic balance measurements via the Biodex Balance System, and back and leg strengths according to the protocols of back and leg dynamometry. The normality of data was tested by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The independent Samples T Test was used to compare pair wise group variables that followed a normal distribution. Significance was accepted for values of p<0.05 with a 95% confidence interval. No statistically significant difference was found among the values of H-IW and HW in terms of age, height, weight, Body Mass Index (BMI), sporting age, Percentage of Body Fat (PBF), Fat Mass (FM), Free Fat Mass (FFM). On the other hand, that there was a significant difference between back and leg strengths and static and dynamic balance levels among H-IW and HW. As a result, when H-IW and HW were compared, it was found that there was no difference between body components (PBF, FM and FFM) and demographic variables (age, height, weight, BMI, sport age) whereas HW had both higher average back and leg strengths and their dynamic and static balance levels were better than H-IW.


In general, and broadest sense, the word religion; “No matter what submission to a higher authority, to accept orders and provisions that arising from this authority as the rules that must be followed, when the prize comply with these rules will be taken when the penalty point against is the general name of a living system into believing the area. The study’s population is the athletes participating in the competition in individual branches of the Turkish national team. The sample of the study is 50 females and 102 males totally 152 national athletes who representing Turkish National Team in individual branches such as Boxing (46), Taekwondo (30), Wrestling (76). Personal Information Survey and Religious Belief Scale were used in collecting the data. When the data analyzed statistically, it is determined that there is significant differences in terms of gender, marital status and level of education. As a result, it is emerged that, religious is known by everyone unheeded by someone but believed to be
in every respect and worshipping in availability by the elite athletes and in terms of sports and athletes it is different in normal people.


In the present paper, we continue our analysis of the sports science development trends abroad. At this stage, we studied current issues of women’s sports. The work was carried out within the framework of the public task of the Ministry of Sport of the Russian Federation.

Objective of the research was to carry out a scientific analysis of nutrition and recovery characteristics of women in speed and strength sports and identify priority trends of current research in the field abroad. Research methods and structure. Over a hundred papers on medical and biological aspects of female athletes’ training in combat sports and similar kinds of activity were analyzed. The focus was on works that dealt with nutrition control in women’s sports, along with the articles on recovery methods for female athletes. Results and discussion. It is known that eating disorders in sport are most common for women (the so-called “female athlete triad”). This condition is a significant risk factor for a variety of pathologies and increases the athlete’s susceptibility to bone fractures.


170 Turkish and 135 German wrestlers took part in the survey. There were 104 Turkish champions, 55 European champions and 60 World champions among the 170 Turkish wrestlers. At the same time there were 8 wrestlers who had won an Olympic medal. And there were 65 Germans champions, 32 European champions and 28 World champions among the 135 German wrestlers. Additionally, 20 German wrestlers won an Olympic medal. With a survey of 29 question different pieces of information on the weight of the wrestler were found out. The differences were checked after the following values. As a result of the survey we found out that 65.25% of the wrestlers lose weight (68.82% of the Turkish and 60.74% of the German) before a match. Among the Turkish participants the number of wrestlers who lose 5-6 kilos of weight is very high. Among the German wrestlers the maximum weight reduction lies between 4-5 kilos. A large part of the wrestlers loses weight with personal methods. Again 33.77% of the German and Turkish wrestlers stated that they start losing weight 7-9 days in advance of a match. Another aspect of weight reduction before matches is that 26.23% of the wrestlers lose weight by changing their diet or by exercising more intensively. 41.3% of participants stated that wrestlers had to lose weight in order to be successful in the match.


Background & Study Aim: Intentional reduction of body weight is a well-known and common practice among athletes, especially in weight category sports. The aim of this study was the effects of a 6-week gradual weight loss (GWL) program on anaerobic capacity, body composition and muscle strength of taekwondo athletes. Material & Methods: The study included 9 men and 9 women practicing taekwondo ITF athletes (proficiency second dan). The following indicators were determined during the anaerobic capacity test: maximum power Pmax (W; W kg⁻¹), time to maximum power tPmax (s), time of maintenance power tMP (s), total work Wtot (J; kg⁻¹) and fatigue index % FI. The list of determined body composition indicators included: relative content of fatty tissue (% FAT), lean body mass (LBM) and total body water (TBW). Moreover, we calculated body mass index BMI (kg m⁻²) of the athletes. Concentration of lactate was determined in the arterialized blood from the finger pulp, obtained immediately prior to the warm-up and proper Wingate test, as well as 3 minutes post-exercise. Blood lactate concentration (La) was determined enzymatically using a LP400 Photometer (Dr Lange, Germany). Results: After GWL, both men and women showed a significant decrease in body weight (p<0.05). Also the relative content of fatty tissue (% FAT) decreased significantly (p<0.05) in both men and women, by 2.99% and 1.69% on average, respectively. GWL resulted in changes in the analyzed indicators of anaerobic capacity. Maximum power (W) decreased significantly (p<0.05), by 82.10 and 11.78 in men and women, respectively. Following the GWL program, both women and men presented with significantly lower values of the peak torque and average power in dominant limbs tested at both angular velocities. However, the decrease in these indicators did not correlate significantly with maximum power determined during a Wingate test. Conclusions: The GWL programs may exert beneficial effects as a method of weight control in taekwondo athletes if followed by an individualized control of training effects. Changes in body weight and composition, including a decrease in BMI, did not alter significantly the indices of anaerobic capacity.

The purpose of the training partner 3D DUTH wrestling dummy is to allow wrestling athletes to train at full speed and full contact, to improve their technique along with their specific wrestling power and speed. Using this dummy many head snapping technical holds and head snap set-ups, used to attack the legs, can be perfected without the risk of injury. At the same time significant data of technical applications are recorded in a database and compared with a previous training session in order to improve the configuration of the training program. The 3D DUTH wrestling dummy is made of durable and flexible materials and has Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity, a point-of-view camera, auditory stimulus, 6 visual stimuli sensors, 11 pressure sensors and 4 accelerometers which can wirelessly send data to a computer. With the measurement of the kinematic parameters and the help of an analysis system, the motion curves (graphs) that describe the motion of the individual parts of the body and especially the legs can be derived during the whole training session, using the 3D DUTH wrestling dummy, the athlete’s most valuable partner.


The study gives an overview of National Research Moscow State University of Civil Engineering (NRMSUCE) picked freestyle wrestlers’ technical and tactical progress (TTP) rating methodology based on the competitive performance rating data and analyses of the NRMSUCE athletes versus those of the top-ranking competitors in the Moscow Student’s Sport Games (MSSG) for the period of 2013-15. The study data and analyses gave the means to offer the following practical recommendations to the university wrestlers: - Focus on the holds and inside-distance wins, i.e. cut down the average fight time; - Expand the range of attacking actions to step up the average individual score to 30-35 points; - Excel the quality of holds and completed techniques to the best possible level.


PURPOSE: Combat sports are typically divided into weight classes and body mass manipulation to reach a weight class is commonplace. Previous research suggests that mixed martial arts (MMA) weight loss practices may be more extreme than other combat sports. We sought to investigate the magnitude of weight lost and prevalence of weight loss strategies in different combat sports.; METHODS: Competitors (n=637) from Brazilian jiu jitsu (BJJ), boxing, judo, MMA, Muay Thai/kickboxing (MT/K), taekwondo (TKD) and wrestling completed an online questionnaire seeking information regarding their weight loss practices; RESULTS: Body mass manipulation was commonly undertaken by all combat sports athletes, with a particularly high incidence of gradual dieting, increased exercise and fluid restriction. Skipping meals was higher in TKD and wrestling (84%) compared with the other combat sports (~58%), whilst training in heated rooms and forced oral fluid loss (spitting) was higher in wrestling (83% and 47%, respectively) compared with other combat sports (~45% and ~19%, respectively). MMA athletes reported the highest usage of sauna (76%) and water loading (67%) whilst also reporting the second highest use of training in rubber/plastic suits (63%); CONCLUSIONS: Body mass manipulation was present in all combat sports with the prevalence and magnitude of acute weight loss greater in MMA. The incidence of and practices reported will assist support staff to be fully aware of the variety of methods these athletes and coaches may use to achieve weight loss. Additionally, the results could aid regulatory bodies in the further development of policies on weight cutting.


The existing literature on religion and sport focuses on the ways that sporting events take on many aspects of religious events, fostering a sense of community and reinforcing a sense of opposition to external groups. This article focuses on a different aspect, the use of ritual to reduce the uncertainties of athletic competition in wrestling matches and its role in socializing boys and girls into the religious obligations that they will assume as adults. Utilizing a case study from the southern Diola of the Casamance area of Senegal, it builds on the author's participation in wrestling rituals to analyze the ways in which rituals surrounding wrestling matches socialize boys and girls into ritual life, while providing individual wrestlers with a sense of protection against spiritual attacks and the uncertainties of individual competitions.


The processes of talent identification and development provide serious advantages to success of athletes. The interpretation of the current situation in the process of the athletes’ education gets more worth through the use of objective assessment, in other words using norm values. The observation of the talent by norms is important for each sport event like it is for wrestling. The purpose of this study is to determine the normative values of speed and agility ability for student wrestlers. The research group is a group of 480 male student wrestlers between 13-16 years old. The linear speed ability of the group is identified for 13 year olds is 5,399±0,439 sec., for 14 years is 5,303±0,346 sec. and for 16 years is 5,399±0,439 sec. for 14 years is 5,487±0,391 sec., for 15 years is 5,399±0,439 sec. and for 16 years is 5,303±0,346 sec. Coaches will have the opportunity to determine objectively the level of
their athletes according to their ages because of this study is standardizing speed and agility abilities of student wrestlers as 10% of slices.


Although eye injuries constitute a small percentage of high school and college sports injuries, they have the potential to be permanently debilitating. Hypothesis: Eye injury rates will vary by sport, sex, and between the high school and college age groups. Study Design: Descriptive epidemiology study. Level of Evidence: Level 3. Methods: Data from eye injury reports in high school and college athletes were obtained from the National High School Sports-Related Injury Surveillance System, High School Reporting Information Online (HS RIO) database over a 10-year span (2005-2006 through 2014-2015 school years) and the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Injury Surveillance Program (ISP) over an 11-year span (2004-2005 through 2014-2015 school years). Injury rates per 100,000 athlete-exposures (AEs), injury rate ratios (RRs), and 95% CIs were calculated. Distributions of eye injuries by diagnosis, mechanism, time loss, and surgery needs were also examined. Results: A total of 237 and 273 eye injuries were reported in the HS RIO and the NCAA ISP databases, respectively. The sports with the highest eye injury rates (per 100,000 AEs) for combined high school and college athletes were women’s basketball (2.36), women’s field hockey (2.35), men’s basketball (2.31), and men’s wrestling (2.07). Overall eye injury rates at the high school and college levels were 0.68 and 1.84 per 100,000 AEs, respectively. Eye injury rates were higher in competition than practice in high school (RR, 3.47; 95% CI, 2.69-4.48) and college (RR, 3.13; 95% CI, 2.45-3.99). Most injuries were contusions (high school, 35.9%; college, 33.3%) and due to contact (high school, 89.9%; college, 86.4%). Only a small percentage of injuries resulted in time loss over 21 days (high school, 4.2%; college, 3.0%). Conclusion: Eye injury rates and patterns vary by sport, sex, and between the high school and college age groups. Although severe injuries do occur, most eye injuries sustained by high school and college athletes are minor, with limited time loss and full recovery. Clinical Relevance: Additional focus needs to be placed on preventing eye injuries at the collegiate level in women’s and men’s basketball, women’s field hockey, and men’s wrestling.


The purpose of this study was to compare maximal static and dynamic neck strength between hockey players and wrestlers. Athletes were recruited from the university men’s hockey and wrestling teams, with active male university students serving as a control group. Each group consisted of eight participants between the ages of eighteen and twenty-four. Anthropometric measurements, including height, mass, neck length, and neck girth were taken prior to testing. Static and dynamic cervical strength testing was completed using a modified Nautilus neck strengthening machine. Maximal static neck flexion and extension strength were measured using a load cell attached to the arm of the Nautilus machine, which was set in a neutral neck position. To measure dynamic neck strength, a 6-Repetition Max (RM) submaximal test was completed for cervical flexion and extension, from which 1-RM values were predicted. Mean normalized strength values were significantly higher among all participants for neck extension (M = .32, SD = .12) than for neck flexion (M = .20, SD = .07). Mean neck strength was significantly greater for dynamic muscle contractions (M = .31, SD = .13) than for static muscle contractions (M = .22, SD = .08). When comparing among groups, mean normalized static neck strength of the wrestlers was significantly greater than that of the hockey players in both the flexion and extension directions, with no differences seen between the hockey players and the controls. Differences in static and dynamic neck strength between hockey players and wrestlers are likely associated with the demands of each sport and their sport-specific strength training.


BACKGROUND: Combat sports involve body contact through striking, kicking and/or throwing. They are anecdotally referred to as ‘dangerous’, yet long-term investigation into specific injury rates is yet to be explored. OBJECTIVE: To describe incidence and prevalence of injury and illness within Olympic combat sports and to investigate risk of bias of prospective injury and illness research within these sports. METHODS: We systematically searched literature published up until May 2016. We included prospective studies of injury/illness in elite combat athletes lasting more than 12 weeks. Risk of bias was assessed using a modified version of the Downs and Black checklist for methodological quality. Included studies were mapped to the Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine levels of evidence. RESULTS: Nine studies were included, and most (n=6) had moderate risk of bias. Studies provided level 1/2b evidence that the most frequently injured areas were the head/face (45.8%), wrist (12.0%) and lower back (7.8%) in boxing; the lower back (10.9%), shoulder (10.2%) and knee (9.7%) in judo; the fingers (22.8%) and thigh (9.1%) in taekwondo; and the knee (24.8%), shoulder (17.8%) and head/face (16.6%) in wrestling. Heterogeneity of injury severity classifications and inconsistencies in exposure measures prevented any direct comparisons of injury severity/ incidence across combat sports. CONCLUSIONS: There is currently a lack of consensus in the collection of injury/illness data, limiting the development of prevention programmes for combat sport as a whole. However, sport-specific data that identify body areas with high injury frequency can provide direction to clinicians, enabling them to focus their attention on developing pathologies in these areas. In doing so, clinicians can enhance the practical elements of their role within the integrated combat sport performance team and assist in the regular update of surveillance records.
BACKGROUND: Athletic success is a complex phenotype influenced by multiple factors, from sport-specific skills to anthropometric characteristics. Considering the latter, the literature has repeatedly indicated that athletes possess distinct physical characteristics depending on the practiced discipline. The aim of the present study was to apply univariate and multivariate methods to assess a wide range of morphometric and somatotypic characteristics in male combat athletes.

METHODS: Biometric data were obtained from 206 male university-level practitioners of judo, jiu-jitsu, karate, kickboxing, taekwondo, and wrestling. Measures included height- and length-based variables, breadths, circumferences, and skinfolds. Body proportions and somatotype, using Sheldon’s method of somatotype as modified by Heath and Carter, were then determined. Body fat percentage was assessed by bioelectrical impedance analysis using tetrapolar hand-to-foot electrodes. Data were subjected to a wide array of statistical analysis; RESULTS: The results show between-group differences in the magnitudes of the analyzed characteristics. While mesomorphy was the dominant component of each group somatotype, enhanced ectomorphy was observed in those disciplines that require a high level of agility. Principal component analysis reduced the multivariate dimensionality of the data to three components (characterizing body size, height-based measures, and the anthropometric structure of the upper extremities) that explained the majority of data variance.; CONCLUSIONS: The development of a sport-specific anthropometric profile via height- and mass-based and morphometric and somatotypic variables can aid in the design of training protocols and the identification of athlete markers as well as serve as a diagnostic criterion in predicting combat athlete performance.


Hep problems due to dysplasia are commonly associated with female athletes in sports demanding supraphysiologic motion, such as ballet, gymnastics and figure skating. However, hip problems are rarely mentioned among wrestlers, a male sport in which flexibility is advantageous. Dysplasia may have a mostly unrecognized prevalence among wrestlers that can lead to problems and benefit from reorientation periacetabular osteotomy (PAO). Study design in this research is Level 4 evidence case reports. Three consecutive intercollegiate wrestlers ages 20, 21 and 22 years underwent PAO for dysplasia and are reported. Two underwent concomitant arthroscopy. Each returned successfully to intercollegiate wrestling at 6, 8 and 11 months. There were no complications. This work concludes that dysplasia has an unknown but mostly unrecognized prevalence among wrestlers. With proper recognition and treatment with PAO, there is a reasonable expectation that they could return to wrestling.


The objective of this study is to understand the perceptions of elementary school leaders in the municipality of Jaguariúna (State of São Paulo, Brazil) about the benefits that combat sports can bring to education in Physical Education classes or as extracurricular activities and the possibilities to enabling this process. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with school directors and coordinators in all 15 public and private schools, totaling 30 interviews. Most of the interviewed had little contact with combat sports and only three had this activity at the school. The interviews were recorded, transcribed, and organized for qualitative textual analysis. The results point out that combat sports are valuable teaching tools in elementary schools, and that in order for their benefits to be achieved, they should be developed following school regular activities, and the professionals must be inserted in the school context. Several benefits were emphasized by the school leaders, including aspects of student attitudes, transmission of values, emotional development, social relations and benefits related to physical activity.


The aim of this study is to determine body fat ratio (BFR), body mass indexes (BMI) and regional strength differences of Greco-Roman and freestyle wrestlers in Kyrgyzstan national team. 20 Greco-roman wrestlers participated in the study with mean age of 25.00 ± 5.83 (years), height length of 175.45 ± 6.80 (cm) and body weights of 73.15 ± 17.21 (kg), while 20 freestyle wrestlers participated in the study with mean age of 21.50 ± 3.05 (years) height length of 175.20±8.34 (cm) and body weight of 79.50 ± 19.65 (kg). The measurements of the claw strength of the subjects were made by using a Takkei brand hand dynamometer and their back and leg strength made by using a Takkei brand back and leg dynamometer. The body fat ratios have been determined in accordance with the HOLTAIN brand skinfold caliper and according to LANGE formula. Expressions such as SPSS 15.00 package program, mean, standard deviation, percentage and t test have been used in the analysis of the data. Significance level has been determined as (p<0.05) in statistical calculations. As a result, it has been found that the average of Greco-Roman style wrestlers' back strength was significantly higher than that of Freestyle wrestlers’ (P<0.05). According to wrestling style difference, there was no statistically difference between paw strengths and body fat ratios and body mass.
Children and adolescents may participate in sports that favor a particular body type. Some sports, such as gymnastics, dance, and distance running, emphasize a slim or lean physique for aesthetic or performance reasons. Participants in weight-class sports, such as football and bodybuilding, highlight a muscular physique; young athletes engaged in these sports may desire to gain weight and muscle mass. This clinical report describes unhealthy methods of weight loss and gain as well as policies and approaches used to curb these practices. The report also reviews healthy strategies for weight loss and weight gain and provides recommendations for pediatricians on how to promote healthy weight control in young athletes.


The aim of this study was to compare the anthropometric profile of elite Greco-Roman wrestlers by their body mass. Somatotypes of 32 Serbian wrestlers were determined according to the Heath-Carter method, being balanced-mesomorphic in lighter athletes and mesomorphic-endomorphic in heavier ones; statistically significant for endomorphy ($r = -0.70, p < 0.001$), mesomorphy ($r = -0.68, p < 0.001$), and ectomorphy ($r = 0.79, p < 0.001$). Body fat percentage was calculated as: (6$	imes$skinfolds*0.1051)+2.58, including triceps, subscapular, supraspinal, abdomen, thigh, and medial calf skinfolds; showing similar percentages in light and middle-weight categories, while heavier athletes presented higher body fat percentages ($r = 0.73, p < 0.001$). Therefore, weight-specific characteristics in body composition was reported in elite Greco-Roman wrestlers.

Wrestling is one of the oldest combat sports, disputed since the ancient Greek Olympic Games. This combat sport discipline has caught the attention of scientists since 1943 which is the date that matches the appearance of the first scientific research dealing with wrestling. The current short review aimed to summarize and critically analyze the scientific literature related to wrestling’s physical and physiological attributes and to provide practical recommendations for testing/training together with new perspective and areas of future scientific research. Regardless of sex and wrestling styles, an optimal level of cardiorespiratory fitness is important to help sustaining effort throughout the duration of the match and to stimulate the recovery process between periods. With regard to the anaerobic power and capacity, the available studies were in agreement about their critical importance toward reaching high-level wrestling success since these variables have discriminated well between successful and less-successful wrestlers regardless of age, weight classes, and wrestling styles. Physical fitness parameters such as maximal dynamic strength, isometric strength, explosive strength, and strength endurance are closely related to high-level wrestling performance. However, flexibility level seems not to be one of the key fitness variables that help to reach high-level wrestling success. Overall, to achieve high-level wrestling performance, training should be directed to develop anaerobic power and capacity, aerobic power, maximal dynamic and isometric strength, explosive strength, and strength endurance.


The specific demands of a combat-sport discipline may be reflected in the perceptual–motor performance of its athletes. Taekwondo, which emphasizes kicking, might require faster perceptual processing to compensate for longer latencies to initiate lower-limb movements and to give rapid visual feedback for dynamic postural control, while Karate, which emphasizes both striking with the hands and kicking, might require exceptional eye–hand coordination and fast perceptual processing. In samples of 38 Taekwondo athletes (16 females, 22 males; mean age = 19.9 years, SD = 1.2), 24 Karate athletes (9 females, 15 males; mean age = 18.9 years, SD = 0.9), and 35 Nonathletes (20 females, 15 males; mean age = 20.6 years, SD = 1.5), we measured eye–hand coordination with the Finger–Nose–Finger task, and both perceptual-processing speed and attentional control with the Covert Orienting of Visual Attention (COVAT) task. Eye–hand coordination was significantly better for Karate athletes than for Taekwondo athletes and Nonathletes, but reaction times for the upper extremities in the COVAT task—indicative of perceptual-processing speed—were faster for Taekwondo athletes than for Karate athletes and Nonathletes. In addition, we found no significant difference among groups in attentional control, as indexed by the reaction-time cost of an invalid cue in the COVAT task. The results suggest that athletes in different combat sports exhibit distinct profiles of perceptual–motor performance.


Purpose: This study's goal is searching the life and the educational meaning of the first Korean Wrestling Gold Medalist of World Championship, ‘Jang Chang-Sun.’ Methods: The materials are collected by interviews and documented data. The collected materials are analyzed by using the method of holistic-content approach of Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach & Zilber (1998). To guarantee the credibility of materials, member checking, peer debriefing and triangulation are carried out. Results: Firstly, in the ‘A poor boy becomes a wrestling player(1941~1960),’ a poor boy, separated from his family, found manly wrestling that have nothing to do with money, and soon ‘the wrestling’ became the only motive of his life. Secondly, in the ‘To promote South Korea by conquering the world (1961~1966),’ he got silver medal for the first time in the Korean wrestling history, at the 4th Asian Game held in Jakarta, Indonesia in 1962, which was the first international competition that he participated in and he tried to go much higher and wider. At 1964 Tokyo Olympic Games, he got silver medal for the first time in the Korean wrestling history. At 1966 Toledo World Championships, conquering the world, he got ‘the long-awaited gold medal’ for the first time in the Korean history so that Korean national anthem was resonated all over the world. Conclusion: Jang Chang-Sun was the legend of Korean wrestling and a true hero among the sports hero, who showed that one could someday achieve the dream if he constantly challenged to his dream and hope.


Objective: Participation in National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) sports increases annually, yet the risk of maxillofacial injuries among these athletes is unknown. We report the incidence and trends in maxillofacial injuries among NCAA athletes.
Study Design: Retrospective study of the NCAA Injury Surveillance System (ISS) representing athletes from seven men's and eight women's sports across Divisions 1, 2, and 3. Incidence of maxillofacial injuries by sport, gender, anatomic location, and injuries requiring surgery were measured. Methods: Athlete exposure data from 2004 to 2005 through 2013 to 2014 were analyzed, along with maxillofacial injuries recorded in the NCAA-ISS. Results: There were 2,017 injuries recorded, which projects to 41,204 injuries from 202,087,229 athlete events, or 2.04 injuries per 10,000 athlete events (95% confidence interval [CI], 1.68 to 2.40). Women had higher injury rates, 2.06 versus 2.03 (P = 0.016 [95% CI 0.22 to 2.09]). Highest rates were noted in men's wrestling 7.02 (95% CI, 2.84 to 11.19) and men's basketball 4.80 (95% CI, 3.57 to 6.02), and were lowest in women's ice hockey 0.61 (95% CI, 0.17 to 1.06) and women's volleyball 0.43 (95% CI, 0.20 to 0.66). No gender differences in fractures or need for surgery, but men sustained more operative fractures, 27.85% versus 17.04% (P = 0.035 [95% CI, 0.79 to 20.82]). Men's football, women's ice hockey, women's volleyball, and women's gymnastics had consistently low fracture rates. Conclusion: Maxillofacial injuries represent approximately 3.4% of all injuries sustained by NCAA athletes. Women had a higher injury rate, whereas men had a higher rate of operative facial fractures. Awareness and improved facial protection, especially among noncontact sports, will be crucial in reducing the incidence of these injuries. Level of Evidence: 4. Laryngoscope, 127:1296-1301, 2017.


The aim of the study was to determine the changes in body compositions and hydration levels before a competition among elite wrestlers and to demonstrate the difference among leptin and ghrelin hormone levels due to dehydration. Pre and post-test measurements were performed among the twenty-four voluntary wrestlers in before an international tournament. A personal information form that addressed pre-competition weight loss duration and demographic variables was administered to the participant wrestlers. Additionally, body compositions were analyzed using BIA (Bioelectric Impedance Analyzer), and with the help of specialists, 5 cc of blood was drawn from the forearm veins of the wrestlers. Sodium (Na+), Blood Urea Nitrogen (BUN), glucose, leptin and ghrelin levels were analyzed in the blood samples. The wrestlers' Plasma osmolarity (POsm) levels were calculated through Na+, BUN and glucose in a mathematical formula. The wrestlers who had POsm>290 mOsm/L constituted the weight loss group while the wrestlers who had POsm ≤ 290 mOsm/L constituted the non-weight loss group. It was identified that all the body composition variables of weight loss group were different both in the pre-test and posttest. Furthermore, BUN, glucose, POsm and ghrelin hormone levels of the weight loss group were different whereas there were no differences in sodium and leptin levels. As a result, it was found that wrestlers who lost weight before a competition did it quickly; therefore, wrestlers who underwent significant changes in their body compositions demonstrated serious increases in POsm and ghrelin hormone levels.


The purpose of this study was to investigate awareness of possible tooth replantation after avulsion and awareness of optimal time for tooth replantation at different combat sports. Study included 56 participants (average 26.7 +/- 9.3 years). All responses were collected with anonymous electronic survey which was sent to different combat sports clubs in Croatia. Survey recorded type of combat sport, past dental traumas, loss of consciousness, awareness of possible tooth replantation and awareness of optimal period for replantation. 42 participants (75,0 %) did not experience dental trauma. Two participants (3,6%) had tooth avulsion, 11 (19,6 %) tooth fracture and 1 participant (1,8 %) had tooth dislocation. Eleven participants (19,6 %) experienced loss of consciousness during sparing of fight. Twenty-eight participants (50 %) responded negatively on question, Do You know that avulsed tooth can be replanted? Nine participants (16,1 %) new optimal time for tooth replantation. Combat sports fighters showed low level of knowledge about tooth avulsion and replantation, and low level of knowledge about optimal time for tooth replantation. It is necessary to provide knowledge about dental traumas and dental trauma management information to all combat sports participants, especially fighters.

Curby, D. G. (2017). Considerations in the Establishment of Weight Classes for Wrestling. Paper presented at The International Scientific And Professional Conference On Wrestling "Applicable Research in Wrestling", Novi Sad. The decision by the international governing body for wrestling, United World Wrestling (UWW) to reorganize its weight classes, along with an increase to 10 classes for competition in non-Olympic years, provides the sport with a wonderful opportunity to create an approach that is rational, based on scientific knowledge and creates more opportunities for participation. We now have a blank slate, and while no set of weight classes can be perfect, one should be able to explain the basis for its formulation. This paper will review the history of weight classes in the sport, and attempt to put forth a rationale means for the establishment of a weight class model in the future, and also to provide an example of such a process.


Introduction: The fighting arts are an interesting area for researchers from many scientific disciplines around the world. Scientific investigations need to choose appropriate theory, language and methods. The first theory that gives us a special language is the Humanistic Theory of Martial Arts, HTMA. The second is the Anthropology of Martial Arts, AMA. The problem

**Background.** Particular forms of non-entertainment tourism and cultural tourism include scientific and martial arts tourism. In this conference devoted to the theme of martial arts, there is a certain common range, because the objectives are complementary - in terms of scientific research, as well as martial arts studies. The problem. From the perspective of concepts of scientific tourism and martial arts tourism the problem of the description of the next event (which should be evaluated) appears to be significant for both forms of tourism. It is both a description and an evaluation of the next conference, as well as a contribution to the history of the institutionalisation of research into martial arts and combat sports. The authors are looking for characteristics and criteria for the assessment of similar events. This is also a contribution to the state of knowledge on scientific/conference tourism. Method. The first qualitative method is one case study research, including descriptive, interpretive and evaluative methods. The second is participant observation. The third is visual sociology (photos from the reviewed event). Results and Conclusions. It was established that the congress discussed here represents a specific type of conference which allows for a gathering of martial arts and combat sports experts, but is based on strictly scientific debate. The Congress also had significant historical importance for the integration of the international society of researchers into the area of martial arts and combat sports.


**Background.** The theoretical perspective for this research is inspired by Humanistic Theory of Martial Arts, the anthropology of martial arts, the sociology of health, and the sociology of physical culture/sociology of sport. Aim. This research poses two research problems. The first research problem attempts to determine the significance of the social dimension of martial arts participation, comparatively, in Poland, the Czech Republic and the United States of America. The second research problem seeks the social determinants of attitudes towards health - the behaviour component. Methods. Respondents (n = 112) were students of martial arts, combat sports and combat systems from the USA, Poland and the Czech Republic. A diagnostic survey was used - Questionnaire of Health Behavior of Martial Arts Students. The variables used for comparison in the chi-square tests were: education, types of martial arts, pro-health choices, cultural area and parental level of education. Results. Results showed that the level of education, cultural origin and health choices were not related to practising martial arts, combat sports and combat systems. Conclusions. The level of education did not affect respondents’ decisions to engage in practising combat sports and combat systems or martial arts (non-contact). Parental educational level, which is related to the social background, is related to practising combat sports and combat systems or martial arts (non-contact). There are no differences between cultural origin with regard to practising combat sports and combat systems or martial arts (non-contact); 4) There are no differences between cultural origin of people practising combat sports and combat systems or martial arts (non-contact) and healthy lifestyles.

Objective: to seek information in the literature related to the prevalence of oral trauma in athletes. Material and methods:
In order to achieve high results in sports, it is necessary to provide an adequate status of an athlete in according to various
To date no studies investigated the effect of an intervention on the decision-making in combat sports athletes. The aim of this
discriminated indicators of body structure indexes, thanks to which a specific change of physical structure can be observed
Introduction. — The post-fight recovery is a relevant topic that is used for improvement resting in order to keep performance
as high as possible jiu-jitsu fighters. This study aimed to analyze the effects of three different recovery methods: (1) local
cryoemetry by cold-water immer-sion; (2) light-emitting diodes (LED) therapy and (3) passive recovery on maximal isometric
handgrip strength and lactate concentrations ([LA]) between fights in Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu (BJJ) practitioners. Summary of facts and results. — Ten men BJJ practitioners, in a crossover design, underwent to all the recovery methods proposed (cryotherapy, LED therapy, and passive recovery). The participants performed three visits with interval of seven days between them, in which each recovery method was used in a random manner between two sets of simulated fights. In each visit, practitioners performed a maximal handgrip strength test followed by blood samples collection to determine [LA] before the first fight. Then, they performed two sets of simulated fights with six minutes each set and 15 min resting interval between sets. The recovery method was applied during the resting period. Although there was no statistically significant difference between recovery methods for maximal isometric handgrip strength, there was a moderate ES between cryotherapy and passive recovery (ES = 0.78) and a moderate ES between LED therapy and passive recovery (ES = 0.58) for the percentage variation of handgrip strength before and after the recovery period. Conclusion. — Results suggest that LED therapy and cryotherapy are associated with a greater maximal isometric handgrip strength recovery between fights compared to passive recovery.

In order to achieve high results in sports, it is necessary to provide an adequate status of an athlete in accordance with various factors, among which the body structure is one of greater importance. The aim of this research is to define the most discriminated indicators of body structure indexes, thanks to which a specific change of physical structure can be observed according to a branch of sport and type of combat sport. Variables in the research were: body height, body mass, body mass index, free fat mass index, fat mass index, protein mass index, skeletal muscle mass index, percent of body fat, percent of skeletal muscle mass and protein fat index. The measuring of the body composition is realized by using multichannel segmental bioimpedance with InBody 720 apparatus, applied on the total of 112 male high level senior-age athlete members of different national team’s member of Republic of Serbia (62 judokas, 29 Greco-Roman style wrestlers and 21 karatekas). The discriminative analysis has shown that subsamples of the athletes statistically differ in morphology on Wilks’ lambda level (0.435, p = 0.000), and that following variables have the highest discrimination compared to athlete respondents in sport function: percent of skeletal mass (0.34), percent of body fat (0.28) and protein fat index (0.26), as the first isolated factor (p =
2017 Compilation of Wrestling Research

West Chester University of Pennsylvania Objective: Information regarding the relative risks of developing knee osteoarthritis (OA) as a result of sport participation is critical for shaping public health messages and for informing knee-OA prevention strategies. The purpose of this systematic review was to investigate the association between participation in specific sports and knee OA. Data Sources: We completed a systematic literature search in September 2012 using 6 bibliographic databases (PubMed; Ovid MEDLINE; Journals@Ovid; American College of Physicians Journal Club; Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, Cochrane Database of Systematic Review, Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects; and Ovid HealthStar), manual searches (4 journals), and reference lists (56 articles). Study Selection: Studies were included if they met the following 4 criteria: (1) an aim was to investigate an association between sport participation and knee OA; (2) the outcome measure was radiographic knee OA, clinical knee OA, total knee replacement, self-reported diagnosis of knee OA, or placement on a waiting list for a total knee replacement; (3) the study design was case control or cohort; and (4) the study was written in English. Articles were excluded if the study population had an underlying condition other than knee OA. Data Extraction: One investigator extracted data (eg, group descriptions, knee OA prevalence, source of nonexposed controls). Data Synthesis: The overall knee-OA prevalence in sport participants (n = 3759) was 7.7%, compared with 7.3% among nonexposed controls (referent group n = 4730, odds ratio [OR] = 1.1). Specific sports with a significantly higher prevalence of knee OA were soccer (OR = 3.5), elite-level long-distance running (OR = 3.3), competitive weight lifting (OR = 6.9), and wrestling (OR = 3.8). Elite-sport (soccer or orienteering) and nonelite-sport (soccer or American football) participants without a history of knee injury had a greater prevalence of knee OA than nonexposed participants. Conclusions: Participants in soccer (elite and nonelite), elite-level long-distance running, competitive weight lifting, and wrestling had an increased prevalence of knee OA and should be targeted for risk-reduction strategies.


Research has indicated that adversity created in training environments can develop mental toughness in adolescent athletes (Bell, Hardy, & Beattie, 2013; Connaughton, Hanton, & Jones, 2010; Gucciardi, Gordon, & Dimmock, 2008). However, few studies (Bell et al, 2013) have explored this development prospectively. Employing a pragmatic, longitudinal, mixed methods design, this study assessed 70 adolescent wrestlers participating in an established intensive wrestling camp that systematically employed adversity. The Trait Sport Confidence Inventory, the State Hope Scale, and the Athletic Coping Skills Inventory-28 were administered at the outset, conclusion, and nine-months-following the camp. A repeated measures MANOVA with post-hoc measures showed increases in seven variables, maintained at the nine-month follow-up, with the strongest partial effect sizes in hope (η = .242), sport confidence (η = .151), and coping with adversity (η = .142). Interviews with eight participants, conducted throughout the camp, one-week post-camp, and nine-months post-camp, yielded five high-order themes: enhanced confidence, work ethic, development of empowering attributes (e.g., responsibility, internal control), enhanced thought processes (e.g., self-awareness), and enhanced interpersonal skills. Results suggest that this highly-structured adverse training environment has the ability to develop a range of skills and dispositions related to mental toughness, and that some of these factors may transfer to other life contexts.


Humans commonly ascertain physical dominance through non-lethal fighting by participating in combat sports. However, the behaviours that achieve fight dominance are not fully understood. Amateur boxing competition, which is judged using the subjective “Ten Point Must-System”, provides insight into fight dominance behaviours. Notational analysis was performed on 26 elite male competitors in a national boxing championship. Behavioural (guard-drop time; movement style [stepping/bouncing time]; clinch-time; interaction-time) and technical (total punches; punches landed [%Hit]; air punches [%Air]; defence) measures were recorded. Participants reported effort required (0–100%) and perceived effect of fatigue on their own performance (5-point Likert scale) following bouts. Differences between winners and losers, and changes across the duration of the bout were examined. Winners punched more accurately than losers (greater [%Hit [33% vs. 23%] and lower [%Air [17% vs. 27%]]) but total punches, defence and interaction-time were similar. From rounds 1–2, clinch-time and guard drops...
increased whilst bouncing decreased. Perceived effect of fatigue increased throughout the bout while perceived effort increased only from rounds 2–3. %Hit and movement index together in regression analysis correctly classified 85% of bout outcomes, indicating that judges (subjectively) chose winning (dominant) boxers according to punch accuracy and style, rather than assertiveness (more punches thrown). Boxers appear to use tactical strategies throughout the bout to pace their effort and minimise fatigue (increased guard drops, reduced bouncing), but these did not influence perceived dominance or bout outcome. These results show that judges use several performance indicators not including the total number of successful punches thrown to assess fight dominance and superiority between fighters. These results provide valuable information as to how experienced fight observers subjectively rate superiority and dominance during one-on-one human fighting.


The aim of this study was to verify the effect of beta-hydroxy-beta-methylbutyrate (HMB) supplementation on physical capacity, body composition and the value of biochemical parameters in highly-trained combat sports athletes. Forty-two males highly-trained in combat sports were subjected to 12 weeks of supplementation with HMB and a placebo in a randomized, placebo controlled, double-blind crossover manner. Over the course of the experiment, aerobic and anaerobic capacity was determined, while analyses were conducted on body composition and levels of creatine kinase, lactate dehydrogenase, testosterone, cortisol and lactate. Following HMB supplementation, fat-free mass increased ($p = 0.049$) with a simultaneous reduction of fat mass ($p = 0.016$) in comparison to placebo. In turn, after HMB supplementation, the following indicators increased significantly in comparison to the placebo: the time to reach ventilatory threshold ($p < 0.0001$), threshold load ($p = 0.017$) and the threshold HR ($p = 0.0001$), as well as anaerobic peak power ($p = 0.005$), average power ($p = 0.029$), maximum speed ($p < 0.001$) and post-exercise lactate concentrations ($p < 0.0001$). However, when compared to the placebo, no differences were observed in blood marker levels. The results indicate that supplying HMB promotes advantageous changes in body composition and stimulates an increase in aerobic and anaerobic capacity in combat sports athletes.


The University of Mary Wrestling Anaerobic Performance Test (UMWAPT) protocol simulates the requirements of a full wrestling match. The purpose of the study was to compare and correlate the mechanical outcomes of the WAnT and the UMWAPT. Fifteen wrestlers randomly underwent both protocols. Mechanical outputs (W) and fatigue index (%) were calculated and compared between the protocols and within the UMWAPT. Peak power correlations between protocols were weak to moderate and weak to strong within the UMWAPT test. Mean power correlations between protocols were weak and weak to strong within the UMWAPT test. Anaerobic capacity correlations between the protocols were weak and weak to strong within the UMWAPT test. Fatigue index correlations between protocols were weak and weak to moderate within the UMWAPT test. All participants indicated the UMWAPT as a very accurate simulation of their most challenging wrestling match. In conclusion, The UMWAPT seems to be a very good protocol to simulate a wrestler’s most challenging match. The UMWAPT allowed the wrestlers to utilize their own technique, leading to better mechanical outputs, and, thus, it seems that this study gives hope that a wrestling-specific all-out performance protocol such as the UMWAPT may be utilized rather than a nonspecific protocol such as the WAnT.


Saliva is easily obtainable for medical research and requires little effort or training for collection. Because saliva contains a variety of biological compounds, including vitamin C, malondialdehyde, amylase, and proteomes, it has been successfully used as a biospecimen for the reflection of health status. A popular topic of discussion in medical research is the potential association between oxidative stress and negative outcomes. Systemic biomarkers that represent oxidative stress can be found in saliva. It is unclear, however, if saliva is an accurate biospecimen as is blood and/or plasma. Exercise can induce oxidative stress, resulting in a trend of antioxidant supplementation to combat its assumed detriments. Vitamin C is a popular antioxidant supplement in the realm of sports and exercise. One potential avenue for evaluating exercise induced oxidative stress is through assessment of biomarkers like vitamin C and malondialdehyde in saliva. At present, limited research has been done in this area. The current state of research involving exercise-induced oxidative stress, salivary biomarkers, and vitamin C supplementation is reviewed in this article.


BACKGROUND: Athletic activities are naturally competitive. Different studies have shown that mental training is an effective intervention for improving mood and athletic performance. Contemplative practices such as yoga and mindful meditation have been successfully used as part of the mental training of athletes. Therefore, the goal of this study was to observe the impact of a yoga-based intervention (YBI) on the mental state of jiu-jitsu wrestlers. METHODS: Twenty participants were allocated to two

Aims: To evaluate relative age effects (RAEs) in wrestlers at the junior world championships. Methods: Data for wrestling athletes representing 77 different countries that participated in the junior (under 21 years of age) world championships between 2006 and 2014 were collected from a publicly available source. RAEs were examined among 807 female freestyle, 1205 male freestyle, and 1202 male Greco-Roman wrestlers. Athletes were sub-categorized by weight class, as medalists, and according to the number of years active in wrestling. The observed frequency of athletes per birth quarter was compared to an even quarterly distribution using χ tests. Results: No RAEs were shown for female freestyle wrestlers. For male freestyle wrestlers, RAEs were found for the overall group, the medalists, all but the extra lightweights (under 50/55 kg), and both the least (<5 years active) and moderately (5-7 years active) experienced. For male Greco-Roman wrestlers, RAEs were shown for the overall group, the middle (under 74/84 kg) and heavy weights (under 96/120 kg), and only the moderately experienced (5-

We report the case of a 19-year-old patient who presented with recurrent circular and scaly skin changes. The patient reported wrestling as his main leisure activity. After an unsuccessful attempt at local antibiotic treatment, detailed dermatological work-up revealed the skin changes to be tinea corporis gladiatorum. According to dermatological guidelines for dermatophytosis, systemic treatment with fluconazole and local ointments containing ciclopirox olamine and ketoconazole were administered, which rapidly led to significant improvement.


The purpose of the study was to determine the changes in simple reaction time and to define correlations between simple reaction time and technical and tactical actions performed by elite Greco-Roman wrestlers during a match. Twenty Greco-Roman wrestlers (M age = 19.5 years, SD = 1.8) from the Wrestling Sports Centre in Radom participated in the study. Simple reaction time (including reaction time and movement time) before a match and after the first, the second, and the third round was analyzed. The wrestlers’ reaction time and movement time changed in the course of performance. Wrestlers with higher sports achievements demonstrated a smaller decrement in simple reaction time and performed more technical and tactical actions during a match. The strongest correlations were observed between both reaction time and movement time and the number of technical and tactical actions performed during the last round. Quick reaction was a significant factor in determining the match outcome, which is revealed at submaximal intensity of the effort during a match.


PURPOSE: It is scientifically proved that the psychological profile (spiritual power) of the wrestler has the same and even more importance with the natural characteristics of the athlete. Purpose of this research is to define the psychological factors that affect the performance in modern women’s Olympic wrestling. METHOD: One hundred elite female wrestlers from 13 different countries participated volunteering in this research (n=100), their ages were between 18 and 29 years old and they participated in the «Dan Kolov-Nikola Petrov» tournament that took place in Sofia, Bulgaria and in the Hitit University championship that took place in Corum, Turkey in 2016. The athletes were asked to complete a specially designed, closed-type questionnaire consisted of 13 questions with 16 variables. Each question was related to a specific psychological characteristic, that can contribute in wrestling performance. The questionnaire was translated into four languages (English, French, Russian and Bulgarian) and a seven point scale was used to record the answer. The reliability of the questionnaire was tested with Cronbach coefficient alpha=0.82. The descriptive statistics and factor analysis were used for statistical analysis of data. RESULTS: The results of this study showed that in most athletes will, self-confidence, tactics, concentration, calmness and aggression were the most important and decisive factors for high performance. Regarding the Emotional intelligence and perception, the mood and passion women have positively increased indicators while the rapid alternation of emotions and adaptation to the realities indicators, are significantly lower. These findings can be very useful for coaches and scientists in their continuous efforts to improve performance in the women’s Olympic wrestling.


PURPOSE: The main goal was to perform a review of previous studies the tests of which were applied to assess basic and situation-specific motor fitness/abilities of freestyle wrestlers in the Republic of Macedonia. The second goal was to draw some conclusions about the sample of respondents, application of basic and situation-specific motor tests, data processing methods, and outcomes of research. METHODS: The empirical method was applied to analyze all available articles and documents on this topic usage of basic and specific fitness tests for freestyle wrestlers. RESULTS: Based on the review and analysis of the research, we can conclude that all measurement procedures and all records of testing and application of methods for data processing in the analysed studies were in accordance with the standard methodological requirements that apply to these types of tests. In most applied tests a satisfactory degree of measurement features was determined. In freestyle wrestlers we determined a relatively clean and clear existence of the following structure of factors of the basic motor tests: explosive power, dynamometric force, coordination, strength (repetitive and static), balance, flexibility, frequency of movement. In the situation-specific motor tests, four latent situation-specific motor dimensions were isolated: the factor of complex situation-specific ability in standing and parterre positions, the factor of situation-specific ability to perform complex techniques of throws, the
factor of situation-specific ability to quickly perform complex tasks in situational martial bridge, factor of situational ability to quickly transition from standing to parterre and vice versa. Basic motor skills – coordination, dynamometric force, power (repetitive and static), frequency of movements, explosive power, balance, and greater flexibility have hierarchically dominant influence on the determination of individually isolated situation-specific latent motor factors. CONCLUSIONS: Based on a previous review research on this topic (Basic and specific fitness tests for freestyle wrestlers realized in Republic of Macedonia), it can be concluded that the application of multivariate methods is very important and useful for determining the factorial structure and measurement features, and for the establishment of relations between the basic motor tests and situation-specific motor tests in freestyle wrestlers. Basic motor skills – coordination, dynamometric force, power (repetitive and static), frequency of movements, explosive power, balance and flexibility, have hierarchically dominant influence on performance in freestyle wrestling. The findings may find their application in the implementation to further research projects related to the treated problems and they can also be used in the talent identification and selection of young wrestlers, and in rational, objective and cost-effective planning and programming of training process for different age categories in martial clubs and national teams.


The description of the characteristics of personality in sports has been one of the most popular topics for Sport Psychology, there are different lines of investigation. However, they have been smaller studies especially in combat sports. This study addresses the analysis of how the indicators of perfectionism relate to the vulnerability and sensitivity to anxiety symptoms. The sample consists of 110 athletes of combat, of which 78 men and 32 women. Different questionnaires were used to measure the study's variables, all of them adapted to Spanish population. We used different questionnaires adapted to Spanish population for the measurement of perfectionism (FMPS) and anxiety sensitivity (ASI-3). Results suggest that the lack of consistency between personal standards and own organization for sport (personal routines in training, rest, preparation of competitions, etc.) relate significantly with cognitive confusion and discrepancies. Differentiation by gender, women report significant differences in personal standards and vulnerability to social anxiety. Are doubts about actions and perceptions of parental expectations, the dimensions of perfectionism that more reactivity to alter social and physical anxiety. It can be said that although the existence of sensitivity symptoms of anxiety states, lack of resources for understanding and intervention will allow the development of the pathology of anxiety, early detection of key elements in their relationship with the personality allow anticipate and prepare for the athlete before his appearance through integrated strategies and psychological training to convert negative signals "adaptive alarms" sports practice and implementation resources.


This case study examined the coaching philosophy of J Robinson, one of the most respected and successful NCAA wrestling coaches in the United States, and the founder of J Robison Intensive Wrestling Camps. Research has that shown that his camps foster short and long term psychological development in its youth participants (Driska et al., in press; Pierce, et al., 2016). He has established a well-delineated system for developing psychological skills in young athletes. The researchers were therefore interested in understanding the link between his coaching philosophy and coaching behavior, and in identifying factors that have influenced the development of this coaching philosophy over his lifetime. Using a case study approach, in-depth interviews at several points in time with Robinson were conducted. These were supplemented with interviews with camp staff and observations of the camp and Robinson’s coaching. Results revealed that Robinson had a clearly defined philosophy, was very intentional in developing mental skills, and had clearly thought out rationales that guided his coaching actions. The coaching philosophy and approach to developing psychological skills in youth evolved over 35 years of implementing these camps and from Robinson’s own life experiences. Implications for studying coach development and delivering coaching education are provided.


This study utilizes an experimental design to investigate how different presentations (sexualized, neutral, and combat) of female athletes competing in a combat sport such as mixed martial arts, a sport defying traditional gender norms, affect consumers’ attitudes toward the advertising, event, and athlete brand. When the female athlete in the advertisement was in a sexualized presentation, male subjects reported higher attitudes toward the advertisement and the event than the female subjects. Female respondents preferred neutral presentations significantly more than the male respondents. On the one hand, both male and female respondents felt the fighter in the sexualized ad was more attractive and charming than the fighter in the neutral or combat ads and more personable than the fighter in the combat ads. On the other hand, respondents felt the fighter in the sexualized ad was less talented, less successful, and less tough than the fighter in the neutral or combat ads and less wholesome than the fighter in the neutral ad.


The war on drugs is usually associated with criminal policies aimed at stemming consumption of drugs such as heroin, cocaine, and cannabis, less so with enhancement drugs like those used in sport. As drug use in sport, or doping, has become more visibly widespread, policies aimed at combating the issue have become more restrictive, intrusive, and harsh. In this article we draw new comparisons between the wider war on drugs and recent developments in sports anti-doping. We identify a growing trend towards criminalisation of traffickers and users, and associate that with another growing trend: the testing of amateur athletes. This article reviews the current anti-doping system, including the recent amateur policies, then considers of the results of one such program in amateur cycling. We then shift to consider the possible implications for amateurs of criminal doping laws and the recent debates about allowing medical exemptions for therapeutic use of banned substances. We show that drug use in sport can be understood as a new front in the war on drugs, with some extreme measures and many negative unintended consequences. To remedy this, we argue that amateur athletes require a separate anti-doping policy focused on minimising harms of use.


Introduction. Martial arts and combat sports are practiced by thousands of persons around the world and increasingly discussed in scientific publications. Material and Methods. We describe an observational case study by describing and analyzing the activities of the "Martial Arts and Combat Sports: Science, Research and Culture" event hosted by the University of Santiago, Chile. Results. Activities were organized by the School of Physical Activity, Sports and Health, August 16-19, 2016 and included six plenary conferences, six theoretical practical workshops, one Muay Thai clinic and the launch of the Combat Sports and Martial Arts Research Group. This was the first event of this type in Chile and had 370 participants. Conclusions. In conclusion the objectives of the activities were accomplished because both science and cultural aspects of the sports were considered in an academic context. Among the participants were academics from several universities, students from physical activity-related majors, coaches, instructors and martial arts practitioners. The activities provided momentum for new challenges in 2017, including the organization of a martial arts and combat sports society and the first Chilean conference on martial arts and combat sports.


Context: Our knowledge of the current epidemiology of skin infections among wrestlers is limited. Objective: To analyze and report the epidemiology of skin infections among National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) men’s wrestling student-athletes during the 2009-2010 through 2013-2014 academic years. Design: Descriptive epidemiology study. Setting: Aggregate skin infection and exposure data collected by the NCAA Injury Surveillance Program. Patients or Other Participants: Collegiate men’s wrestling student-athletes. Main Outcome Measure(s): All viral, bacterial, or fungal skin infections reported by athletic trainers at 17 NCAA programs were analyzed, providing 35 team-seasons of data. Skin infection rates per 10 000 athlete-exposures (AEs), rate ratios, skin infection proportions, and skin infection proportion ratios were calculated. Results: The athletic trainers reported 112 skin infections contracted by 87 student-athletes across 78 720 AEs. The overall skin infection rate was 14.23/10 000 AEs (95% confidence interval [CI] = 11.59, 16.86). Of the skin infections identified, 22.3% (n = 25) were recurrent skin infections. Most skin infections (65.2%) were attributable to 5 team-seasons (range, 11-19 infections). Most skin
infections occurred during the regular season (n = 76, 67.9%), were identified during practice (n =100, 89.3%), and resulted in ≥24 hours' time loss (n = 83, 74.1%). The rate for viral skin infections was 1.72 times the rate for bacterial skin infections (95% CI = 1.09, 2.72) and 2.08 times the rate for fungal skin infections (95% CI = 1.28, 3.39). Fungal skin infections more often resulted in time loss, 24 hours compared with all other skin infections (75.0% versus 12.5%; infection proportion ratio = 6.00; 95% CI = 3.30, 10.92). Conclusions: Our findings highlight the contagiousness of skin infections and suggest that skin infection rates may be attributable to high incidences among particular teams.


Background and aim. The inclusion of martial arts and combat sports (MA&CS) in formal physical education (PE) has been suggested by many authors, although there is no strong evidence as yet of the benefits of its practice for students. This study aimed to describe the effects of the development of two MA&CS teaching units (judo and capoeira) on the motivational climate, enjoyment and attitudes toward violence of PE students, and to compare these effects with those experienced by students receiving team sports teaching units (football and basketball). Methodology. A quasi-experimental, pre-post (two groups), longitudinal study design was followed, involving 221 students aged between 13 and 16. The experimental group (n = 105) developed MA&CS teaching units, while the control group (n = 116) developed team sport, teaching units. A peer motivational climate questionnaire, the amusement/boredom in physical education scale and the attitudes toward violence scale psychological assessment tools were used. Statistical analyses included means and standard deviations, two-way equivalent multifactorial ANOVA and effect sizes Results: MA&CS teaching units significantly improved the classroom motivational climate involving tasks/learning, and students’ attitudes toward unjustified violence. The post-test intergroup comparison showed that the experimental group rejected unjustified violence to a higher degree than the control group (p = .014, d = .81). Improvements in attitudes to unjustified violence were for both males (p = .017, d = .82), and females (p = .021, d = .78) in the experimental group, while the climate involving tasks/learning only improved in males (p = .037, d = .77).

Conclusion. MA&CS teaching units improved students’ attitudes toward violence and generated a higher peer motivational climate than, and similar fun as team sports teaching units. ABSTRACT FROM AUTHOR


Introduction. Medical preparedness at mass gatherings is challenging, as little is known about the optimal planning. Most studies and case reports are based on mass casualty incidents, so the results cannot be extrapolated to mass gatherings. Aim of this study was to evaluate the preclinical medical structure and the frequency of specific injuries and medical emergencies during the event. Methods. Retrospective analysis of a prospectively collected database. Three on-site medical assistance points were set up, completed by mobile teams, and coordinated by an on-site operational management team. Medical staff requirements were calculated using Maurer’s formula. Results. A total of 1,533 patients were treated during the three-day event. Overall, the medical usage rate (MUR; patients per 10,000 visitors) was 51.1. A total of 58 patients (3.8%) required a hospital transfer. In 1,063 cases (69.3%) a diagnosis was documented. Of these, 503 patients (47.3%) suffered from hymenoptera stings; the two most common non-trauma-related diagnoses were alcohol/drug intoxication (4.1%) and gastrointestinal diseases (4.0%). Conclusion. Overall, the on-site medical care worked well. However, a high frequency of hymenoptera stings occurred, resulting in a shortage of antihistamine medication. Moreover, more than half of the patients were managed at the second largest medical assistance point. Prospective and critical evaluation of medical care at mass gatherings is crucial in order to optimize on-site medical preparedness at future events.

Hyttén, K., & Tonsaker, S. K. (2017). Medical ethics in combat sports that permit knockouts. Tidsskrift for Den Norske Lægeforening. 137(17), 1347-1348. The Council for Medical Ethics discourages doctors from accepting to act as ringside doctor for combat sports that permit knockouts or participating in approvals or appeals boards for such events. These types of assignments may violate the general duty of doctors to protect human health. Sports medicine encompasses all medical aspects of sports. One important task of the sports doctor is to prevent and treat sports injuries (1). In today’s elite sports, the body is frequently exposed to stresses that approach and occasionally exceed the limits of what it can tolerate. This was recently thrown into sharp relief in the article ‘The body as the Achilles heel of sports’, in which Rune Slagstad discusses how medical expertise has assumed a dual role of promoter and degrader of health in the development of sports (2). Some sports involve a major risk of serious injuries, and this is a challenge to the doctor’s role. Chapter I, Section 1 of the Code of Ethics for Doctors describes the doctor’s role as follows: ‘A doctor shall protect human health. A doctor shall help the ill to regain their health and the healthy to preserve theirs’ (3). Concerns for a contestant’s health on the one hand and optimisation of his or her performance on the other is a general ethical dilemma for sports doctors, who thus may come under pressure to prioritise purely sports and commercial interests.
Işık, Ö., Doğan, İ., Cicioğlu, H. İ., & Yıldırım, İ. (2017). The relationship of balance performance in young female national team wrestlers with strength, leg volume and anthropometric features. Biomedical Research (0970-938X), 28(1), 92-97. The purpose of the study was to determine the relationship of strength, leg volume, and anthropometric features of Turkish National Team Young Female wrestlers with balance performance. Totally 17 volunteer sportmen with 18.43 ± 2.25 age average, 165.25 ± 6.90 cm height average, 61.37 ± 8.24 weight average, 22.22 ± 1.63 kg/m² Body Mass Index (BMI), and 51.25 ± 6.93 kg Free Fat Mass (FFM) participated into the study. Leg and foot volume of the sportmen participated into the study were evaluated using Frustum method, their leg strengths were evaluated using leg dynamometer, and balance performances were evaluated using Biodex Balance System. Balance performances were measured on double feet as dynamic and static. Spearman Correlation Analysis test as a non-parametric test was used for the statistical analysis of the data. A positive relationship was determined between leg strength and static balance (r=0.735 p<0.001), dynamic balance (r=0.690 p<0.003), leg volume (r=0.692 p<0.003), foot volume (r=0.735 p<0.001) and BMI (r=0.508 p<0.012); between static balance and dynamic balance (r=0.572 p<0.05), leg volume (r=0.87 p<0.01), foot volume (r=0.841 p<0.01) and FFM (r=0.626 p<0.001), and dynamic balance and leg volume (r=0.583 p<0.05), leg volume (r=0.575 p<0.05), BMI (r=0.646 p<0.05) and FFM (r=0.529 p<0.005) in female wrestlers. Consequently, it was concluded that increase at wrestlers' strength, leg volume and foot volume positively affected balance skill, strength and leg volumes were required to be developed at an adequate level in wrestling in which balance was essential. Moreover, it was also determined that associating the balance performance with FFM instead of BMI would be more correct.


AIM: The aim of this research is to compare the women wrestlers and judoist weight loss situations in Turkey. MATERIAL AND METHOD: According to the voluntary principle, 153 women wrestlers and 132 women judoists were filled out the questionnaire developed by the researchers. Statistically t-test and chi-square test were used. RESULTS: The average age of starting to wrestling for women wrestlers was 13.67 years old, and the average age for starting to judo was 11.36 years old. There was no significant difference in age, height and body weight among women wrestlers and judoist (p> 0.05). There was a significant difference between the sport branch starting age and starting age of losing weight (p<.001). In the group of those who continuously lose weight before the competition; 60.08% were in wrestlers, 53.0% in judoist and 57.2% in total in the group. In the group of 36.8% of the athletes declared that they did not lose weight. The athletes of 38.9% who lose weight before the competition were succeeded in the match and 39.9% athletes who didn’t lose weight before the competition were also succeeded in the match. While the rate of those who started to lose weight 9 days or more before the competition was 45.5%, the rate of those who started to lose weight 5-8 days ago was 27.3%. There was no significant difference in the days of starting weight loss before the competition compared to the sport branch (p >.05). CONCLUSION: Similarities and differences were found in weight loss situations for women wrestlers and judoist. Although, the percentage rate of athletes who succeeded in non-weight loss matches was higher, but they lose weight unconsciously. It has come to the conclusion that both athletes in the two branches should be aware of the weight loss.

Isik, O., Cicioglu, H.I., Gul, M., Alpay, C.B. (2017). Development of the Wrestling Competition Analysis Form According to the Latest Competition Rules. International journal of wrestling science, 7(1). The rules of wrestling competition were changed by United World Wrestling (UWW) before the 2016 Olympic Games. The aim of this study was to develop a wrestling competition analysis form according to the latest wrestling competition rules of UWW for all age categories and styles. We observed and separately analyzed 300 wrestling competitions. Thereafter, we identified the deficiencies, confusions, and defects in the form and made a common decision about variables. Finally, we obtained the revised form. This form provides access to the latest wrestling rules, which will make it easier for researchers working on wrestling competition analysis, as well as helping coaches and managers to record the bouts of their wrestlers in competitions and their opponents. As a result, wrestlers can use this form to decide when, where, and how they applied a technique; from which lateral they applied the technique; and how many points they received. Moreover, the form will help them to obtain permanent results. Thus, the characteristics of wrestlers can be recorded according to the latest wrestling competition rules.

Işık, Ö., Doğan, İ., Cicioglu, H. İ., & Yıldırım, İ. (2017). A new approach to Special Judo Fitness Test index: Relative index. Journal of Human Sciences, 14(4), 4219-4225. doi:10.14687/jhs.v14i4.5100 Although judo and wrestling have different rules, these branches are two different Olympic sports branches, partly based on similar basic techniques. For example; the technique called "Ippon-Seoi- Nage" (one shoulder throw) in judo is mechanically the same as the technique called "Arm Throw" in wrestling. The aim of this study was to gain relative special judo fitness test (SJFT) index with a new approach to the SJFT index used in the literature. The maximum number of "arm throw" is required from wrestlers during the tests. The test consists of 3 sets. The sets are 15 sec, 30 sec, and 30 sec, respectively, and rest between the sets is 10 seconds. The heart rate of the wrestlers has recorded at the end of each set of the test and 1 minute after. The wrestlers were classified as the elite and sub-elite group and also as weight classification. Statistical analyses were performed using Mann-Whitney U test and Kruskal Wallis test. There is no statistical difference between elite and sub-elite
female wrestlers according to heart rate, the number of “arm throw”, SJFT index, and relative SJFT index. On the other hand, there is a statistical difference in relative SJFT index according to weight classifications. Accordingly, lightweight wrestlers have highest relative SJFT index than the other groups. As a result of this study, there was no difference in the weight categories of the wrestlers according to the SJFT index, whereas there was a difference in the weight categories of the wrestlers according to the relative SJFT index. The use of the relative SJFT index to determine the difference between the weight categories will provide more accurate results for performance evaluation.


PURPOSE: Elite wrestlers have high aerobic and anaerobic capacities. They also acquire their sport-specific movements and techniques while wrestling. However, there is no wrestling shuttle test which requires wrestling-specific movements on the wrestling mats. Thus, this study methodologically developed a shuttle test for wrestlers to evaluate their aerobic and anaerobic capacities on the mat while using wrestling-specific movements. A convenient feature of this wrestling shuttle test is its easy administration in the practice room and without extraneous equipment. METHODS: Twenty-two Canadian wrestlers participated in this study (15 males and 7 females). We designed a wrestling shuttle test using a concept which includes 4 main standpoints; 1: wrestling-specific movements, 2: the international wrestling rules, 3: on the mat, 4: individuality. The wrestling-specific movements can have many directions depending on the wrestling styles with wrestlers and their opponents. Therefore, we decided that wrestlers should move in four directions by running forward, backward, and side-shuffling steps in both left and rightward directions. As shown in the Figure, the wrestling shuttle test was conducted on the wrestling mat. The length of each shuttle is 4 meters between the center circle and 3 designated points (, , ) outside the mat circle (passivity zone). This shuttle test involves performing as many shuttle lengths as possible in 3 minutes (incomplete lengths were not recorded). A full cycle of 8 shuttle lengths (right side: lengths 1 to 4, left side: lengths 5 to 8) includes two lengths of each of the four movement directions, and is to be repeated as many times as possible by the wrestler. RESULTS: The normal distribution of scores were observed in this study (wrestling shuttle test: z = 1.042, p value = 0.228). We also confirmed similar results depended on sex.
(males: z = 0.622, p value = 0.833, females: z = 0.790, p value = 0.561). CONCLUSIONS: This study can suggest that the wrestling shuttle test we developed is an easy and convenient method to conduct measures of aerobic and anaerobic capacities on the wrestling mat.


Context: Mixed martial arts (MMA) is rapidly growing in popularity in the United States and abroad. This combat sport joins athletes from a wide variety of martial art disciplines, each with characteristic and distinguishing injury profiles, together in competition. Because of increasing participation by professionals and amateurs alike, injuries sustained by MMA athletes have been on the rise. Evidence Acquisition: A review of relevant publications using the search term mixed martial arts and each of its component combat sports (eg, Muay Thai, Brazilian jiu-jitsu) from 1980 through 2015 was completed using PubMed and Google Scholar. Study Design: Clinical review. Level of Evidence: Level 5. Results: The majority of studies on MMA injuries evaluate those sustained during competition, which range in incidence from 22.9 to 28.6 per 100 fight-participations. Striking-predominant disciplines such as boxing, karate, and Muay Thai have high rates of head and facial injuries, whereas submission-predominant disciplines such as Brazilian jiu-jitsu, judo, and wrestling have high rates of joint injuries. Conclusion: Numerous studies have evaluated injuries in athletes who participate in MMA and its component disciplines during competition but much remains to be discovered about injuries sustained during training and in specific patient populations such as adolescents and women.


Objective: Describe chest and abdominal injury epidemiology among US high school athletes. Design: Retrospective analysis of longitudinal surveillance data. Setting: Injury data from 2005/06 to 2013/14 academic years were collected using an internet-based surveillance system. Participants: A large sample of US high schools. Assessment of Risk Factors: Injuries sustained as a function of sport. Main Outcome Measures: Chest, rib, thoracic spine, and abdominal injuries sustained during high school athletic events. Results: Overall 1487 chest, rib, thoracic spine, and abdominal injuries occurred during 30 415 179 athletic exposures (AEs); an injury rate of 4.9 injuries per 100 000 AEs. Over half (56.8%) of injured athletes were evaluated by another medical provider in addition to the athletic trainer, and 34 injuries (2.3%) required surgery. Diagnostic techniques, including x-ray, magnetic resonance imaging or computed tomography were used in 729 (49.0%) injuries. The injury rate was higher in boys' (6.8) than girls' (2.0) sports [rate ratio (RR), 3.43; 95% CI, 3.04-4.10]. Football (47.7%) accounted for the highest proportion of injuries followed by wrestling (18.5%), boys' soccer (4.6%), and girls' soccer (3.7%). The rate of injury was higher in competition than practice, (RR, 2.86; 95% CI, 2.59-3.23). Only 57.7% of injured athletes were able to return to play within 1 week. Conclusions: Chest and abdominal injuries in high school sports although relatively rare, can result in loss of playing time and frequently prompt medical evaluation. Thus, they present a physical and economic burden. To optimize prevention, further studies can focus on subgroup risk factor identification to drive development of targeted prevention strategies.


The aim of the study was to analyse the effect of Val 16Ala polymorphism in SOD2gene on oxidative stress parameters and lipid profile of the blood during a three-month wrestling training. The study included 53 Polish young wrestlers. Blood samples were collected at the beginning of the programme and following three months of the training. The list of analysed parameters included erythrocyte and serum activities of superoxide dismutase (SOD), whole blood glutathione peroxidase (GPx) activity, total glutathione (tGSH) level, concentration of lipid hydroperoxides (LHs), total antioxidant capacity (TAC) and creatine kinase (CK) activity in the serum, as well as lipid profile parameters: triglycerides (TG), total cholesterol (TC), high-density (HDL-C), and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C). Three-month training resulted in a decrease in CK activity, an increase in serum SOD activity, as well as in unfavourable changes in serum lipid profile: an increase in TC, LDL-C, and TG, and a decrease in HDL-C. Aside from CK activity, all these changes seemed to be associated with presence of Val allele. Prior to the training programme, subjects with Ala/Ala genotype presented with lower levels of LHs, lower whole blood GPx activity, and lower serum concentrations of TC than the individuals with Ala/Val genotype. Both prior to and after three-month training, higher levels of GSH were observed in Val/Val genotype as compared to Ala/Val genotype carriers. Moreover, multiple regression analysis demonstrated that SOD2 genotype was a significant predictor of pre-training whole blood GPx activity and erythrocyte SOD activity (Val/Val > Ala/Val > Ala/Ala). Altogether, these findings suggest that Val 16Ala polymorphism inSOD2gene contributes to individual variability in oxidative stress status and lipid profile of the blood in young wrestlers, and may modulate biochemical response to training.


 Purpose: To estimate the contribution of the 3 energy systems to simulated judo matches. Methods: Twelve judo athletes (18 1 y, 175.1 +/- 5.3 cm, 74.3 +/- 10.5 kg, 11.7% +/- 1.5% body fat, 8 +/- 2 y of practice) performed 5 combats with different durations (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 min), against the same opponent, on different days and blinded to the duration. The estimated energy contributions for the oxidative, glycolytic, and ATP-PCr systems were calculated based on oxygen uptake (VO2) during activity, Delta of lactate, and the fast phase of excess VO2, respectively. Analysis of mixed models for repeated measures was used to compare the contribution of the 3 energy systems and different durations of judo matches, followed by a post hoc Bonferroni test. Results: The oxidative system’s contribution (70%) was higher than those of the glycolytic (8%; P < .001) and ATP-PCr (21%; P < .001) energy systems (in all durations), and the ATP-PCr contribution was higher than that of the glycolytic energy system (up to 3 min). In addition, during the match there was an increase in the oxidative (from 50% to 81%; P < .001), a decrease in the ATP-PCr (from 40% to 12%; P < .001), and maintenance of the glycolytic contributions (between 6% and 10%). Conclusions: There is a predominance of the oxidative system to supply the energy cost of judo matches from the first minute of combat up to the end, compared with the anaerobic systems.

The aim of this study was to compare the values of heart rate (HR) and blood lactate (BL) of kickboxers during kickboxing match. This study was conducted with the participation of 18 male and 16 female sportsmen in Turkish Kickboxing championship, an organization of Turkish Kickboxing Federation. After the participant athletes read and signed informed voluntary consent form (BGOF) prepared for them, the measurements were collected. While no significant difference was found between ages, pre-match HR, post-match HR, pre and post-match BL of male and female Kickboxers, a significant difference was statistically found between the height (P<0.05) and body weights (P<0.01) of athletes. Age distribution of athletes was determined as 14-23 and mean age distribution was determined as 17.03 ± 2.41. HR pressures of athletes differs according to pre-match and post-match periods (P<0.001). As HR frequencies increase by 29.4% according to pre-match HR regardless of the gender, this increase was determined as 31.4% for male athletes and 27.2% for female athletes. While post-match BLs of athletes increase by 4.02 times compared to pre-match regardless of the gender, this increase was determined as 4.20 for male athletes and 3.82 for female athletes. Kickboxing is a combat sport which has high intensity of anaerobic physical fitness. Matches and rounds for HR and BL concentrations show the importance of the aerobic metabolism in kickboxing. However, the significant rise of HR and BL during simulated match indicates that the anaerobic metabolism is also important in kickboxing.


Martial arts and combat sports have been traditionally associated with masculinity, and a range of contradictory meanings have been attached to women’s engagement and experiences. The present study draws on cultural praxis and feminist poststructuralist frameworks to explore how female martial artists are subjectified to dominant cultural discourses surrounding fighting and competition. Interviews with nine female judoka (judo athletes) were gathered in Finland and analyzed using Foucauldian Discourse Analysis (FDA). The FDA revealed that in female judoka talk, judo was constructed as a sport for all, but also as a male domain and a manly sport with fighting and competition as innate masculine qualities that are not learned. Two sets of wider, competing discourses provided the dominant structure for participants’ constructions of judo: (a) a mass sport discourse versus an elite sport discourse and (b) a gender equality discourse versus a female biological inferiority discourse. Drawing on this discursive context and in seeking to make sense of their experiences, participants constructed a ‘naturally born fighter’ identity. Although this might be an empowering identity for female judoka, it does not advance the agenda of gender equity in martial arts because it constructs ‘ordinary’ women as biologically incapable of competitive judo. Our findings reveal that even in the relatively egalitarian culture of Finland, gender hierarchies persist in judo and that it is only by disrupting prevalent constructions of fighting and competitiveness as masculine that progress toward gender equity can be made.


Context: Few researchers have described the incidence of the most severe injuries sustained by student-athletes at the collegiate level. Objective: To describe the epidemiology of severe injuries within 25 National Collegiate Athletic Association
Context: Research on non-time-loss (NTL) injuries, which result in less than 24 hours of restriction from participation, is limited.


INTRODUCTION: Concussion incidence estimates in middle school sports settings are limited. This study examines concussion incidence in nine U.S. middle schools during the 2015-2016 school year. METHODS: Concussion data originated from nine public middle schools in Prince William County, Virginia, during the 2015-2016 school year. Certified athletic trainers collected concussion and athlete exposure (AE) data in school-sanctioned games and practices in boys' basketball, football, soccer, track, and wrestling; and girls' basketball, cheerleading, soccer, softball, track, and volleyball. Athletic trainers also acquired data on non-school sanctioned sport concussions. In 2017, concussion rates were calculated per 1,000 AEs. Injury rate ratios with 95% CIs compared rates between games and practices and by sex. RESULTS: Overall, 73 concussions were reported, of which 21.9% were from non-school sanctioned sport settings. The 57 remaining game and practice concussions were reported during 76,384 AEs, for a concussion rate of 0.75/1,000 AEs. Football had the highest concussion rate (2.61/1,000 AEs). Concussion rates were higher in games versus practices (injury rate ratio = 1.83, 95% CI = 1.06, 3.15), and in girls versus boys in sex-comparable sports, i.e., baseball/softball, basketball, soccer, and track (injury rate ratio = 3.73, 95% CI = 1.24, 11.23). CONCLUSIONS: Current findings parallel those found in high school and college sports settings in that higher concussion rates were reported in girls and competitions. However, concussion rates exceeded those recently reported in high school and youth league settings, highlighting the need for continued research in the middle school sports setting. Given that one in five concussions were from non-school sanctioned sport settings, prevention efforts in middle school sports settings should consider sport and non-sport at-risk exposure.


Context: Research on non-time-loss (NTL) injuries, which result in less than 24 hours of restriction from participation, is limited. Objective: To describe the epidemiology of NTL injuries among collegiate and high school student-athletes. Design: Descriptive epidemiology study. Setting: Aggregate injury and exposure data collected from a convenience sample of National College Athletic Association varsity teams and 147 high schools in 26 states. Patients or Other Participants: Collegiate and high school student-athletes participating in men's and boys' baseball, basketball, football, lacrosse, soccer, and wrestling and women's
and girls’ basketball, field hockey, lacrosse, soccer, softball, and volleyball during the 2009-2010 through 2013-2014 and the 2011-2012 through 2013-2014 academic years, respectively, participated. Collegiate student-athletes participating in men’s and women’s ice hockey were also included. Main Outcome Measure(s): Injury data from the National Collegiate Athletic Association Injury Surveillance Program and the National Athletic Treatment, Injury and Outcomes Network were analyzed. Injury counts, rates per 1000 athlete-exposures (AEs), and rate ratios were reported with 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Results: A total of 11,899 and 30,122 NTL injuries were reported in collegiate and high school student-athletes, respectively. The proportion of NTL injuries in high school student-athletes (80.3%) was 1.61 times greater than that of collegiate student-athletes (49.9%; 95% CI = 1.59, 1.63). The NTL injury rate in high school student-athletes (8.75/1000 athlete-exposures [AEs]) was 2.18 times greater than that of collegiate student-athletes (4.02/1000 AEs; 95% CI = 2.13, 2.22). Men’s ice hockey (5.27/1000 AEs) and boys’ football (11.94/1000 AEs) had the highest NTL injury rates among collegiate and high school athletes, respectively. Commonly injured body parts in collegiate and high school student-athletes were the hip/thigh/upper leg (17.5%) and hand/wrist (18.2%), respectively. At both levels, contusions, sprains, and strains were the most frequent diagnoses. Contact with another player was the most cited injury mechanism (college = 38.0%, high school = 46.3%). Conclusions: Non-time-loss injuries compose large proportions of collegiate and high school sports injuries. However, the NTL injury rate was higher in high school than in collegiate student-athletes. Tracking NTL injuries will help to better describe the breadth of injuries sustained by athletes and managed by athletic trainers.


Context: Injury rates compare the relative frequency of sport-related concussions across groups. However, they may not be intuitive to policy makers, parents, or coaches in understanding the likelihood of concussion. Objective: To describe 4 measures of incidence (athlete-based rate, athlete-based risk, team-based rate, and team-based risk) during the 2011-2012 through 2014-2015 academic years. Design: Descriptive epidemiology study. Setting: Aggregate injury and exposure data collected from the National Collegiate Athletic Association Injury Surveillance Program in 13 sports (men’s baseball, basketball, football, ice hockey, lacrosse, soccer, and wrestling and women’s basketball, ice hockey, lacrosse, soccer, softball, and volleyball). Patients or Other Participants: Collegiate student-athletes. Main Outcome Measure(s): Sport-related concussion data from the National Collegiate Athletic Association Injury Surveillance Program during the 2011-2012 through 2014-2015 academic years were analyzed. We calculated concussion rates per 1000 athlete-exposures (AEs), concussion risk, average number of concussions per team, and percentage of teams with at least 1 concussion. Results: During the 2011-2012 through 2014-2015 academic years, 1485 concussions were sustained by 1410 student-athletes across 13 sports. Concussion rates ranged from 0.09/1000 AEs in men’s baseball to 0.89/1000 AEs in men’s wrestling. Concussion risk ranged from 0.74% in men’s baseball to 7.92% in men’s wrestling. The average 6 SD number of concussions per team ranged from 0.25 6 0.43 in men’s baseball to 5.63 6 5.36 in men’s football. The percentage of teams with a concussion ranged from 24.5% in men’s baseball to 80.6% in men’s football. Conclusions: Although men’s wrestling had a higher concussion rate and risk, men’s football had the largest average number of concussions per team and the largest percentage of teams with at least 1 concussion. The risk of concussion, average number of concussions per team, and percentage of teams with concussions may be more intuitive measures of incidence for decision makers. Calculating these additional measures is feasible within existing injury surveillance programs, and this method can be applied to other injury types.


A low second-to-fourth digit ratio (2D:4D) has been reported to correlate with high performance and athletic potential of an individual in sport. It has been suggested that 2D:4D is a relatively weak predictor of strength and a stronger predictor of efficiency in aerobic exercise. Comparing extreme groups on a continuum of sports performance requiring high power (physical strength) output would be helpful to resolve this issue. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to compare the 2D:4D ratio of world-class elite Greco-Roman wrestlers (n = 10) taking part in Olympic fitness camps in 2013 with the 2D:4D ratio of non-elite collegiate wrestlers (n = 20), and age-matched sedentary males (n = 40). The 2D:4D ratios of elite wrestlers were lower compared to non-elite athletes (p < 0.01, right hand d = 1.70, left hand d = 1.67) and the control group (p < 0.0001, right hand d = 3.16, left hand d = 2.00). No significant differences were noted among the groups for right - left 2D:4D. We concluded that 2D:4D may discriminate between non-elite and world-class wrestlers. We also suggest that a low 2D:4D ratio could be linked to performance potential in wrestlers. As such, 2D:4D may provide additional information, which is valuable in determining the potential athleticism of an individual, when it is used in conjunction with other measures.

Khurana, R. K. (2017). Initial orthostatic and non-orthostatic hypotension in wrestler’s syncope. *Clinical Autonomic Research*, 27(6), 423-426. doi:10.1007/s10286-017-0476-9 We present a case of wrestler’s syncope associated with initial hypotension in response to orthostatic and non-orthostatic sympathoexcitatory stimuli. A 16-year-old male presented with recurrent syncope during wrestling for 5 years. In these episodes he stopped wrestling and had a blank stare, vertigo, black spots in vision, heart racing, sweating, muffled sounds, and exhaustion. He denied fainting, tongue bite, or sphincter incontinence, but he was pale.
and amnestic and felt wobbly transiently after the episode. Fludrocortisone treatment for 2 years was without benefit. Unrelated to syncope, he experienced 1 h episodes of moderate occipital headache with photophobia. Fludrocortisone aggravated his headache. He had constant moderate fatigue for 1 year.


The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of the MCT1 T1470A polymorphism (rs1049434) on power-oriented performance and lactate concentration during or after cycling sprints in Japanese wrestlers. Participants (199 wrestlers and 649 controls) were genotyped for the MCT1 T1470A genotype (rs1049434) using the TaqMan (R) Assay. All wrestlers were international (n = 77) or national (n = 122) level athletes. Among them, 46 wrestlers performed 2 anaerobic performance tests, a 30-s Wingate Anaerobic test (WAnT) and a series of 10 maximal effort 10-s sprints on a cycle ergometer. Blood lactate levels were measured before, during, and after the tests. In the A-allele recessive model (AA vs. TA + TT), the frequency of the AA genotype was significantly higher in all wrestlers than in controls (p = 0.037). Wrestlers with AA genotype had lower blood lactate concentrations than those with TA + TT genotype at 10 min after the WAnT and following the 5th and the final set of repeated cycling sprints (p < 0.05). The AA genotype of the MCT1 T1470A polymorphism is over-represented in wrestlers compared with controls and is associated with lower blood lactate concentrations after 30-s WAnT and during intermittent sprint tests in Japanese wrestlers.


The purpose of this study was to identify the relationship model among Mediation Effects of Ego-Resilience on the Coach-Athlets Behavior Fit, Exercise Burnout, in Middle and High School Wrestling Athletes. To achieve the purpose, 111 subjects from middle and high school Korea Wrestling Association. Analysis of the collected material was subjected to the Frequency analysis, reliability analysis, correlation, using AMOS 18 was carried out confirmatory factor analysis, structural equation modeling analysis. The significance of all analyzes p<.05. The following results were obtained: Firstly, Coach-Athlets Behavior Fit has a positive effect on the Ego-Resilience in wrestlers. Secondly, it showed that Coach-Athlets Behavior Fit of the wrestler does not affect the Exercise Burnout. Thirdly, Ego-Resilience has a Negative effect on the Exercise Burnout in wrestlers. Finally, relationships among oach-Athlets Behavior Fit, Exercise Burnout and Ego-Resilience of wrestler were the causal relation, also role of Ego-Resilience was complete medication variables.


Shoulder dislocations are common shoulder injuries associated with athletic activity in contact sports, such as football, rugby, wrestling, and hockey. Identifying genetic loci associated with shoulder dislocation could shed light on underlying mechanisms for injury and identify predictive genetic markers. To identify DNA polymorphisms associated with shoulder dislocation, a genome-wide association screen was performed using publically available data from the Research Program in Genes, Environment and Health including 662 cases of shoulder dislocation and 82 602 controls from the European ancestry group. rs12913965 showed an association with shoulder dislocation at genome-wide significance (p = 9.7 x 10-9; odds ratio = 1.6) from the European ancestry group. Individuals carrying one copy of the risk allele (T) at rs12913965 showed a 69% increased risk for shoulder dislocation in our cohort. rs12913965 is located within an intron of the TICRR gene, which encodes TOPBP1 interacting checkpoint and replication regulator involved in the cell cycle. rs12913965 is also associated with changes in expression of the ISG20 gene, which encodes an antiviral nuclease induced by interferons. This genetic marker may one day be used to identify athletes with a higher genetic risk for shoulder dislocation. It will be important to replicate this finding in future studies.


The purpose of this article is to review the nutritional recommendations, the weight management practices, and the weight management regulations of high school wrestlers. Serving as a commentary on how these influences coupled with the perceived demand for lean body composition for better performance can relate to disordered eating patterns in high school wrestlers. Wresting creates a high caloric demand while at the same time wrestlers practice restrictive dietary behaviors. Extreme weight loss behaviors performed by wrestlers have been observed. Nutritional recommendations are primarily made by athletic coaches who are not properly trained in nutrition and weight management. This can lead to the acceptance by the wrestler to practice poor behaviors related to food and nutrition. There is a need to properly evaluate and educate the coaches and athletes on nutrition, and weight management. Such education is necessary for the health of the athlete as they progress through the season, and through growth and development.
Introduction: The effect of a history of competitive sports on later use of alcohol and occurrence of alcohol-related diseases is poorly known. We investigated how a history of elite level sports was associated with alcohol consumption in middle-age and with alcohol-related morbidity and mortality. Methods: The occurrence of alcohol-related diseases and deaths were followed using national registers from 1970 to 2008 among Finnish male former elite athletes (n = 2202) and matched controls (n = 1403) alive in 1970 (mean age = 45.1 yr). Hazard ratios were calculated by Cox proportional hazards model. In 1985, surviving participants questionnaire-reported their alcohol consumption and engagement in physical activity/sports. Results: The risk of any alcohol-related diseases or deaths did not differ between former athletes and controls (hazard ratio = 0.93, 95% confidence interval [CI] = 0.73-1.20, P = 0.59), although the risk was higher among both combat sports athletes and weightlifters compared with endurance sports athletes, shooters or jumpers, and hurdlers (P < 0.05). In 1985, athletes consumed more alcohol (417 g month⁻¹, 95% CI = 386-447) compared with controls (397 g month⁻¹, 95% CI = 355-441) (P < 0.05). Consumption was lower among endurance sports athletes than among controls (P < 0.05). Team sports athletes consumed more alcohol (P < 0.05), especially beer (P < 0.01), compared with other athletes and controls. Athletes no longer engaged in leisure-time sports consumed more alcohol than those who continued to be physically active (P < 0.05). Conclusions: Overall, former athletes reported higher alcohol consumption than controls. There was no difference in alcohol-related morbidity, but the risk varied between different sports groups. Alcohol consumption after top sports career was greater if participation in leisure-time sports was discontinued.


Purpose. The performance of motor activity mostly occurs where there are time pressures and an increase in nervous emotion and physical tension. Methods. The role of visual perception in information processing and its connection to emotions in elite athletes were studied. 19 elite athletes, Greco-Roman wrestlers, aged 19-22 were examined. The sequence of the study method was: simple visual-movement reaction; reaction to a moving object; speed of perception; scale of emotional excitability. Results. The results obtained indicate significant links between anger and visual perception in elite athletes. It is likely that emotional factors such as anger are a hindrance to athletes’ concentration on the object of the activity. This results in ineffective information processing and leads to a deterioration in visual perception. Conclusions. The study shows that anger is not a motivational factor in sport activity. Anger as an affective emotion, is a negative characteristic and affects the athletes’ general functional state.


Purpose: to study the connection of psychophysiological characteristics with different levels of motivation in judo athletes of high qualification. Material: highly qualified athletes were examined, members of the National Judo Team (men). All athletes (n = 25) were divided into three groups, depending on the level of motivation to achieve success. Results: it is established that the high level of motivation for achieving success in judo is provided by activation of neurodynamic, cognitive functions and the level of light resistance. Athletes with a high level of motivation to achieve success is observed the predominance of the
values of neurodynamic functions: endurance of the nervous system; speed of visual reactions. Athletes with an average level of motivation to achieve success identified higher values: productivity, speed, accuracy, effectiveness of verbal information. Athletes with a predominance of avoidance of failure motivation have a preference for other groups in the speed, efficiency and stability of the processes of thinking and processing information. Conclusions: Judo athletes with a predominance of motivation to avoid a failure form coping strategy to prevent psycho-emotional stress. This helps to minimize the exhaustion of vegetative resources in conditions of extreme sports activity. Judo athletes with high level of motivation to achieve success, the presence of mental state of relative comfort is associated with the search for support among others and orientation toward internal beliefs.

Korobeynikov, G., Korobeinikova, L., Latishev, S., Shackih, V., Mischenko, V. (2017). Current control of psychophysiological state of elite wrestlers during training process. Paper presented at the International scientific and professional conference on wrestling: "Applicable research in wrestling" Novi Sad, Serbia. The aim of the work was to elaborate the structure of current control of psychophysiological states of elite wrestlers during training process. The main task of the current control is to provide wrestling teams with scientifically based diagnostics of psychophysiological states of athletes with the estimate of athlete's autonomic nervous system condition, the evaluation and correction of their commitment and willingness and the evaluation and correction of individual training programs. In article different cognitive strategies of information processing in elite wrestlers is discussed with the emphasis on the functional asymmetry of brain. Also, the dynamics of athlete's pre-start, prelaunch reactions (before a competition) is described as manifested in neurodynamic functions and autonomic regulation of heart rate in elite athletes. In support of wrestling teams and based on the experience and scientific methodology, the structured logical model was proposed of current diagnostics of psychophysiological states of elite wrestlers under the conditions of muscular and psycho-emotional tension. Conclusion. Experience our scientific group acquired while working with the Ukrainian national Olympic wrestling teams enabled us to apply the methodology of current control of psychophysiological states for the correction of training process programs based on individual characteristics of elite wrestlers.

Korobeynikov, G., Korobeinikova, L., Latishev, S., Shackih, V. (2017). The impact of emotions on visual-movement performance and effectiveness of competitive activity of elite wrestlers. Paper presented at the International scientific and professional conference on wrestling: "Applicable research in wrestling" Novi Sad, Serbia. PURPOSE: The aim was to study the impact of emotions on visual processing in movement performance and its effects on the competitive activity of elite wrestlers. METHODS: The peculiarities of visual perception in information-processing conditions were studied in connection with the emotions of eliteathletes. Nineteen elite athletes, Greco-Roman wrestlers, aged 19-22 years, were examined. The wrestlers completed the following tests: simple visual-motor reaction; reaction to a moving object; perception speed; and a scale of emotion excitability. Consents for research in written form were given by the athletes according to the recommendations of the Ethics Committee for Biomedical Research. RESULTS: The results indicate significant links between anger and certain aspects of visual perception in elite athletes. It is likely that the emotional factor of anger is a hindrance to concentration and attention in athletes resulting in ineffective information processing and leading to a deterioration of visual perception and effectiveness of competitive activity. CONCLUSIONS: Anger, as an affective emotion, is a negative characteristic in the wrestler’s general functional state and potentially jeopardizes his/her competitive performance.

Koryagina, J. V., Nopin, S.V., Blinov, V.A., Blinov, O.A. (2017). Neurophysiological predictors for physical working capacity control: analysis of innovative studies by foreign laboratories in 2010-2016. Theory and Practice of Physical Culture, 2017(1), 192-194. A growing number of researchers devote their scientific career to studying the effect of exercise on the brain function. While the behavioral studies showed a strong association between physical exercises, cognitive functions and the psyche, the underlying neurophysiological effects are still unclear. Objective of the study was to make an analytical overview of the most promising studies in athletic neurophysiology and psychophysiology for the period since 2010 performed by the leading foreign university laboratories.

Kostorz, K., Gniezinska, A., & Nawrocka, M. (2017). The hierarchy of values vs. self-esteem of persons practising martial arts and combat sports. Ido Movement for Culture-Journal of Martial Arts Anthropology, 17(1), 15-22. doi:10.14589/ido.17.1.3 Background, Problem and Aim. According to experts, one’s shared values and self-esteem exert a significant influence on the development of personality, disposition, commitment to the pursuit of one’s objectives, the perception of the world, and interpersonal relations [Tomkiewicz, Poplawa 1997; Ostrowska 1998; Krok 2010; Komorowska-Pudlo 2014; Kostorz, Gniezinska 2016]. Although pragmatists in many fields give these issues due priority, the amount of research undertaken in the field of martial arts is relatively small and clearly inadequate compared with other disciplines. This led the authors to perform their own analyses. Methods. The research was conducted in Jastrzebie-Zdroj and Wodzislaw Slaski among 80 respondents divided into two groups: 1) practitioners (N=38) and 2) control group (N=42). A diagnostic survey was employed using the ‘Scheler’s Value Scale’ (SVS) developed by Brzozowski and Self-Esteem Scale developed by Rosenberg in the Polish adaptation by Laguna, Lachowicz-Tabaczek and Dzwonkowska. Results. It was found that the women demonstrated statistically significantly higher level of values subscale of aesthetic (p = 0.02) and truth (p = 0.048). Non-practicing peers demonstrated
BACKGROUND: Lower limb explosive power is an important motor quality for sporting performance and indicates use of anaerobic energy systems like stored ATP and Creatine phosphate system. Weightlifting, Fencing and Wrestling use it for monitoring and identification of potential sportmen. The Wingate test and Standing Broad Jump (SBJ) test are reliable and accurate tests for its assessment. This study conducted on elite Indian sportsmen tries to analyse feasibility of use of the SBJ test in sports and military medicine when Wingate test is impractical. METHODS: 95 elite sportsmen (51 Fencers, 17 Weightlifters and 27 Wrestlers) of a sports institute were administered Wingate cycle ergometer test and SBJ under standardised conditions. The results were analysed for mass and inter-discipline correlation. RESULTS: Analysis using Pearson’s correlation showed significant positive correlation between Peak power (r=0.686, p<0.002) in Weightlifters. Bland-Altman plot analysis showed that about 94% pairs of peak power and SBJ were within limits of agreement for each discipline as well as among all sportsmen. CONCLUSION: The test results show definite correlation and SBJ test can be used as a field test in performance monitoring, talent identification, military recruit screening and injury prevention.


Sport coaches can play an important role in shaping a team’s approach to concussion safety through their communication with team members. However, across all sports, there is limited knowledge about factors that make coaches more or less likely to engage in safety-supportive communication. The objectives of this study were to assess the concussion-related knowledge and attitudes of wrestling coaches, as well as the extent to which they engage in autonomy-supportive coaching practices, and to determine how these factors are related to communication with athletes in support of concussion safety. Data were collected through an online survey of head coaches of National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) wrestling teams (n = 89, 40.5% response rate). On average, coaches answered five out of a possible nine knowledge questions correctly and were significantly more likely to think it was acceptable for an athlete to continue playing after sustaining a concussion during a national...
The reaction of the athletes' organism on the physical loads is mostly determined by the peculiarities of their somatotype and


Background/Scientific Framework: Martial arts with their many centuries of history are perceived by public opinion as a carrier

Kusnierz, C., Cynarski, W. J., & Gorner, K. (2017). Social reception and understanding of combat sports and martial arts by both

The aim of the study was to present the modifications of strength athletics, enabling the competitors to achieve maximal


athletics (progression) and its application in training practice especially considering the speed of exercise performance. Journal of Combat Sports & Martial Arts, 8(1), 1-7.

The aim of the study was to present the modifications of strength athletics, enabling the competitors to achieve maximal

muscular stimulations, leading to the development of specific strength in large muscle groups. The application goal was also determined, involving presentation of exercise sets used in strength sports and combat sports, developing specific strength in major muscle groups, particularly considering the tempo of exercising in each training sub-periods. The reference sources are reviewed as well as the earlier publications, describing the basic modalities of strength athletics. The versions of this approach connected with methodical recommendations of Polish Strength Athletics School, established by Augustyn Dziedzic are also presented. Each variant of strength athletics is described in terms of its usefulness for developing maximal strength, anaerobic endurance, mastering motor habits (techniques), applying exercises which have a similar or a more complex structure than these previously applied and a fast tempo of exercising. Tempo variations are attributed to each sub-period of the training cycle, considering the frequency of application and exercise sets, aimed at the development of large muscle groups are presented. It is emphasized that strength athletics should be regarded as a set of approaches, which, regularly applied, allow considerable increases of maximal muscular strength, anaerobic endurance and mastering motor habits. It has been confirmed that the application of different modalities of exercising tempo not only enriches their resources, but also can increase muscular strength and power, significantly contributing to the improvement of athletic performance in combat sports.

Kusnierz, C., Cynarski, W. J., & Gorner, K. (2017). Social reception and understanding of combat sports and martial arts by both


Background/Scientific Framework: Martial arts with their many centuries of history are perceived by public opinion as a carrier of many desirables values. Apart from the health benefits they are used for moral education, and the reduction of social brutality, as well as bringing positive models of behaviour, while complacency also being a source of well-being. Problem and Aim: The paper aims to learn what both school students and adults think about combat sports and martial arts. The questions this gives rise to are: what is the public reception of martial arts and combat sports and what are the values of the training recognised by people who are not involved in Martial Arts training. Material and Methods. The research uses the diagnostic survey method of with a questionnaire. As a research tool, a modified survey questionnaire on martial arts and combat sports was used for surveying N=192 people in total (Opole, Poland, 2015). Results. The results obtained show that people not involved in the training have a favourable perception of combat sports and martial arts, while showing they also show discrepancies in opinions on the effect of training on spiritual growth and aggression, which is often perceived as a trait of people in training. Conclusions. Untrained people rank at number 1 the possibility of achieving a high level of physical fitness, then secondly, self-discipline and a healthy and clean-living lifestyle when describing the benefits of close combat training. Different opinions were found on the effect the training on children and young people, which proves the need for more attention to be paid to the educational aspects of martial arts training activities.

directions of the training process. Journal of Physical Education & Sport, 17(1), 431-435.

The reaction of the athletes' organism on the physical loads is mostly determined by the peculiarities of their somatotype and plays an important role in the selection of sport activities. Therefore, we have used the Heath-Carter somatotyping to describe the peculiarities of somatotypes of the athletes, representing 12 different sports (188 males with sport experience more than 5 years). The aim of the study was to compare the somatotypes of athletes with different directions of training process. It was found the two dominant somatotypes for combat sports athletes: balanced mesomorph (average somatotype for gopak fight is 2.39-4.44-2.71; for fencing - 2.53-5.28-2.18) and endomorphic mesomorph (karate WKF - 3.67-5.27-2.85; boxing - 3.66-4.58-2.81). The mesomorphy dominates in somatotype of the athletes, who participate in strength sports, wrestling, rowing and swimming. The most frequently observed somatotype in the groups of weightlifters (2.89-5.68-2.26), wrestlers (5.11-5.70-1.84), rowers (4.48-5.38-2.23) and swimmers (3.65-4.52-2.76) was endomorphic mesomorph. In the group of athletes, who participate in game sports, the somatotypes of balanced mesomorph (volleyball - 3.09-4.54-3.08 and tennis - 3.60-4.62-3.27) or endomorphic mesomorph (football - 3.75-4.34-3.16) prevail. The average somatotype of high jumpers is 2.73-2.73-4.89 (balanced ectomorph). We can suppose the increase of ectomorphy in the case of high amount of vertical jumping elements during competitive and training activity (games, high jumping). The mesomorphy becomes dominant when the speed and
strength loadings prevail (combat sports, weightlifting, wrestling, rowing and swimming). In this case the highest endomorphy has been found among the athletes, engaged in the sports without essential amount of vertical body movements (wrestling, rowing and swimming).


The aim of this study was to compare two models of determining factors for success in judo. The first model (Model A) included testing motor abilities of high-level Croatian judokas in the cadet age category. The sample in Model A consisted of 71 male and female judokas aged 16 +/- 0.6 years who were divided into four subsamples according to sex and weight category. The second model (Model B) consisted of interviewing 40 top-level judo experts on the importance of motor abilities for cadets’ success in judo. According to Model A, the greatest impact on the criterion variable of success in males and females of heavier weight categories were variables assessing maximum strength, coordination and jumping ability. In the lighter weight male categories, the highest correlation with the criterion variable of success was the variable assessing agility. However, in the lighter weight female categories, the greatest impact on success had the variable assessing muscular endurance. In Model B, specific endurance was crucial for success in judo, while flexibility was the least important, regardless of sex and weight category. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients showed that there were no significant correlations in the results obtained in Models A and B for all observed subsamples. Although no significant correlations between the factors for success obtained through Models A and B were found, common determinants of success, regardless of the applied model, were identified.


The study offers a biomechanical classification of actions in competitive wrestling based on the traditional description of objects in modern mechanics. Standing technical actions are classified into the following 4 groups: force couple; lever; mechanical block; and combined throws. The proposed classification makes it possible to generate physical values to rate the throw execution techniques. In case of a rotation throw with the under-shoulder grip, for instance, the action may be 3 times more efficient if the rotation angle is duly increased. The proposed classification may be applied in the education and training process at technical universities. The relevant mechanical process models may be used to reinforce the interdisciplinary connections and learning quality in the academic Physical Education discipline and the core academic discipline. This will encourage further interest of the students in the studies and improve the learning process quality and, consequently, improve the technical background of the students and their motivations for the academic and training process. The proposed classification may be supplemented by grouped technical actions based on some other process models applied in modern mechanics.


In athletes, pain has diverse functions and a complex etiology. Its role is not limited to indicating the limits of the body, especially in areas that are exposed to maximal forces and stresses and consequently vulnerable to damage or injury. Several common single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been recently associated with inter-individual differences in pain perception. Among several other markers, catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT rs4680:G>A) and the µ-opioid receptor (OPRM1 rs1799971: A>G) were proposed as key factors for pain perception. The aim of the current study was to investigate the potential association between COMT and OPRM1 genotypes and pain perception as well as the relation with elite athlete status. The study involved 395 healthy men, aged 18 to 28 years; 214 combat sports athletes comprised the experimental group and 181 non-athletes comprised the control group. DNA was extracted from buccal cells donated by the subjects, and genotyping for COMT rs4680 and OPRM1 rs1799971 was carried out using real-time PCR. Measurement of the pain threshold and pain tolerance was performed using an algometer and the cold pressor test. The genotype distribution of COMT and OPRM1 polymorphisms did not differ between combat athletes and the control group (p=0.500 and p=0.390). Pain threshold and pain tolerance as both quantitative and qualitative measures did not differ with respect to OPRM1 and COMT polymorphism in either the combat or the control group for any of the analysed genetic models.


**ABSTRACT:** The aim of this study was to determine whether the contact sports change the perception of pain as assessed by the cold pressor test (CPT), and if the test induces the same reaction of the cardiovascular system in contact athletes and non-athletes. The study involved 321 healthy men; 140 contact athletes and 181 students of the University of Szczecin (control). Pain threshold and pain tolerance were evaluated using CPT. Cardiovascular measurements were made during CPT. The contact athletes showed a much higher tolerance to pain than the control group (median time 120 vs. 94 s, respectively, p = 0.0002). The thresholds of pain in both groups did not differ significantly between the groups. Systolic blood pressure
measured before and during the test in all three measurements was statistically significantly higher in athletes compared with the control group. Heart rate and diastolic blood pressure did not differ significantly between the studied groups.


Carnosine (β-alanyl-L-histidine), abundantly found in skeletal muscle, plays an important role during exercise, especially for high-intensity contractions. Variability in muscle carnosine content between individuals exists and may also be explained by different genetic bases, although no study has addressed the association of polymorphisms in genes related to carnosine metabolism in athletes. This study aimed to investigate the frequency of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the carnosinase genes (CNDP1 and CNDP2) in a large Brazilian cohort of athletes and nonathletes. Eight SNPs were compared between a representative cohort of elite athletes from Brazil (n = 908) and a paired group of nonathletes (n = 967). The athletes were stratified into three groups: endurance (n = 328), power (n = 415), and combat (n = 165). The CNDP2 rs6566810 (A/A genotype) is overrepresented in endurance athletes, but only in international-level endurance athletes. Three SNPs (CNDP2 rs3764509, CNDP2-CNDP1 rs2346061, and CNDP1 rs2887) were overrepresented in power athletes compared with nonathletes. Carriers of the minor allele had an increased odds ratio of being a power athlete. For the rs2346061, no significant difference was observed in genotype frequencies between power and combat sports athletes, but for rs2887 the power and combat groups showed an inverse genotype distribution. In conclusion, we found that minor alleles carriers for CNDP2 rs3764509 (G-allele), CNDP2-CNDP1 rs2346061 (C-allele), and CNDP1 rs2887 (A-allele) are more likely to be a power athlete. These polymorphisms may be novel genetic markers for power athletes. Furthermore, these results are suggestive of a distinct CNDP genotype for sporting development.


Combative sport is one of the most physically intense forms of exercise, yet the effect of recovery interventions has been largely unexplored. We investigated the effect of cold-water immersion on structural, inflammatory, and physiological stress biomarkers following a mixed martial arts (MMA) contest preparation training session in comparison with passive recovery. Semiprofessional MMA competitors (n = 15) were randomly assigned to a cold-water immersion (15 min at 10 °C) or passive recovery protocol (ambient air) completed immediately following a contest preparation training session. Markers of muscle damage (urinary myoglobin), inflammation/oxidative stress (urinary neopterin + total neopterin (neopterin + 7,8-dihydroneopterin)), and hypothalamic-pituitary axis (HPA) activation (saliva cortisol) were determined before, immediately after, and 1, 2, and 24 h postsession. Ratings of perceived soreness and fatigue, counter movement jump, and gastrointestinal temperature were also measured. Concentrations of all biomarkers increased significantly (p < 0.05) postsession. Cold water immersion attenuated increases in urinary neopterin (p < 0.05, d = 0.58), total neopterin (p < 0.05, d = 0.89), and saliva cortisol after 2 h (p < 0.05, d = 0.68) and urinary neopterin again at 24 h (p < 0.01, d = 0.57) in comparison with passive recovery. Perceived soreness, fatigue, and gastrointestinal temperatures were also lower for the cold-water immersion group at several time points postsession whilst counter movement jump did not differ. Combative sport athletes who are subjected to impact-induced stress may benefit from immediate cold-water immersion as a simple recovery intervention that reduces delayed onset muscle soreness as well as macrophage and HPA activation whilst not impairing functional performance.


In this review we discuss: I) the physiological and neuromuscular effects described in the literature for different degrees of body mass loss before the official weigh, II) the recovery or “rebound effect” that occurs between the official weigh and the competition beginning, III) the validity of non-invasive markers to estimate hydration status that coaches may use in monitoring the athlete’s weight loss. METHODS: Comparison of various studies in which the hydration status and weight loss of combat sports athletes are analyzed. RESULTS: “Weight loss effects” Dehydration can produce many negative physiological effects that have an obvious repercussion on sport performance, however, it is important the diet applied after weighing up to competition so as not to have a performance loss. “Rebound effect”. There are few studies analyzing what occurs in the athletes after the official weighing and the beginning of the competition, it is interesting to know that it occurs in 6 - 18 hours until the beginning of the competition, affecting the athlete’s concentration and decision making. “Hydration Indicators”. The best method in the majority of investigations is the osmolality in plasma (POSM) or urine (UOSM); although other methods have been reviewed as more economical, such as specific gravity of the urine, urine color, bioelectric impedance, and perception of thirst, being these simpler methods to know the state of hydration. CONCLUSIONS: It is necessary to elaborate a method that allows to know the weight loss habits of the athletes; thus, it could impact on their health and sport performance allowing an optimal recovery for the competition after the weighing. Future investigations are needed to know the rapid
weight loss habits and consequences, the level of performance after weighing, and the psychological effects due to the weight loss habits of the athletes.


The aim of this study was to analyze the influence of the optimism and pessimism in the Spanish championships of each of the Olympic combat disciplines examined, as well as to assess differences by gender, ranking and champions. The total sample was 183 subjects, all of them specialist in wrestling, taekwondo and boxing. Everyone conducted the LOT-R questionnaire, in the Spanish version, 30 to 60 minutes before the official weighing of their respective national championships. The results show a higher number of male athletes optimistic (85.2%), in relation to female athletes (72.7%). The data regarding the ranking championship medalists and non-medalists were very similar for both pessimistic and optimistic. These results indicate that it may be helpful for combat athletes and their coaches to develop pre-competitive scales score as well as to assist in the usual methods of talents selection.


The analysis of the Olympic cycle 2012-2016 includes both impressions and analyses of the coaches and the sports director of the German Wrestling Federation and the qualitative and quantitative analyses of the wrestling research group at the Institute for Applied Training Science. As regards wrestling, this connectional approach has proven of value. This article summaries findings that have been elaborated, discussed together and partially transferred into sports practice. The basis of the qualitative and quantitative analyses were on the one hand the personal and match data from the “Result Books”. On the other hand, specific performance data were collected on the basis of systematic video observation by means of the video processing software Utilius® vs. Other competition parameters relevant for success than attack efficiency could not be clarified.

Nevertheless, together with representatives form sports practice, strong points of the international elite’s combat behavior and of the best German athletes were clarified, because especially these features constitute starting-points for training and the elaboration of conceptual basics. A high level of individual technical and tactical abilities as well as specific physical capacities are part of it. In the national coaches’ opinion, the latter ones have an impact on competition performance that cannot be compensated.


Summary There remains common belief in the general community that weight cycling or ‘yo-yo dieting’ is associated with potential adverse effects on obesity and metabolic risk factors. In 1994, a review by the National Task Force on the Prevention and Treatment of Obesity concluded that weight cycling did not impact metabolism, and that weight loss attempts should not be discouraged. This study is an updated review of the literature published since 1994, to determine if weight cycling is associated with metabolic risk factors for obesity and type 2 diabetes. A systematic literature search was conducted in PubMed, ISI Web of Science and SCOPUS to identify primary studies that examined weight cycling in relation to obesity and metabolic risk factors. Thirty-one studies with human subjects were retained. Fifty-eight percent (11/19) of publications reported that a history of weight cycling was correlated with increased body fat and central adiposity. Another fifty percent (4/8) of studies reported that the presence of weight cycling increased the likelihood of future weight gain, suggesting that weight cycling is potentially problematic for individuals attempting to lose weight. The majority of studies (13/17; 76%) did not show a detrimental effect of weight cycling on risk of type 2 diabetes. There is some evidence showing that weight cycling has no effect on risk of type 2 diabetes and inconclusive evidence that a history or presence of weight cycling influences body composition, or predisposes to future obesity. The available evidence so far suggests that there is little detrimental effect of weight cycling on current and future obesity and metabolic risk, and therefore weight loss efforts in individuals with overweight/obesity should continue to be encouraged.


Background and study aim: Ideal control of training load and physiological recovery between training sessions and competitions are important aspects for training periodization and improve performance in competition. The aim of this study was the effects of 4-weeks of three different modes of high-intensity interval training (HIIT) on the heart rate variability (HRV), as well as perceptual, physiological and psychometric responses among judo athletes. Material and Methods: Thirty-five judo athletes were randomized into three training groups: 2 blocks of 10 sets of 20s all-out effort by 10s recovery twice a week using lower-body [high-intensity exercise (HIE) in cycle-ergometer for lower-limbs with 4.5% of body mass]; upper-body (HIE in cycle-ergometer for upper-limbs with 3% of body mass); uchi-komi (HIE by means of technique-entrance) and a control group.

This study explores the relationship between motivational regulations in the self-determination continuum and recovery processes in wrestlers. Such knowledge may help coaches creating and maintaining a positive climate both in training and competition, allowing better results and performances. Results indicate that both intrinsic and extrinsic motives are related to the wrestler’s recovery process, especially on personal and social characteristics. For instance, the intrinsic motivation and personal and social well-being association is \( r = .60, p = .05 \), and the introjected extrinsic motivation and personal acceptance is \( r = .66, p = .05 \). With this study, it is possible to better understand wrestlers’ motivational patterns and their relationship with recovery processes, which allows coaches to better regulate athletes’ feelings of sports adhesion and belonging created within the team regarding their contribution to the recovery process.


The aim of this study was to analyze the representation of wrestling coaches regarding the sources of knowledge and the training contents to be adopted during the training process of young wrestler’s coaches. The study was based on Grossman’s (1990) model of professional knowledge for teaching and followed a qualitative, multiple case study methodology. Following a semi-structured script, six Olympic wrestling experts were interviewed in-depth, trying to identify the sources of knowledge that the coaches used for their training and what didactic-methodological contents they considered essential to play their role as coach. The analysis revealed that the coaches’ sources of professional knowledge were diverse, including academic training and professional experience as the main sources of access to professional knowledge. The coaches also pointed out that their first sources of knowledge were their experiences as competitive athletes. Finally, this study concludes that expert coaches must acquire a profound knowledge of the competition environment, seeking to optimize their influence on athletes, which should extend not only to the sport practice of the youngster-as an athlete - but also at the level of the athlete as a person.


Objective: to provide a method for determining phenotypic gender of the person on the basis of morpho-functional indices. The morpho-functional survey of 283 people was done for (158 men and 125 women); native Muscovites living a healthy lifestyle, not involved in professional sports. The surveyed age 18-35 years, mean age 26.3 years. There were determined body size, body proportions, the composition of the body mass - by caliper and bioimpedance analysis, vital capacity of lungs, dynamometry of hands and dead lift strength. In total each person was tested by 245 different indicators of morpho-functional development. To identify the main informative predictors and development of decision rules to identify men and women was conducted stepwise regression analysis [Halafian, 2007]. In addition, to verify the new method for the determination of phenotypic gender were also examined wrestlers of high qualification specializing in free-style wrestling - 132 men and 170 women wrestlers. 302 people in general. In addition, another new sample of 32 strongest women wrestlers, was the comparison of the results of the assessment of phenotypic gender by the newly developed technique (Martirosov, Semenov, Martirosova) and method of Sandra BEM [Bem, 1974], which is recommended to determine psychological gender. In the result was offered the new, authentic way of determining the phenotypic sex of morpho-functional indicators (priority of Rospatent No. 2016105985 from 20.02.2016). The method of determining the phenotypic sex of the person is based on the use of morphological and functional indicators developed by the decision rule and the classification of the subject, taking into account his calculated individual value in one of five classes of centile scale to which it corresponds, depending on the severity of femininity, androgyyny or masculinity. The coefficient of multiple correlation the phenotypic sex determined with the selected predictors is \( R = 0.91 \); the coefficient of determination is \( R^2 = 0.83 \). The reliability of the phenotypic sex determination and classification of individuals in one of the classes is very high - 83%.

Цель работы: разработка способа определения фенотипического пола человека на основе морфофункциональных показателей. Проведено морфофункциональное обследования 283 человек, (158 мужчин и 125 женщин) коренных
There is a lack of research documenting the weight-making practices of mixed-martial-arts (MMA) competitors. The purpose of Matthews, J. J., & Nicholas, C. (2017). Extreme Rapid Weight Loss and Rapid Weight Gain Observed in UK Mixed Martial Arts Contact sports athletes often suffer from various skin disorders (inflammatory diseases of bacterial and fungal origin, atopic dermatitis, psoriasis, etc.) resulting in long breaks in training which ruin athletic performance. Wrestling implies intense skin-to-skin contact that creates perfect conditions for transmission of the infectious agents. Following the standard rules of hygiene (showering and handwashing directly after each competition and training) does not exclude the possibility to get an infection from sparring partner. To characterize the skin microbial composition of wrestlers who do not have current manifestation of any skin disorders, the metagenomic analysis was performed. Absolute predominance of Bacillus genus in metagenomic profiles of wrestlers’ skin was observed in contrast with the existing literature data. Classic microbiological approaches allowed to detect hemolytic forms of microorganisms. Wrestlers’ skin appeared to be colonized with hemolytic bacilli, whereas the non-wrestler athletes did not have such bacteria on their skin. Such dysbiotic shifts in the microbial community may cause the emergence of skin diseases. Revealed properties could help to design highly effective antiseptics for the contact sports hygiene.

McKenna, Z. J., & Gillum, T. L. (2017). Effects of exercise induced dehydration and glycerol rehydration on anaerobic power in male collegiate wrestlers. *Journal of Strength & Conditioning Research* (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins), 31(11), 2965-2968. Wrestlers attempting to reach a specific weight class often use rapid weight loss (RWL). Rapid weight loss is associated with high levels of dehydration, which may hinder athletic performance. Thus, there is a need for wrestlers to optimize rehydration after achieving a specific weight. We sought to observe the effects of RWL on anaerobic power and the impact of glycerol on rehydration and power in male collegiate wrestlers (n = 7, 19.75 ± 1.67 years, 76.8 ± 4.32 kg, 11.6 ± 4.32% body fat, 59.9 ± 6.42 ml·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹). Subjects were assessed for body mass (BM), hydration, and mean power output (Wmean) before exercise (pre),
immediately after exercise (3% dehydrated), and 60 minutes after exercise (rehydrated). Participants ran at 70% of O2max in a heated room (30°C) until 3% BM loss (BML). Subjects rehydrated drinking either 26 ml-kg-1 of water (control) or a 3% glycerol (treatment) solution containing 26 ml-kg-1 of water and 1 g-kg-1 of glycerol. Participants lost 3.00 ± 0.31% (control) and 2.89 ± 0.26% (treatment) of their BM from the pre- to dehydrated conditions. Wmean (control: 659.29 ± 79.12, 651.43 ± 70.71, 659.71 ± 82.78; treatment: 647.71 ± 110.64, 644.57 ± 118.15, 638.14 ± 100.71) did not differ across time (p = 0.87) nor condition (p = 0.80). In addition, glycerol had no significant impact on acute hydration (control: urine-specific gravity [SG] = 1.019 ± 0.010; treatment: SG = 1.017 ± 0.017). These data show that 3% BML did not impair anaerobic performance, and furthermore that glycerol proved ineffective for rehydration in a match like scenario for the competing wrestler.


BACKGROUND: Over 7 million athletes participate in high school (HS) sports annually, with both the benefits of physical activity and risks of injury. While catastrophic cervical spine injuries have been studied, limited data are available characterizing less severe cervical spine injuries in HS athletes. OBJECTIVE: To describe and compare cervical spine injury rates and patterns among United States (US) HS athletes across 24 sports over a ten-year period. DESIGN: Descriptive epidemiology study
SETTING: National sample of high schools participating in the High School Reporting Information Online (High School RIO) injury surveillance system. PARTICIPANTS: Athletes from participating schools injured in a school sanctioned practice, competition, or performance during the 2005-2006 through 2014-2015 academic years. METHODS: Cervical spine injury data captured by High School RIO during the ten-year study period were examined. Cervical spine injury was defined as any injury to the cervical spinal cord, bones, nerves, or supporting structures of the cervical spine including muscles, ligaments, and tendons. MAIN OUTCOME MEASUREMENTS: Cervical spine injury rates, diagnoses, mechanisms, and severities. RESULTS: During the study period, 1,080 cervical spine injuries were reported during 35,581,036 athlete exposures (AE) for an injury rate of 3.04 per 100,000 AE. Injury rates were highest in football (10.10), wrestling (7.42) and girls’ gymnastics (4.95). Muscle injuries were most common (63.1%), followed by nerve injuries (20.5%). A larger proportion of football injuries were nerve injuries compared to all other sports (IPR, 3.31; CI, 2.33-4.72), while in boys’ ice hockey fractures represented a greater proportion of injuries compared with all other sports (IPR, 7.64; CI, 2.10-27.83). Overall, the most common mechanisms of injury were contact with another player (70.7%) and contact with playing surface (16.1%). CONCLUSIONS: Cervical spine injury rates and patterns vary by sport and gender. Characterizing these differences is the first step in developing effective, evidence-based prevention guidelines.


This study aimed to determine the relationship between bone mineral values and anaerobic power in professional wrestlers. A cross-sectional study was performed on 14 male wrestlers (22.9 ± 3.4 years) and 11 untrained men (24.5 ± 1.6 years; controls). Bone Mineral Content (BMC), Bone Mineral Density (BMD) and body composition were examined using dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry. Peak Power (PP) and Mean Power (MP) were measured by Wingate Anaerobic Test. The research showed that the wrestlers had greater leg lean mass, BMC and BMD, as well as MP expressed in absolute terms (W), and relative to body mass (W/kg-1) compared with controls. MP (W) was correlated with leg lean mass in both groups. PP (W) and MP (W) were notably associated with BMC and BMD in both wrestlers and untrained men (r=0.608, p<0.021 and r=0.717, p<0.004) respectively, although less significant in controls. PP (W/kg-1) and MP (W/kg-1) were associated with BMD in wrestlers (r=0.616, p<0.05; r=0.641, p<0.05, respectively), but not in controls. In the total subject population, PP (W) and MP (W) correlated with leg lean mass, BMC and BMD. In conclusion, bone mineral values, especially BMD were significantly associated with anaerobic power in both the absolute and relative measures in wrestlers.


PURPOSE: The purpose of the present study was to investigate the effect of ambient temperature on exercise-induced fatigue and sustainability of repetitions in cadet wrestlers. METHODS: 21 cadet wrestlers (age: 15.04±0.8 years, weight: 59.20±12.67 kg, height: 163.47±7.39 cm, body fat: 10.03±3.39%) participated as subjects in this study. Based on body composition and anthropometric profiles, subjects were divided into three similar groups. After providing the desired temperature (30, 18 and 10 °C), subjects were asked to complete a Wrestling Technique Based Circuit Training protocol. Fatigue level was measured by Likert scale (5-point scale) before, immediately and 30 minutes after exercise and the ability of sustainability of repetitions was measured by counting number of implemented techniques. Independent Samples t-test, ANOVA repeated measures, one-way ANOVA and Bonferroni post-hoc tests were used to analyze the results at a significance level of p<0.05. RESULTS: The results showed that the levels of fatigue increased significantly after exercise in all groups and it was observed significant difference between high-temperature (HT) and low-temperature (LT) groups with normal-temperature (NT) group. In addition, the ability to sustainability of repetitions decreased significantly in all groups in second-round and this reduction was higher in HT and LT groups compared to NT group. Also, significant differences were observed between HT- NT groups and LT - NT groups.
However, after 30-minutes of active rest despite the decrease in fatigue levels, significant difference was observed between the levels of pre-exercise and after 30-minute recovery time in all groups. CONCLUSION: The results showed that heat stress can aggravate exercise-induced fatigue in cadet wrestlers. Thus, it is suggested that special attention should be paid to ambient temperature of competition and training gyms of this age group.


The aim of this study was to analyze the energy systems in all Greco-Roman (GR) and freestyle (FS) wrestlers who participated in the 2015 and 2016 world championships (WCh). The materials of the present study consisted of 801 videos (679 of 2015 WCh; 122 of 2016 WCh) that were posted by United World Wrestling (UWW) on their website, along with a multimedia player (laptop) for watching the videos and a chronometer to record the duration of wrestling matches. Data were recorded on specially designed sheets that were prepared in advance. The relative contribution of energy systems in a wrestling match is presented. Moreover, there were some differences between wrestling styles and WCh in respect to relative contribution of energy systems. We determined the quality and quantity of obtained scores by both GR and FS wrestlers. Results showed that FS wrestlers generally catch more scores than GR wrestlers. Additionally, we investigated the placers’ competition efficiency, which showed that top wrestlers who won the gold medals also had a better competition efficiency than other placers, and this difference was statistically significant (p < 0.05).


Skin and soft-tissue infections have become increasingly common in the sports world. Recent reports have shown that these infections are prevalent throughout all arenas of sport, and efforts to decrease colonization of bacteria and fungi are now essential for preventing the development of SSTIs. Education on cleansing and hygiene are a vital part of this process, and, as such, the team physician and the team athletic trainers play an important role in the education of the athlete and all members of the athletic team. The impact of SSTIs on individuals and the athletic team may be severe and have the potential for notable consequences, including loss of playing time, hospitalization, and even surgery. Continued efforts to better understand and to prevent the development of SSTIs are paramount.


Background: Accurate and accessible methods of body composition are necessary to ensure health and safety of wrestlers during competition. The most valid and reliable instruments are expensive and relatively inaccessible to high school wrestlers; therefore, more practical technology is needed. Objective: To compare body fat percentage (BF%) results from 4 bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) devices to those from air displacement plethysmography (ADP) in adolescent wrestlers. Methodology: 134 adolescent male and female wrestlers (1.72±0.9 m, 66.8±14.3 kg, 15.6±1.1 yrs.) were tested for hydration and then completed 4 body composition tests with different BIA devices and one with Bod Pod. Relative and absolute agreement were assessed between each BIA device and ADP on a single day. Results: When compared with ADP, all devices demonstrated excellent reliability (ICC (2,1) range: 0.88-0.94), but questionable measurement error (SEM range: 2.3-3.6 %BF). Bland-Altman plots revealed that each bioelectrical impedance device we tested over-estimated body fat percent in high school wrestlers (range: 0.8-3.6 %BF) and demonstrated wide 95% limits of agreement (range: 15.020.8 %BF) compared to ADP. Conclusions: The devices investigated demonstrated reasonable measurement accuracy. However, wide margins of error of each device were noted. Caution should be taken when assessing adolescent wrestlers with lower amounts of body fat, as it may result in failing to identify those who do not meet the minimum body fat percentage for competition. The governing bodies should use the research data in the decision-making process regarding appropriate devices for use in their weight management programs.


BACKGROUND: Whole body vibration exercise (WBVE) has been used as a safe and accessible exercise and important reviews have been published about the use of this exercise to manage diseases and to improve physical conditions of athletes The aim of this paper is to highlight the relevance of WBVE to soccer players, divers and combat athletes. MATERIAL AND METHODS: This study was made through a systematic review of publications involving WBVE and the selected sports in two databases (PubMed and PEDRO). RESULTS: It were identified 10 studies involving WBVE and sports (6 of soccer, 2 of diving and 2 of sport combat) with 156 subjects (80 soccer players, 32 divers and 44 combat athletes), with age from 17 to 44 years old. CONCLUSION: The use of WBVE has proven to be a safe and useful strategy to improve the physical conditions of players of different sports. These findings may have clinical relevance and should be considered as a strategy to be used to try improve the physical conditions of players.

The research aimed to investigate back pain (BP) prevalence in a large cohort of young athletes with respect to age, gender, and sport discipline. BP (within the last 7 days) was assessed with a face scale (face 1-2 = no pain; face 3-5 = pain) in 2116 athletes (m/f 61%/39%; 13.3 ± 1.7 years; 163.0 ± 11.8 cm; 52.6 ± 13.9 kg; 4.9 ± 2.7 training years; 8.4 ± 5.7 training h/week). Four different sports categories were devised (a: combat sports; b: game sports; c: explosive strength sport; d: endurance sport). Analysis was described descriptively, regarding age, gender, and sport. In addition, 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated. About 168 (8%) athletes were allocated into the BP group. About 9% of females and 7% of males reported BP. Athletes, 11-13 years, showed a prevalence of 2-4%; while prevalence increased to 12-20% in 14- to 17-year olds. Considering sport discipline, prevalence ranged from 3% (soccer) to 14% (canoeing). Prevalence in weight lifting, judo, wrestling, rowing, and shooting were ≥10%; in boxing, soccer, handball, cycling, and horse riding, ≤6%. 95% CI ranged between 0.08-0.11. BP exists in adolescent athletes, but is uncommon and shows no gender differences. A prevalence increase after age 14 is obvious. Differentiated prevention programs in daily training routines might address sport discipline-specific BP prevalence.


The recognition of eating disorders (EDs) in males represents an ongoing challenge for physicians. This challenge is particularly complex in the case of EDs that are oriented toward muscularity, as opposed to thinness, which current diagnostic criteria do not accommodate. Nevertheless, EDs in males, and muscularity-oriented disordered eating (MODE) in particular, are increasingly prevalent and are likely to be encountered in clinical practice. We report the case of a 16-year-old male who presented with medical instability, requiring hospitalization, in the context of MODE. Importantly, this patient did not meet formal diagnostic criteria for a specific ED, and behavioral symptoms were deemed goal oriented in the context of high school wrestling pursuits. This case highlights the challenges of identifying MODE and the medical risks associated therein. Pediatricians are encouraged to screen for MODE in adolescent males reporting body image concerns.


Context: The Upper Quarter Y-Balance Test (YBT-UQ) is a unique movement test where individuals perform at the limits of their stability, requiring the coordination of balance, proprioception, range of motion, and stabilization. It is not yet clear if performance on the YBT-UQ differs between sports with dissimilar emphasis on upper-extremity performance. Objective: To compare performance on the YBT-UQ between wrestlers, whose sport requires some degree of closed-chain activity, and baseball players, whose sport is primarily open kinetic chain in nature. Design: Cross-sectional. Setting: High school preparticipation physical assessment. Participants: 24 healthy high school male wrestlers (mean age 16.12 ± 1.24y) and 24 healthy high school male baseball players (mean age 15.79 ± 1.25 y). Interventions: All subjects performed the YBT-UQ, which requires reaching in 3 directions while maintaining a push-up position. Main Outcome Measures: The variables of interest include the maximum reach in each direction, as well as the composite score. In addition, asymmetries between limbs for each reach direction were compared. Results: Wrestlers performed significantly better than baseball players in the medial direction, inferolateral direction, and in composite scores. In the medial direction, wrestlers exhibited greater scores (P < .01) on both left and right limbs, 10.5 ± 10.2%LL and 9.95 ± 10.2%LL, respectively. Significant differences (P < .01) were also observed in the inferolateral direction, with a difference of 11.3 ± 12.0%LL on the left and 8.7 ± 11.0%LL on the right. Composite scores were higher (P < .01) for the wrestlers, with a difference of 7.0% on the left and 7.1% on the right. Conclusions: This study suggests that wrestlers perform better on the YBT-UQ than baseball players. The findings may suggest sport-specific normative data for the YBT-UQ in high school athletes.


In view of frequent changes of competition rules in freestyle wrestling a timely and systemic analysis of the competitive activity is a relevant task of the high-level sport. The research objective is to study the dynamics of characteristics of the competitive activity at world championships and the Olympic Games in freestyle wrestling over the period of 2013-16 Olympic cycle, to reveal development tendencies and to draw conclusions about the influence of the new competition rules. It is shown that wrestling rules changes (2013) have entailed the increase in activity, performance level and competition among wrestlers. Thus, the mean number of scored points per wrestler per match had gradually increased from 4.42 in 2013 to 4.72 points per match in 2015 and made up 0.93 pts/min on average. The number of matches with victory by superiority at world championships (2013-15) averaged 18%, while at the 2016 Olympic Games the figure was only 11.7%. Olympic wrestlers have a similar level of qualification than world championship wrestlers. On the whole, the positive dynamics of performance, activity and impressiveness of matches as a result of the competition rules changes is confirmed.

Background: Sumo has long been a traditional sport in Japan and is rapidly attracting enthusiasts abroad. Sumo wrestling entails a risk of impact to the cervical spine during an initial charge. Few reports are available in the English-language literature regarding radiological changes in the cervical spine in sumo wrestlers. Purpose: To examine radiological changes in the cervical spine in freshmen collegiate sumo wrestlers. Study Design: Case series; Level of evidence, 4. Methods: A total of 53 freshmen sumo wrestlers (age, 18-19 years) who belonged to the Japan Sumo Federation underwent routine radiographic examination of the cervical spine and completed questionnaires on cervical symptoms. Results: Of the 53 wrestlers, 81% showed loss of lordosis, 45% showed osteophyte formation (mainly at C3-C4), 11% showed disc space narrowing (mainly at C5-C6), and 51% showed narrowing of the cervical nerve root foramina (mainly at C3-C4). Fifty-one percent had some cervical symptoms. A correlation was found between deformity of the cervical bodies (such as intervertebral disc ballooning) and cervical symptoms, but no correlation was found between cervical degenerative changes and cervical symptoms. Conclusion: Our data suggest that loss of lordosis, osteophyte formation, and narrowing of the cervical nerve root foramina at C3-C4 were frequently present in freshmen wrestlers and may be due to the axial load incurred prior to their collegiate careers.


The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of the MCT1 T1470A polymorphism (rs1049434) on power-oriented performance and lactate concentration during or after cycling sprints in Japanese wrestlers. Participants (199 wrestlers and 649 controls) were genotyped for the MCT1 T1470A genotype (rs1049434) using the TaqMan® Assay. All wrestlers were international (n = 77) or national (n = 122) level athletes. Among them, 46 wrestlers performed 2 anaerobic performance tests, a 30-s Wingate Anaerobic test (WAnT) and a series of 10 maximal effort 10-s sprints on a cycle ergometer. Blood lactate levels were measured before, during, and after the tests. In the A-allele recessive model (AA vs. TA+TT), the frequency of the AA genotype was significantly higher in all wrestlers than in controls (p = 0.037). Wrestlers with AA genotype had lower blood lactate concentrations than those with TA+TT genotype at 10 min after the WAnT and following the 5th and the final set of repeated cycling sprints (p<0.05). The AA genotype of the MCT1 T1470A polymorphism is over-represented in wrestlers compared with controls and is associated with lower blood lactate concentrations after 30-s WAnT and during intermittent sprint tests in Japanese wrestlers.

A young amateur wrestler presented with a burst fracture of the seventh cervical vertebra with complete paraplegia. He was treated with surgery for spine stabilisation and was actively rehabilitated. Adolescents and teenagers are indulging in high-contact sports like wrestling, without proper training and technical know-how, which can lead to severe injuries and possibly, permanent handicap or death. Trainers, assistants and institutions should be well equipped to diagnose and provide initial care of people with a spinal injury to prevent a partial injury from progressing to complete injury. Athletes, coaches and the public should be aware of methods of first aid and how to transport a patient with a cervical spine injury. Authorities should take steps to improve infrastructures in training institutions and ambulance services. Specialised spinal centres should be established throughout the country for management and rehabilitation of patients with paraplegia.


Introduction: The objective was to report epidemiological and lesional features among children practicing wrestling as a game in Dakar, Senegal. Methods: It was a retrospective study including all patients under 16, victims of wrestling game injuries. We studied epidemiological and lesional aspects in children: frequency of wrestling game injuries among all games, age, sex, geographic origin, place of injury, parent's socioeconomic status, nature of the injury and location. Results: Wrestling game injuries represented 19.9% injuries in all games. Sex-ratio was 33.4. The most affected age group was the 6-10 years old age group. The majority of children are from suburban Dakar (64%). Injuries occurred most often at home and in the street. Most children are from low socioeconomic status (64%). Fractures predominated and were localized almost exclusively on the elbow. Conclusion: Wrestling game injuries in Dakar occur among older children from the suburbs, living in the neighborhood of great wrestling champions' districts of residence. Wrestling game cause injuries, consisting mostly of elbow fractures.


BACKGROUND: Fitness profile and the physiological determinants of wrestling success in Greco-Roman wrestlers were investigated. METHODS: The wrestlers from the Iranian National Greco-Roman Team (14 junior wrestlers and 12 senior wrestlers) participated in this study. The junior and senior wrestlers were divided into two groups of successful and less successful athletes based on their performance during the previous wrestling season. The wrestlers were evaluated for anthropometric measurements, flexibility, muscular endurance, explosive power, peak and mean power of upper and lower limbs, cardiovascular endurance, running speed, agility, and muscular strength. RESULTS: In senior wrestler, significant differences in favor of the successful wrestlers were found for relative grip strength (P<0.01), pull-ups (P<0.01), peak and mean anaerobic power of upper limbs (P<0.05), and oxygen consumption (O2) corresponding to ventilatory threshold (VT). The results of discriminant analysis revealed that the relative grip strength, pull-ups, and mean anaerobic power were the most important variables separating the groups. In junior wrestlers, the successful wrestlers had significantly more relative grip strength (P<0.01), pull-ups (P<0.01), peak and mean anaerobic power of upper limbs (P<0.05), and peak anaerobic power of lower limbs (P<0.05). However, the results of discriminant analysis showed that the model could not successfully determine group membership. CONCLUSIONS: In summary, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and anaerobic capacity are the most important variables in Greco-Roman wrestling and athletes must pay particular attention to improving these variables to be a successful wrestler.


The study aims to show the incidence of participation of Cameroonian wrestlers in international events (Olympics Games and World championships) in the development of Olympic wrestling styles in Cameroon, and the level of Cameroonian wrestler's performances. The research sample was purposefully chosen from the Cameroonian wrestlers participating in Olympic and world championships from 1980 to 2016 in accordance with the United World Wrestling (UWW) Database. The main results shown that: The rate of participation of Cameroonian wrestlers in international events is just an indicator (between many others) of the development of Olympics wrestling styles in Cameroon. Due to many factors, the participation of Cameroonian wrestlers in the Olympic Games and world championships between 1980 and 2016, cannot gauge the performance level of Cameroonians wrestlers reliably, but it enables us to see the increasing participation of Cameroonian female wrestlers in international competition, and also the lagging participation of Cameroonian male wrestlers (freestyle and Greco-Roman).


Obmiński, Z., Supiński, J., Mroczkowska, H., Borkowski, L., & Zdanowicz, R. (2017). Wpływ wydolności aerobowej na ostre zmiany funkcji poznawczych i stężeń hormonów we krwi po wyczerpującym wysiłku. / the effect of aerobic fitness on acute changes in

**Background.** We assume, that various task structures of combat sports and non-contact endurance sports may be responsible for differences in the levels of cognitive performance at rest and directly after a strenuous exercise. To do so, we compared visuo-motor abilities before and after an exhaustive exercise test in endurance-trained (triathlon) - and velocity-trained (karate) male athletes. Material and methods. Karate athletes (n=14) and triathlon practitioners (n=17) were subjected to a laboratory ergometry incremental test performed until volitional exhaustion. Capillary blood was sampled in the morning (7:30) and pre and post exercise, for determination of serum hormones. Both groups executed an incremental ergometry exercise test until volitional exhaustion. Two type of visuo-psychomotor tests, i.e. multiple choice time response (MTR) and GO/NOGO task determining the level of cognitive and executive functions: perception vigilance, time and accuracy of decision-making and eye-hand coordination were administered at three time points, before the exercise (-15 min), at 4th and 30th minute after it. Results. Triathlon athletes showed significantly higher VO2max (68.32±7.0 l/min/kg) than karate players (52.1±7.2 l/min/kg), but worse levels of psycho-motor abilities. Morning serum testosterone was significantly higher in karate (25.0±3.7 mM) as compared to the triathlon group (19.8±4.1 mM) Significant improvement for three successive MTR attempts, but not for GO/NOGO tasks was observed for pooled data. Conclusions. Various sporting task structures affect the level of physical fitness and psycho motor abilities. The improvement of repeated MTR attempts may result in psychomotor learning effect and/or exercise-induced excitation of the central nervous system.


We performed a comparative analysis of the scientific views of Russian and foreign scientists on the training activities of judo. Results were taken from scientific research performed by Russian and foreign scientists over the last 12 years. Using a structural analysis of important research work (articles and dissertations), we identified the main research directions of Russian scientists. We compared the results obtained with the scientific ideas of foreign experts. Our comparative analysis of the data showed that for some areas of wrestler training the views of Russian and foreign scientists significantly differ. There is a significant divergence of scientific views between Russian and foreign specialists in the sport of judo. This involved the problems of training athletes for competitive activities and the principles for selecting children and youths for judo during the initial stage of judo preparation.


**BACKGROUND:** Injury is common in the sport of wrestling. More than 6000 athletes compete in NCAA wrestling yearly. Despite this popularity, little is known about the epidemiology of wrestlers' injuries and factors affecting return to competition. We hypothesized that patterns of injury and associated factors influence return to participation. **METHODS:** Retrospective database review of one Division I NCAA wrestling program over nine seasons (2002 to 2011). RESULTS: From 2002 to 2011, 125 wrestlers were varsity participants at a single NCAA Division I program. Among these wrestlers, there were 4275 exposures per year on average. We identified 1034 musculoskeletal injuries, skin injuries, and concussions in 120 athletes (96% of participants). Eighty-two percent of athletes missed at least one day secondary to these injuries, while 69% were unable to compete in at least one match. The injury rate was estimated at 19.6 (SD 16.5) per 1000 exposures. The rate of injuries requiring surgery was estimated at 1.4 (SD 2.1) per 1000 exposures. Weight class, record, age at injury, and eligibility status did not affect the rate or type of injury. A significant difference was noted in the athletes who returned to competition following surgery. Athletes who returned to competition after surgical treatment for an injury ultimately competed in more matches (62.4 vs 18.2, p < 0.001), had more wins (45.2 vs 12.1, p <0.001) and a higher win percentage (67.5 vs 51.2 p < 0.01) than those who did not return following surgery. **CONCLUSION:** Return to competition in collegiate wrestling is dependent on many factors in addition to severity of injury and surgery type. There is a positive association between return to sport and success as a collegiate wrestler. Our findings will be helpful to wrestlers and coaches in guiding expectations after injury. **Level of Evidence:** Level 4 diagnostic.


**BACKGROUND:** This study aimed to compare serum brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) levels which contributes in both lead micro and macro brain trauma, and athleticism, which requires durability in competition. **METHODS:** The study design included 4 groups. Group 1 had sedentary participants, and group 2 athletes (middle and long runners) who exercised for two 2-hour daily training sessions 6 days a week, group 3 included boxers, and group 4 taekwondo fighters. We investigated changes in the blood BDNF levels of taekwondo fighters, boxers, and athletes before and after training and compared them among each other and with measurements of sedentary controls. **RESULTS:** All athletes had higher basal BDNF levels than sedentary participants. Boxers and taekwondo athletes had especially high basal BDNF levels. When we compared different sports branch each other Pre- and post- training BDNF values are ranked as follows: taekwondo > boxing > athletes >
sedentary. In sport branches such as combat sports and athletes, serum BDNF levels have been demonstrated to be higher after training than before. In addition, serum BDNF levels were higher in taekwondo fighters and boxers than athletes.

CONCLUSIONS: BDNF might have a role in the protection mechanism against brain damage or contributes in occurrence and maintenance of high attention and concentration especially among combat sports.

Papadopoulou, S. K., Dalatsi, V. A., Methenitis, S. K., Feidantsis, K. G., Pagkalos, I. G., & Hassapidou, M. (2017). Nutritional Routine of Tae Kwon Do Athletes Prior to Competition: What Is the Impact of Weight Control Practices? Journal of the American College of Nutrition, 36(6), 448-454. doi:10.1080/07315724.2017.1319305 Objective: The purpose of the present study was to investigate and assess the common dietary and weight management strategies of Tae Kwon Do (TKD) athletes prior to national competitions, as well as to examine the relationships between these strategies and body weight reduction and sensation of physical condition. Methods: Sixty (n = 60) TKD athletes, 23 women (19.4 ± 2.9 years) and 37 men (20.4 ± 3.6 years), with at least 12.1 ± 3.1 years of experience, participated in the present study. The athletes recorded their dietary intake and physical activity for 3 training days and on a competition day. Bioelectrical impedance was used for body composition estimation. Results: Male athletes consumed 1918 ± 685 kcal/24 hours and 1974 ± 669 kcal/24 hours on training and competition days, respectively, and women 1814 ± 446 kcal/24 hours and 1700 ± 439 kcal/24 hours. TKD athletes had significant negative energy balance (48.6% ± 17.8% to 60.3% ± 26.9%; p < 0.05), with the majority of macro- and micronutritional elements being lower than the recommended values, with significant differences between them, as well as within groups, between weekdays and weekend days (p < 0.05). Females lost most of their weight 2 weeks before the games (3.50 ± 1.00 kg), and males lost most of their weight 3 weeks before (3.16 ± 2.48 kg). The majority of TKD athletes were guided by their coaches for weight management strategies. No significant correlations were found between any body composition variable, weight loss, and any nutritional intake at any time point (p > 0.05). Conclusions: These data suggest that the methods of TKD athletes for rapid weight loss are guided by unspecialized professionals, leading to significant malnutrition, because certain deficiencies in both macro- and micronutrient content are present, with no guaranteed specific reduction of their body mass.


[Purpose] This study was to explore construct of fear and courage behavior overcoming the fear and relationship between fear and courage in competition. [Methods] Total 65 national athletes of combat sports (Judo, Boxing, Taekwondo, Fencing) responded to open questionnaire about fear and courage behavior in competition. The data was analyzed by triangle verification and content analysis. [Results] Firstly, the fear of combat sports athletes consisted of five factors, which were negative consequences, lack of preparation for a game, concerns of performing one’s best, expectation of significant others, and internalized ego threat. Secondly, courage behaviors to overcome fear were self-effort, self-suggestion, self-conviction, selfish self-regulation, social self-control, self-analysis, and acceptance of experience. Finally, there were the relationship between fear and courage in competition. [Conclusion] These results will contribute to provide useful information for combat sport athletes and coaches in different level to cope with competition fear.


Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is one of the leading causes of death of young people in the developed world. In the United States alone, 1.7 million traumatic events occur annually accounting for 50,000 deaths. The etiology of TBI includes traffic accidents, falls, gunshot wounds, sports, and combat-related events. TBI severity ranges from mild to severe. TBI can induce subtle changes in molecular signaling, alterations in cellular structure and function, and/or primary tissue injury, such as contusion, hemorrhage, and diffuse axonal injury. TBI results in blood-brain barrier (BBB) damage and leakage, which allows for increased extravasation of immune cells (i.e., increased neuroinflammation). BBB dysfunction and impaired homeostasis contribute to secondary injury that occurs from hours to days to months after the initial trauma. This delayed nature of the secondary injury suggests a potential therapeutic window. The focus of this article is on the (1) pathophysiology of TBI and (2) potential therapies that include biologics (stem cells, gene therapy, peptides), pharmacological (anti-inflammatory, antiepileptic, progrowth), and noninvasive (exercise, transcranial magnetic stimulation). In final, the review briefly discusses membrane/lipid rafts (MLR) and the MLR-associated protein caveolin (Cav). Interventions that increase Cav-1, MLR formation, and MLR recruitment of growth-promoting signaling components may augment the efficacy of pharmacologic agents or already existing endogenous neurotransmitters and neurotrophins that converge upon progrowth signaling cascades resulting in improved neuronal function after injury.

Pedro, S., & Martins, P. (2017). Engagement and injuries in wrestling athletes. International journal of wrestling science, 7(1): 1–8. The study of psychological factors and their relationship with injuries in wrestlers is new field of research. Specifically, this study focuses on athletes’ engagement and its association with injuries. We characterize other factors like training loads, total number of injuries, topography, and other symptoms. Thirty-five wrestlers from different ages and competitive levels respond
to Athletes Engagement Questionnaire and demographic inquiry. Results indicate no association between wrestlers’ overall engagement and total number of injuries. However, total number of injuries is associated with symptoms resulting from injury states, such as physical, behavioral, and psychological. We also give some guidelines regarding prevention and promotion of healthier wrestling experiences.


The Coach-Athlete relationship is an essential aspect for athlete’s performance and sports experience. This is an even more important relationship in an individual sport as wrestling. Coaches’ autonomy support is determinant to athlete’s dedication and effort. Also, athlete’s engagement is a main reason for their sports continuity. This study aims to understand the relationship between coaches’ autonomy support and athletes’ engagement and also their relationship with the perceived effort exertion in wrestling. 20 wrestlers participated in this study [(n=18; nfemale = 2), (Mage = 17.8; S = 1.96), (Mtime of practice = 5.3; SD = 4.34) from the age groups of Juniors (8) and Seniores = 12). To compare the mean of dichotomy variables we used the Mann-Whitney U, to calculate the association between variables we used the Spearman Correlation Coefficient. Results show that autonomy support is positively associated to athlete’s engagement (rAsup x Eng = .74; p = .01), and engagement is related to perceived effort exertion (rEng x Perc.Eff = .56; p = .05), specifically to vigor dimension. Results are discussed in in two aspects: athletes’ performance and coaches’ intervention.


Anticipation is an important performance factor in karate kumite. A new approach analysing anticipation in realistic combat situations by motion capturing with a high temporal resolution is presented. The advantage of this approach is that both karate athletes interacting sports specific can be recorded synchronously, thus, the presented method has the potential to analyse visual information pickup due to coordination pattern of interaction between real athletes. The aim is to demonstrate the usability of the current method for anticipation research and to investigate if the distance between two athletes and their attacking technique play a role in the reaction of the defending athlete. Furthermore, relevant cues lying within each attacking technique and little individual differences are shown. Four male karate athletes took part in this study. Logistic regression indicated that both factors (distance × attacking technique) play a significant role in reaction. However, a correlation between these factors shows that only the attacking technique is a good predictor for reaction. Results show that the attacking technique jabbing punch (jap. Kizami-Zuki) was easier to anticipate than the attacking techniques reverse punch (jap. Gyaku-Zuki) and the round kick (jap. Mawashi-Geri).


The evaluation of functional condition of health of sportsmen doing Greek Roman wrestling was implemented using detection of level of antibodies to serotonin, histamine, dopamine, glutamate, GABA, orphanine, endorphin, angiotensin. The study established a reliable increasing of level of antibodies to orphanine, beta-endorphin, GABA and glutamate under increasing of duration of physical load. The content of antibodies to other regulators of adaptation had no statistical difference. The developed technique can be applied in evaluation of objectification of functional condition of sportsman with purpose of selecting optimal training process.

The evaluation of functional condition of health of sportsmen doing Greek Roman wrestling was implemented using detection of level of antibodies to serotonin, histamine, dopamine, glutamate, GABA, orphanine, endorphin, angiotensin. The study established a reliable increasing of level of antibodies to orphanine, beta-endorphin, GABA and glutamate under increasing of duration of physical load. The content of antibodies to other regulators of adaptation had no statistical difference. The developed technique can be applied in evaluation of objectification of functional condition of sportsman with purpose of selecting optimal training process.

Pintos-Figueroa, P. R., Carballeira-Fernandez, E., Dopico-Calvo, X., Castro-Seoane, I., Castro-Seoane, N., Iglesias-Soler, E. (2017). Characterization of specific effort in female wrestlers: lactacidemia, FC, VFC and rate of perceived effort (BORG). Paper presented at the International scientific and professional conference on wrestling: “Applicable research in wrestling”, Novi Sad, Serbia. The characterization of the effort will mark the lines of work. Heart Rate Variability (HRV) is the result of interactions between the autonomic nervous system-SNA- (with its sympathetic-vagal balance) and the cardiovascular system. The relationship between Lactate and Borg values is directly related to the literature. The PURPOSE of this work was to describe and characterize the effort during an Olympic Fights match and to relate the analyzed parameters. METHODS: 9 female wrestlers (n=9), members of the national wrestling team in the cadet and junior categories (age n=16,33, SD=0;71), were the object of...
BACKGROUND: Adolescence is a crucial period for linear growth, and sports training during this time may have positive or negative effects on some physiological processes as growth. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects of intense training during somatic growth on the onset of puberty and growth development in adolescent wrestlers. METHODS: Fifty adolescent male wrestlers and twenty-one sedentary healthy male controls aged between 13-15 years were selected. The wrestlers were from five different wrestling schools and were active at competitive level. The maturity status of the subjects and data about the anthropometric characteristics including age, body weight, height, and body mass index (BMI) were evaluated. Serum testosterone, dehydroepiandrosterone sulphate (DHEA-S), follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), luteinizing hormone (LH), prolactin, cortisol, insulin like growth factor-1 (IGF-1), thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) and free thyroxin (fT4) were determined. RESULTS: Anthropometric characteristics and puberty levels according to the Tanner stage were similar in both groups. There were no significant differences between wrestlers and sedentary control groups in sex hormones, cortisol, IGF-1, prolactin levels (p>.05) but TSH concentrations differed significantly (p=.015). CONCLUSIONS: The results suggested that training in adolescent male wrestlers did not significantly change resting sex hormones or alter the onset of puberty as determined by assessment of pubertal stages. The wrestlers had lower body fat and greater energy expenditure per week, there were no significant differences in height, weight, or body mass index.


PURPOSE: Some studies have reported that -alanine supplementation can increase high-intensity intermittent exercise performance and training adaptations. In this study, we investigated the effect of -alanine on lactate acid and carnosine in trained wrestlers. METHODS: 19 trained-wrestlers (mean age ± SD 22.52±2.31 yrs. height173.38 ± 4.86 cm, weight 76.22 ± 9.07 kg) participated in this design and randomly divided into supplementation (s) and placebo (P) groups. S group consumed 1000 mg -alanine at 120 minutes before morning exercise. RESULTS: The Borg scale can be a useful tool for monitoring the intensity of combat. A single confrontation is insufficient to generate changes in HRV.
mg -alanine and P group consumed placebo for 2 weeks. Blood samples were taken, before the first and 6 minutes after the last HIIT test for detection of plasma lactate and carnosine. SPSS software and independent t-test method were used for analyzing data (p<0.05). RESULTS: The S group, taking -alanine, showed a significant decrease in lactic acid (p=0.00) and a significant increase in carnosine plasma (p=0.02), While these changes weren’t observed in the P group. CONCLUSION: According to the results, -alanine supplementation for 2 weeks may be associated with increase buffering system via an increase in carnosine and decrease lactic acid during high-intensity interval training in wrestlers. We recommend that -alanine supplementation may be useful for wrestling athletes.


PURPOSE: Combat-sport athletes acutely reduce body mass (BM) before weigh-in in an attempt to gain a size/strength advantage over smaller opponents. Few studies have investigated these practices among boxers and none have explored the impact of this practice on competitive success. METHODS: One hundred (30 women, 70 men) elite boxers participating in the Australian national championships were weighed at the official weigh-in and 1 h before each competition bout. Regain in BM after weigh-in was compared between finalists and nonfinalists, winners and losers of each fight, men and women, and weight divisions. Boxers were surveyed on their pre- and post-weigh-in nutrition practices. RESULTS: The lightest men’s weight category displayed significantly greater relative BM regain than all other divisions, with no difference between other divisions. BM prebout was higher than official weigh-in for men (2.12% ± 1.62%; P < .001; ES = 0.13) and women (1.49% ± 1.65%; P < .001; ES = 0.11). No differences in BM regain were found between finalists and nonfinalists, winners and losers of individual bouts, or between preliminary or final bouts. BM regain was significantly greater (0.37% BM, P < .001; ES = 0.25) before an afternoon bout compared with a morning bout. CONCLUSIONS: Boxers engage in acute BM-loss practices before the official competition weigh-in, but this does not affect performance outcomes, at least when weight regain between weigh-in and fighting is used as a proxy for the magnitude of acute loss. While boxers recognize the importance of recovering after weigh-in, current practice is not aligned with best-practice guidance.


It is common for athletes in weight-category sports to try to gain a theoretical advantage by competing in weight divisions that are lower than their day-to-day body mass (BM). Weight loss is achieved not only through chronic strategies (body-fat losses) but also through acute manipulations before weigh-in (“making weight”). Both have performance implications. This review focuses on Olympic combat sports, noting that the varied nature of regulations surrounding the weigh-in procedures, weight requirements, and recovery opportunities in these sports provide opportunity for a wider discussion of factors that can be applied to other weight-category sports. The authors summarize previous literature that has examined the performance effects of weightmaking practices before investigating the physiological nature of these BM losses. Practical recommendations in the form of a decision tree are provided to guide the achievement of acute BM loss while minimizing performance decrements.


Olympic combat sports separate athletes into weight divisions, in an attempt to reduce size, strength, range and/or leverage disparities between competitors. Official weigh-ins are conducted anywhere from 3 and up to 24 h prior to competition ensuring athletes meet weight requirements (i.e. have ‘made weight’). Fighters commonly aim to compete in weight divisions lower than their day-to-day weight, achieved via chronic and acute manipulations of body mass (BM). Although these manipulations may impair health and absolute performance, their strategic use can improve competitive success. Key considerations are the acute manipulations around weigh-in, which differ in importance, magnitude and methods depending on the requirements of the individual combat sport and the weigh-in regulations. In particular, the time available for recovery following weigh-in/before competition will determine what degree of acute BM loss can be implemented and reversed. Increased exercise and restricted food and fluid intake are undertaken to decrease body water and gut contents reducing BM. When taken to the extreme, severe weight-making practices can be hazardous, and efforts have been made to reduce their prevalence. Indeed, some have called for the abolition of these practices altogether. In lieu of adequate strategies to achieve this, and the pragmatic recognition of the likely continuation of these practices as long as regulations allow, this review summarises guidelines for athletes and coaches for manipulating BM and optimising post weigh-in recovery, to achieve better health and performance outcomes across the different Olympic combat sports.


Introduction: By associating genetics and sport, it is possible to identify subjects with greater capacity to adapt to training, and lower chances of injury. Objective: The investigation evaluated the genotypic and allelic distribution of ACTN3 R577X and ACE
PURPOSE: The purpose of this research was to define how the thermal regulatory system reacts when induced by wrestling drill activities during a training session are highly stressful but the length of bouts and rest periods are long enough to keep the core temperature of wrestlers, which remained relatively high during a training session. Finally, we may say that throughout the entire session. CONCLUSION: The core temperature didn’t change significantly throughout a training session in male wrestlers. From the previous results it can be concluded that the greatest temperature change appears right after the warm up is done. Although significant changes were observed in heart rate and lactate levels, it turns out that doesn’t affect much the core temperature of wrestlers, which remained relatively high during a training session. Finally, we may say that activities during a training session are highly stressful but the length of bouts and rest periods are long enough to keep the thermal regulatory system working properly and unharmful for wrestlers.


PURPOSE: The purpose of this research was to define how the thermal regulatory system reacts when induced by wrestling drill bouts during a practice in Greco-Roman wrestlers. In other words, the aim was to find out how the core temperature changes throughout a training session. METHODS: Five senior male wrestlers participated in this study (n=5), and they were 20.5±4.1 years old; weighed 75.26±23.44 kg, with the mean height of 173.4± 9.5cm and 7.2±5.4 years of experience in training and competing. Each subject competes in a different weight category. The participants underwent three rounds of wrestling drill along with wrestling throws in forced intensity manner. Each round lasted 5 minutes with 10 minutes rest period between each of them. Core temperature of the wrestlers was measured six times: baseline core temperature - before the warm-up, Core temperature after the warm-up, core temperature after the first bout, core temperature after the second bout, core temperature after the third bout and 10 minutes after the final bout. Besides the core temperature, heart rate and lactate levels were observed. Lactate levels were measured before the warm up, and after the 3rd, 6th and 9th minute after each wrestling bout during a rest period. Heart rate was measured right after the warm up and after each of the wrestling bouts. RESULTS: No significant differences were found in thermal responses after the three wrestling bouts, so the core temperature in wrestlers remained pretty much constant after the warm up. The only difference appears between the baseline core temperature value and the value after the warm up, 36.66°C and 38.7°C, respectively. This is expected due to increased blood flow through muscles and enhanced metabolic reactions (caused by the warm up). Even though the differences were not significant, it can be noticed that the temperature after the 1st bout was above 39°C in every participant so they reacted quite similarly throughout the entire session. CONCLUSION: The core temperature didn’t change significantly throughout a training session in male wrestlers. From the previous results it can be concluded that the greatest temperature change appears right after the warm up is done. Although significant changes were observed in heart rate and lactate levels, it turns out that doesn’t affect much the core temperature of wrestlers, which remained relatively high during a training session. Finally, we may say that activities during a training session are highly stressful but the length of bouts and rest periods are long enough to keep the thermal regulatory system working properly and unharmful for wrestlers.

**Summary:** Estimated energy requirements (EERs) are important for sports based on body weight classifications to aid in weight management. The basis for establishing EERs varies and includes self-reported energy intake (EI), predicted energy expenditure, and measured daily energy expenditure. Currently, however, no studies have been performed with male wrestlers using the highly accurate and precise doubly labeled water (DLW) method to estimate energy and fluid requirement. The primary aim of this study was to compare total energy expenditure (TEE), self-reported EI, and the difference in collegiate wrestlers during a normal training period using the DLW method. The secondary aims were to measure the water turnover and the physical activity level (PAL) of the athletes, and to examine the accuracy of two currently used equations to predict EER. Ten healthy males (age, 20.460.5 y) belonging to the East-Japan college league participated in this study. TEE was measured using the DLW method, and EI was assessed with self-reported dietary records for ~1 wk. There was a significant difference between TEE (17.962.5 MJ·d−1 [4,2836590 kcal·d−1]) and self-reported EI (14.463.3 MJ·d−1 [3,4466799 kcal·d−1]), a difference of 19%. The water turnover was 4.6160.73 L·d−1. The measured PAL (2.660.3) was higher than two predicted values during the training season and thus the two EER prediction equations produced underestimated values relative to DLW. We found that previous EERs were underestimating requirements in collegiate wrestlers and that those estimates should be revised.


This paper presents the design of a wearable system for measurements of athlete’s performance in combat sports. The system provides objective measurements of athletes’ shots, posture, and movements, and of the effectiveness of their training. The proposed instrumentation is useful to overcome the limits of traditional training methods, which are characterized by a subjective evaluation of the training effectiveness by a coach. The measuring system consists of a distributed network of three battery-powered wireless-sensing node types, worn by the athletes, and one master node, which is in charge of signal acquisition and processing tasks. The master node elaborates training statistics and visualizes them, either in real time during a combat session, or off-line for posttraining analysis. The wearable measuring system has been tested through real combat training sessions of athletes with different weights, ages, and experiences, both male and female. Different from the state-of-art athletes’ biometric measurement machines, which are cumbersome and expensive, the proposed system is designed to ensure a low-cost and wearable implementation and to give easy-to-understand feedbacks during training, particularly to nonprofessional athletes.


The current study aimed to determine the relationship between perceived coaching behaviours, motivation, self-efficacy and general self-efficacy of wrestlers who competed in the Super National Wrestling League. The sample consisted of 289 wrestlers. The Self-Efficacy Scale was used to measure self-efficacy perception, the Sports Motivation Scale to measure the motivation of the athletes, the Leadership Scale for Sport to determine perceived leadership behaviours, and the General Self-Efficacy Scale to determine the general self-efficacy perceptions of the athletes. For data analyses, SPSS 17.0 software was used. According to the results of the regression analyses performed with the enter method, it was found that perceived training and instruction behaviour along with perceived social support behaviour significantly explained self-efficacy (adjusted R² =.03), intrinsic motivation (adjusted R² =.04) and amotivation (adjusted R² =.05). Also, perceived training and instruction behaviour (beta =.51), autocratic behaviour (beta =.17) and social support behaviour (beta =.27) significantly contributed to athletes’ general self-efficacy (adjusted R² =.10). In light of these findings, it may be argued that perceived training and instruction behaviour may be beneficial for self-efficacy, general self-efficacy, intrinsic motivation, and amotivation. On the other hand, it
could be stated that perceived autocratic behaviour may be detrimental for general self-efficacy of the athletes. As for social support behaviour, it may be suggested that it is negatively related to self-efficacy, general self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation. Lastly, a positive relationship was observed between perceived social support behaviour and amotivation in wrestlers. The results reveal the specific characteristics of wrestlers and suggest some implications for wrestling coaches.


The investigation is aimed to problems of dynamic changes associated with a progress in sports qualification of sports professionals, and changes in peripheral red blood cell-associated parameters, probability corresponding to positive or negative signs of blood system adaptation to aerobic or anaerobic physical activity conditions. The optimal level of red blood cell-associated parameters, that meets the elevated oxygen tissue consumption demands, was observed in groups of Masters of sports and candidates for Master of sports. In groups of wrestlers and boxers some variations in red blood cell-associated parameters were also observed, with mostly lack of statistically significant differences between sports, sport qualification, or other parameters investigated, indicating no or little impact of sports specificity factors on red blood cell-associated parameters. The values of “leucocytes blood formula entropy” in groups of skiers, swimmers and wrestlers were within normal range, thus indicating a relatively adequate state of adaptation of blood system and it’s regulation in response to increased physical activity, but in boxers group they were out of normal range, probably due to negative side effect of adaptation processes or even a pre-morbid (pre-disease) state. The values of “integral coefficient of blood deterioration” also indicated on worse changes, being statistically significant in group of boxers only, thus reflecting deviations of functional activity, probably due to negative adaptive reaction accumulation as a result of specific factors in this sport. Conclusions: Progress in sports qualification mostly of aerobic (cross-country skiers, swimmers) or anaerobic (wrestlers, boxers) physical activity, was
accompanied with changes in red blood cell-associated parameters, thus with sufficient probability corresponding to specific effects of aerobic or anaerobic physical activity on sportmen. Optimalnyy s tochki zreniya obespecheniya kislorodnogo zaprosa tkaney urovnyi perifernogo otdela eritrona dostatishsya v grupakh masterov sporta i kandidatov v mastera lyzhnikov i plovcov. V grupakh borcov i bokserev vyvazhena variabil'nost' pokazateley "khar'znyy krov'i" pri otstupstvii dostovernykh rasshireniy pokazateley ot sportivnoys kvalifikatsii, che to ukazывает na nizhneyotdialnoye vliianie spetsifiklicheskih dlya dannyh vidov sporta na razreniya pokazateley perifernogo otdela eritrona. Znachenia pokazateley entropii leikoцитarnoy formuly крови у лыжников, пловцов и борцов укладывались в диапазон нормы (от 56 % до 67 %), указывая на хорошую адаптацию системы крови и физическим нагрузкам. Однако, в группе боксера достигал неблагоприятного диапазона от 67 % до 75 %, предполагая развитие обратимых реакций адаптации либо нейро-гуморального состояния. Неблагоприятные изменения выявлялись также интегральный коэффициент ухудшения крови, достигая достоверного снижения только в группе боксеров, свидетельствуя о колебаниях в функциональном состоянии организма, накоплении нежелательных факторов в процессе тренировочно-соревновательной деятельности боксера.

Sawczyn, S., Lusenko, O. N., Mishchenko, V. S., Pasek, M., & Dornowski, M. (2017). The limits of anaerobic glycolytic capacities of skilled wrestlers on the basis of anaerobic testing loads of different duration and character. Archives of Budo, 13, 63-70. Background & study Aim: It is known that a fatigue response underlies the efficient of elite wrestlers’ specific work capacities. The objective of the study was the maximal individual level of anaerobic glycolytic capacities of skilled wrestlers based on the results of three variants of a specific laboratory test. Material & Methods: Thirty-four free-style wrestlers of national and international level of middle weight category, aged 19-28 years with body mass from 76.9 (64-89) kg having engaged in sports training for 5-13 years participated in studies. All subjects performed three variants of maximal ergometric anaerobic lactate tests: 30s, 60s, 120s and test 4, 30s each (recovery interval 30s) on cycle ergometer. They have been performed within days after the recovery micro cycle in the control training sessions. Anaerobic tests were performed the day after the previous test. Work output was measured. Lactic acid concentrations in capillary blood were determined on the 3rd minute after tests. We measured VO2 max also for estimation of the part of aerobic energy in different anaerobic lactate tests. The graded (2 min) load power increment on cycle ergometer to failure (12-16 min) was applied. Oxycon Pro (Jaeger) was utilized in breath by breath mode. Lactic acid concentrations in capillary blood were determined on the 3rd minute after the tests (LP-420, Dr. Lange). Percentile zones for determining the levels of test indices were distinguished, which could be the initial standard for differentiation of high and very high capacities of some athletes or groups of wrestlers of middleweight category. Results: During longer anaerobic tests (60s and test 4, 30s each) higher blood lactate concentrations were observed as compared to 30-s Wingate test, even despite less total work (on a per 30s basis). The lowest aerobic component of work energy supply in long-term anaerobic tests was noted during 60-s load. The lowest individual variations occurred during 120-s continuous load. The aerobic energy supply at the end of test 4, 30-s each was realized to a greater extent as compared to other anaerobic tests. Conclusion: Determination of individual prerequisites to realization of wrestlers’ anaerobic glycolytic capacities necessitates 2-3 testing with anaerobic type loads of different duration. Practical significance of the study may consist in the advance of additional criteria for regimes of training load with reason for individual predisposition of wrestlers.

Sazonov, V. V. (2017). Peculiar aspects of qualified wrestlers’ special workability and supreme nervous system functioning at special training stage of preparatory period. Pedagogics Psychology Medical-Biological Problems of Physical Training and Sports, 21(1), 46-50. doi:10.15561/18189172.2017.0108 Purpose: to determine peculiar aspects of qualified wrestlers’ special workability and supreme nervous system functioning in special training stage of preparatory period. Material: 18 qualified wrestlers if 17-20 yrs age were tested. We used testing of special workability and psychophysiological testing. Results: it was found that sportmen’s special workability was at rather high level. Though, recreation coefficient witnesses about some accumulation of fatigue. Besides, we registered decrease of central nervous system’s functional potentials. It is proved by latent periods of simple and complex visual reactions (at low and below average levels). We found correlations between sportmen’s special endurance, level of complex visual-motor reaction and nervous processes’ functional mobility. Besides, sportmen with stronger nervous processes recreate quicker after standard loads. Conclusions: it was found that alongside with high special workability sportmen accumulate fatigue and have absence of recreation. It is proved by weakening of central nervous system’s functional potentials. We supplemented the data about correlation between special workability and sportmen’s psycho-physiological condition. It was assumed that persistent influence on supreme nervous system will permit to sustain special workability at high level and prevent from over-training.

Seifert, T. (2017). Neurologic Health in Combat Sports. Neurologic Clinics, 35(3), 523++. doi:10.1016/j.ncl.2017.04.001 Neurologic injuries of both an acute and chronic nature have been reported in the literature for various combat sport styles; however, reports of the incidence and prevalence of these injury types vary greatly. Combat sports clinicians must continue to strive for the development, implementation, and enforcement of uniform minimum requirements for brain safety. These health
Sever, O., Göñülates, S., Bayrakdar, A., Demirhan, B., Geri, S., & Zorba, E. (2017). Anaerobic Capacity Changes of the National Freestyle Wrestlers during the Olympic Qualification Competition Period. *Journal of Education and Training Studies, 5*(8), 26-29. This study aimed to evaluate the national level wrestlers’ anaerobic capacity through the preparation and qualification periods for Rio 2016 summer Olympic Games. For this manner, 10 national level freestyle wrestlers’ (age 22.10 ± 3.21; weight 64.75 ± 6.34; height 164.31 ± 4.75) anaerobic outputs measured 3 times in three month intervals with Bosco repeated jump test. Peak Jump(cm), Flight time, average power, average power/weight, first 15 sec average jump height, last 15 sec average jump height, fatigue index scores analyzed with repeated measures Anova. Mean power/weight output of the wrestlers increased from 20.42 W/kg to 21.28 W/kg (4.21%) and fatigue index is decreased from 1,185 to 1,142 (3.62 %). However, this increase was not statistically significant (p<0.05). In six months of qualification and preparation period wrestlers’ anaerobic capacity did not change and it is thought to have been caused by some reasons such as having already reached a certain anaerobic peak level or athletes’ competition level and frequency which might made it difficult for them to have a proper periodization during the year.

Shiose, K. K., E.; Sagayama, H.; Yamada, Y.; Osawa, T.; Motonaga, K.; Ohuchi, S.; Kamei, A.; Nakajima, K.; Higaki, Y.; Tanaka, H.; Takahashi, H. (2017). Body water assessment using bioimpedance spectroscopy during rapid weight loss and recovery in Japanese wrestlers *International Journal of Sport Nutrition and Exercise Metabolism, 27*(S1), S9. Athletes in weight-category sports conduct rapid weight loss (RWL) followed by weight regain (WR) before competition. Body water assessment during RWL and WR is important for monitoring changes in body composition and for predicting excessive dehydration. Bioimpedance spectroscopy (BIS) is an easy tool for assessing body water status. In contrast to the single-frequency impedance technique, BIS can assess extra- and intra-cellular water (ECW and ICW) content, and total body water (TBW) content separately. However, assessment of body water change, using BIS during RWL and WR, has not been well validated. This study aimed to determine the validity of BIS method, as compared to the stable isotope dilution technique, for measuring changes in TBW in Japanese wrestlers. Ten male Japanese collegiate wrestlers were asked to conduct RWL (i.e., loss of 6% of body mass in 53 hours) by a self-selected method, followed by WR in 13 hours, with a prescribed diet (energy 2886±310 kcal, protein 64±9 g, fat 60±10 g, and carbohydrate 522±47 g). Body composition using an air plethysmography displacement system, TBW using a stable isotope dilution technique (TBWDLW), and ECW and ICW using BIS were determined at baseline, post-RWL, and post-WR. TBW assessed by BIS (TBWBIS) was calculated as the sum of ECW and ICW. Body mass, fat mass, and fat-free mass decreased post-RWL (73.68±7.99 to 68.96±7.65 kg, 8.7±2.2 to 7.2±2.1 kg, and 65.0±7.0 to 61.8±6.3 kg, respectively; P < 0.05). Body mass and fat-free mass recovered post-WR (71.84±7.71 and 64.31±6.42 kg, respectively; P < 0.05 compared with post-RWL). The ECW/ICW ratio assessed by BIS decreased post-RWL (0.68 ± 0.03 to 0.65 ± 0.03, P < 0.05), and recovered post-WR (0.69 ± 0.03 P < 0.05 compared with post-RWL). Both TBWDWLW and TBWBIS decreased post-RWL (46.4±5.2 to 43.2±4.8 L and 48.6±6.9 to 45.3±6.0 L, respectively; P < 0.05) and recovered post-WR (46.5±4.9 L and 47.5±6.6 L, P < 0.05 compared with post-RWL). The change in TBWBIS from baseline to post-RWL was similar to that in TBWDLW (-3.3±0.3 and -3.2±0.2 L, P = 0.720), but the change in TBWBIS from post-RWL to post-WR was smaller than was observed for TBWDLW (2.1±0.3 and 3.2±0.2 L, P < 0.05). In conclusion, BIS provides accurate assessment of dehydration status during RWL, but underestimates the rehydration status during WR.

Simenko, J., Ipavec, M., Vodcar, J., & Rauter, S. (2017). Body symmetry/asymmetry in youth judokas in the under 73 kg category. / Symetria i asymetria ciała judoków w kategorii juniorów do 73 kg. *Ido Movement for Culture. Journal of Martial Arts Anthropology, 17*(2), 51-55. Background. The anthropometric status of judokas is most frequently measured in samples containing judokas in all weight categories. It is therefore essential to undertake research into specific weight categories. Problem and aim. This study seeks to examine the status of body symmetry in youth judokas in the under 73 kg category. Methods. A group of Slovenian youth judokas (n=10; age: 17.28 ± 1.46 years; height: 177.53 ± 3.71 cm; weight: 73.86 ± 3.01 kg) were recruited for this study. 3D anthropometric measurement of the judokas’ bodies was performed by the NX-16 (ITC)2, 3D body scanner Cary, North Carolina). Using software, we extracted values for 15 paired variables. To determine the differences in symmetries we used a paired T-Test with statistical significance set at p ≤ 0.05. Results. In five variables we found statistically significant differences between right and left body pairs. Those were elbow girth t(9)=4.08, p = 0.003, forearm girth t(9)=2.84, p = 0.019, thigh girth t(9)=3.87, p = 0.004, mid-thigh girth t(9)=5.81, p = 0.000 and calf girth t(9)=2.45, p = 0.037. Conclusions. It is of great importance for right hand-stance dominant judokas to train their nage waza - throwing techniques - bilaterally to achieve increased technical-tactical solutions in a judo bout and also to develop their morphological characteristics in a symmetrical direction. Those factors will help reduce the dropout rate and will contribute to the systematic and healthy development of youth athletes into competitive senior judokas.

INTRODUCTION: Wrestling weight categories are created to ensure approximately equal condition for competitors in wrestling bouts during competitions. This study presents a review of the distribution of participants into weight categories among schoolboy wrestlers during last six years at the Croatian national Greco-Roman wrestling championships. PURPOSE: The main goal of this research was to propose new unofficial weight categories of schoolboy wrestlers who participate in the national championships. METHODS: The number of wrestlers in each weight category was analysed during the Croatian national Greco-Roman wrestling championship in the last six years. Descriptive parameters were calculated and Chi-square test was conducted at the statistical significance level of p .05. RESULTS: A smaller number of wrestlers was revealed in lower categories, while the number of wrestlers in middle and higher categories was bigger. The analysed results showed significant frequency deviation from the expected number of wrestlers in each weight category of the age groups of schoolboys. Significant deviation was found in seven out of eleven weight categories. A smaller number of wrestlers in lower weight categories and a higher number of wrestlers in the official middle and heavy weight categories is probably due to the increased number of children with higher body weight in Croatia. Reason for the decreasing number of wrestlers every year can be withdrawal from wrestling in the first five years of training. Withdrawal from wrestling can be caused by unreal expectations, insufficient motivation, excessive participation in wrestling tournaments, body mass reduction for competitions and by a small number of weight categories at championships. CONCLUSION: Correction of weight categories is important to prevent withdrawal from wrestling, to increase motivation and decrease occurrence of body mass reduction in young wrestlers. Therefore, we propose to retain the existing weight classes, according to UWW, and to introduce four new weight categories (50 kg, 53 kg, 62 kg and 100 kg) as the unofficial weight categories at national, regional and municipal competitions for the age group of schoolboys.


Croatian junior wrestler won a bronze medal at the European Championship 2016 year. Considering the potential of our wrestlers there is an obvious need of technical and tactical analysis so our juniors and seniors U23 wrestlers would be able to achieve even better results. Match analysis were conducted by LongoMatch 0.20.1. Seven matches of Croatian wrestlers were analysed. Time parameters, score efficiency, technical efficiency and tactical structure were observed and analysed from the aspect of attack and defence phase and successful/unsuccesful techniques. This paper shows descriptive parameters and competitor efficiency were calculated. The results show a great number of positive score in a standing position in relation to parterre position. The parameters of competitive efficiency (0.49 points per minute) show better attacking efficiency (1.32 points per minute) in relation to defence efficiency (0.83 points per minute). Croatian wrestlers achieve less score per minute in relation with elite wrestlers, but it is visible a significant progress in technical and tactical efficiency in relation to the past three years.

According to place realization of technique, Croatian wrestlers realized more technique in the center, while opponents realized technique in the zone and moving to the zone. Further analysis of efficiency and individualisation training will improve efficiency of Croatian national wrestlers.


Boxing is one of the most popular striking combat sports in the world. The aim of this review was to present data concerning performance analysis (time-motion and technical-tactical analysis) and physiological responses (i.e., blood lactate concentration [BLC], heart rate, and oxygen consumption) during novice and elite male simulated and official amateur boxing competitions in any age category. The present review shows that boxing competition is a high-intensity intermittent striking combat sport. Typically, the activity-to-rest ratio was higher in elite (18:1) than in novice (9:1) boxers and significant differences were observed between rounds (first round = 16:1, second round = 8:1, and third round = 6:1) in novice boxers. Thus, total stop-time and total stop-frequency increased over subsequent rounds in novice boxers. The technical-tactical aspects in elite and novice boxing bouts were different between rounds and dependent on the match outcome (i.e., winners vs. losers). Particularly, the current review highlights that triple-punch combinations, total combinations, block- and counter-punch combinations, total punches to the head, technical performance effectiveness, and defensive- and offensive-skills effectiveness may have contributed to win in novice and elite boxing competitions. Higher frequencies of technical movements were also observed in elite compared with novice boxers. From a physiological point of view, BLC increased significantly from postround 1 compared with postround 3 in novice boxing match. BLC was also higher in official than in simulated elite boxing matches in senior compared with junior boxers and in medium-heavy-weight category compared with light- and medium-weight categories in junior boxing competition. A higher percentage of maximal heart rate (%HRmax) and maximal oxygen uptake (\textit{O2max}) were reported in round 3 compared with rounds 2 and 1 in elite boxing competition. In conclusion, these data are useful for both technical-tactical and physical conditioning sessions. Coaches and fitness trainers are encouraged to adjust their training according to these particular characteristics, specifically in terms of age, participants’ level, weight categories, and combat contest type.
Judo is a combat sport practiced as a martial art and establishes forms of development of personal defense techniques. Psychological attributes also distinguished successful from less successful judokas. The activity-to-rest ratio was higher in elite (1:1) than both amateur and national-level (from 1:2 to 1:5) judokas, with no significant differences between rounds (round 1 = 1:4, and rounds 2 and 3 = 1:5) as well as between winners and losers in amateur and national-level simulated combats. These particular psychophysiological characteristics and performance aspects of judokas influence performance and could serve as guidance for training. Finally, judo is characterized by chronic repetitive head trauma, which causes hypopituitarism due to traumatic brain injury (TBI). Future investigations into the physical, physiological and psychological characteristics related to age, gender and competitive levels of judokas are required to enrich the current knowledge and to help create the most suitable training programme.

Kickboxing is one of the modern combat sports. It requires high levels of physical fitness. The aim of the current review is to critically analyse and appraise judo’s psychophysiological, physiological, physical and psychological attributes with the activity profile and injury epidemiology in order to provide practical recommendations for training as well as new areas of scientific research. The available information shows that both amateur and elite-level male kickboxers are characterized by a higher proportion of mesomorphy with a well-developed muscle mass and low body fat percentage. While there is some variation in the maximum oxygen uptake of kickboxers, moderate to high cardio-respiratory levels are reported for these athletes. Regardless of kickboxers’ level, a high peak and mean anaerobic power output were reported. High-level kickboxing performance also requires well-developed muscle power in both the upper and lower limbs. Psychological factors contribute to success that requires high levels of self-confidence, motivation, dispositional hope and optimism, mental toughness/resiliency, and adaptive perfectionism. Psychological attributes also distinguished successful from less successful kickboxers. The activity-to-rest ratio was higher in elite (1:1) than both amateur and national-level (from 1:2 to 1:5) kickboxers, with no significant differences between rounds (round 1 = 1:4, and rounds 2 and 3 = 1:5) as well as between winners and losers in amateur and national-level simulated combats. These particular psychophysiological characteristics and performance aspects of kickboxers influence performance and could serve as guidance for training. Finally, kickboxing is characterized by chronic repetitive head trauma, which causes hypopituitarism due to traumatic brain injury (TBI). Future investigations into the physical, physiological and psychological characteristics related to age, gender and competitive levels of kickboxers are required to enrich the current knowledge and to help create the most suitable training programme.

Kickboxing is one of the modern combat sports. The psychophysiological demands of a kickboxing competition require athletes to achieve high thresholds of several aspects of physical fitness. The aim of the current review is to critically analyse and appraise the kickboxer’s psychophysiological, physiological, physical and psychological attributes with the activity profile and injury epidemiology in order to provide practical recommendations for training as well as new areas of scientific research. The available information shows that both amateur and elite-level male kickboxers are characterized by a higher proportion of mesomorphy with a well-developed muscle mass and low body fat percentage. While there is some variation in the maximum oxygen uptake of kickboxers, moderate to high cardio-respiratory levels are reported for these athletes. Regardless of kickboxers’ level, a high peak and mean anaerobic power output were reported. High-level kickboxing performance also requires well-developed muscle power in both the upper and lower limbs. Psychological factors contribute to success that requires high levels of self-confidence, motivation, dispositional hope and optimism, mental toughness/resiliency, and adaptive perfectionism. Psychological attributes also distinguished successful from less successful kickboxers. The activity-to-rest ratio was higher in elite (1:1) than both amateur and national-level (from 1:2 to 1:5) kickboxers, with no significant differences between rounds (round 1 = 1:4, and rounds 2 and 3 = 1:5) as well as between winners and losers in amateur and national-level simulated combats. These particular psychophysiological characteristics and performance aspects of kickboxers influence performance and could serve as guidance for training. Finally, kickboxing is characterized by chronic repetitive head trauma, which causes hypopituitarism due to traumatic brain injury (TBI). Future investigations into the physical, physiological and psychological characteristics related to age, gender and competitive levels of kickboxers are required to enrich the current knowledge and to help create the most suitable training programme.

Dehydration in this sport can be mild, moderate and severe and the sweat rate of an athlete necessarily depend on such variables as exercise intensity, body surface, room temperature, humidity and acclimatization. The aim of this study was to summarize data pertaining to the rating of perceived exertion (RPE) methods (RPE value and session-RPE) during combat sport-specific activities (i.e., competition and training) based on many factors, including contest type (i.e., official vs. simulated vs. training), combat rounds, age of participants and muscle groups, and their correlation with physiological variables (i.e., blood lactate concentration [La] and heart rate [HR]). The current review shows higher RPE in a match of mixed martial arts (MMAs) than Brazilian jiu-jitsu and kickboxing matches and during the competitive period compared with the precompetitive period. This could be explained by the longer duration of bouts, the higher percentage contribution of aerobic metabolism in MMA than other combat sports and contest type differences (simulated vs. official matches). Thus, this review found significant correlations between RPE or session-RPE, [La] and HR. Particularly, there was a stronger correlation between RPE and [La] during official striking (r = 0.81) than grappling combat sports matches (r = 0.53). In addition, a variation of correlation (moderate to large) between session-RPE and HR-based methods has been reported (i.e., Edwards’ training load [r ranged between 0.58 and 0.95] and Banister training impulse [r ranged between 0.52 and 0.86]). Specifically, stronger correlation was apparent in combat sport competition that required a much higher percentage contribution of aerobic metabolism (e.g., karate) and in adult athletes than anaerobic-based combat sports (e.g., taekwondo) and young athletes, respectively. Indeed, the current review highlights that the correlations between session-RPE and HR-based methods were higher during official competition compared than training sessions. Session-RPE was affected by participants’ competitive level, the intensity of session (high vs. low), the training modalities (tactical-technical vs. technical- development vs. simulated competition), and the training volume in combat sports athletes. Rating of perceived exertion is a valid tool for quantifying internal training and combat loads during short- and long-term training and simulated and official competitions in novice and elite combat sport athletes. Furthermore, both RPE methods may be a more reliable measure of intensity or effort when both anaerobic and aerobic systems are appreciably activated. Coaches, sports scientists, and athletes can use session-RPE method to quantify short-term training and combat loads in adult athletes during precompetitive period much more than long-term training and in young athletes during the competitive period. They can also use RPE to monitor combat and short- and long-term training loads to better plan and assist training programs and competitions.

Judo is a combat sport practiced as a martial art and establishes forms of development of personal defense techniques. Dehydration in this sport can be mild, moderate and severe and the sweat rate of an athlete necessarily depend on such variables as exercise intensity, body surface, room temperature, humidity and acclimatization. The aim of this study was to evaluate the sweat rate of judo athletes. It is a cross-sectional study conducted experimentally with 35 athletes, aged 9 to 34 years old, from the judo team of a club in Sao Paulo. It was identified that the average weight loss percentage was 0.8% for adults and 0.1% for teens. The average volume of fluid ingested during training of about 90 minutes was higher in adolescents (558 ml) than in adults (393 ml). The average adolescents sweat rate was 8.9 ml / min and adults was 11.4 ml / min. We conclude that weight loss during training and the sweat rate in judo athletes was higher in adults than in teenagers. The average water intake by adults was lower when compared to adolescents, and neither group consumed the recommended amount of water intake per hour. However, weight loss was within the acceptable in both groups.

PURPOSE: The purpose of this study was to make the 12th World Universities Wrestling Championships Greco-Roman style competition technical analysis. There were 250 participants from 26 countries participating in Corum / Turkey held on 25-30 October 2016. METHODS: The observation form prepared before the competitions with recorded by two researchers, technical analysis of the recordings were obtained. During the competitions, the scores obtained, warnings, winning types, successful techniques recorded in the technical analyze form. In statistical analysis, the percentage distributions for each parameter and match percentage rates were calculated. RESULT: The number of technical points taken for all weight groups in wrestling competitions was 341 points. The most number of techniques were 157 with light weight and the maximum numbers of competitions were 38 with light weight group. The highest number of techniques was achieved in lightweight groups with 157 and with the maximum number of matches was made with 38 in the light weight group. The least number of techniques was made with 63 techniques in the heavyweight groups and the least number of competitions was made with 18 matches in the heavy weight group was also seen. The highest number of victory was won by score in the heavyweight group (83%); the highest number of victory was won by technical pin in the lightweight group (21%). In the lightweight weight groups have not been winner by pin. The highest score was made with passive punishment point in lightweight group 28%, middleweight group 38% and heavyweight group 33%. The highest scores in the second row were obtained from the techniques of snap down spin behind with 16% at light weight, high dive takedown at 16.5% in middle weight, and move out of the mat and high dive takedown score at 22% in heavyweight groups. CONCLUSION: As a result; the most effective technique in Greco-Roman style given by the referee was passive punishment point in all weight groups. In this case, the wrestlers need to be more active in the bilateral struggle. In particular, it is suggested to fight tempo wrestling with their arms and chest by fighting against each other and struggle in the standing position.


INTRODUCTION: Main task of fitness and conditioning program is to improve athletic performance through general, basic and specific skills training programs needed for the successful performance of athletes in competition and in everyday training (Milanovic, Jukic, Šimek, 2003). In the Greco-Roman style of wrestling, wrestlers are allowed to use only hands and upper body for the implementation of techniques, yet strength of the lower extremities is of great importance to perform techniques. PURPOSE: The aim of this study was to determine whether there were some significant qualitative differences in the conditioning readiness as manifested in the area of functional abilities of wrestlers from the Serbian international and national level programs. METHODS: Sample consisted of 27 wrestlers who were divided in two groups (international group - 1; national group - 2) and were able to correctly do the tasks set in the tests, as well as participants were medal winners at the national, international competitions. International group (1) was a group of wrestlers from the Serbian Greco-Roman national team. National group (2) was a group of wrestlers from the Serbian wrestling clubs. Their functional capacity was examined with a graded exercise test protocol on a treadmill. Four variables were measured: relative maximum oxygen consumption VO2max (ml/min/kg); relative oxygen consumption at the anaerobic threshold VO2AnT (ml/min/kg); maximal heart rate HRmax; heart rate at the anaerobic threshold HRAnt. Data analyses were conducted using the SPSS.20 computer software. Univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for analyzing the differences between the groups. RESULTS: Results showed no statistically significant difference between the analyzed groups. CONCLUSIONS: By getting familiar with the basic diagnostics and conditioning readiness of athletes, wrestling and conditioning coaches will be able to plan and program workouts for their athletes in a better way.


The level of coordination abilities is of crucial importance in combat sports and martial arts. Its particular and very specific manifestation is the opponent’s feelings which exerts a considerable impact on the effectiveness of the fight. Despite the considerable importance of the opponent’s feelings this problem has been treated very marginally so far. The proof of the fact is the lack of very little number of publications [2, 19] and attempts to define the notion, to describe its structure and conditions of development. PURPOSE: of the work was: 1. Define the term of opponent’s feeling” in combat sports and martial arts competitors. 2. Specify components (structure) of opponent’s feelings. 3. Define the conditions of high level of opponent’s feelings. 4. Attempt to establish the conditions affecting the opponent’s feeling” and methods of its development. 5. Look for reserves as far as the development of movement coordination, and focus particularly on its complex manifestation such as opponents ‘feeling”, “mat feeling” etc. MATERIAL and METHOD. Studies were conducted on 154 advanced athletes: wrestlers in classical style (n =50) and female and male wrestlers in free style (n=11+59=70), 20 kyokushinkai karatekas and 14 wrestling coaches. A particularly high level of advancement was recorded for wrestlers, who included former Olympic champions and...
medal winning athletes of the highest rank. Responses to 12 of them were then processed. The age of studied individuals was within 18-40 years, and the training period was 5-25 years. A questionnaire prepared by W. Starosta and containing 21 questions dealing with opponent’s feeling” was research method. The questions concerned the opponent’s feeling” among representatives of selected of combat sports and martial arts. CONCLUSIONS: 1. A complex manifestation of a high level of coordination abilities such as opponent’s feeling” or “mat feeling” depend on a number of conditions: level of sport advancement, training experience, length of training period, part of training session, temperature of the surrounding, level of emotions etc. 2. The majority of the questioned observed in the themselves a higher level of opponent’s feelings during the start training period, rather than during preparatory period. 3. According to the surveyed (45%), the highest level of the opponent’s feeling” occurred in the main/core part of the training session, and the lowest in its further part (31%). 4. The symptoms of the high level of opponent’s feelings include: The correct predicting of the opponent’s intentions; Proper psychic attitude; The certainty of the fight; The improper of opponent’s feelings is the lack of these symptoms.

Starosta, W., Fostiak, D., Zurek, P. (2017). Level of kinaesthetic differentiation of movement amplitude in polish national team wrestlers in various training stages. Paper presented at the International scientific and professional conference on wrestling: "Applicable research in wrestling", Novi Sad, Serbia. Directly physical contact with an opponent, linked with a speed and precise movements, executed in various technical-tactical combinations, calls for a high level of movement coordination in wrestlers. Kinaesthetic differentiation are the very important part of the movement coordination, because sensations influence the high precision of movements. Only kinaesthetic differentiation relevant to individual and favourable technique, can help to learn an master technique. Thus, it is important to keep on verifying these sensations by a competitor with the aid of a coach and other people involved in training. PURPOSE: The of this study was to investigate the relation between the precision of re-producing of the given bending angle of a limb and training stage, as well as to determine which limb is dominant. METHOD: The test for measuring the ability of kinaesthetic differentiation of a movement amplitude has been used. There were two sets for measuring: a kinaesthesiometer linked with a set of goniometers and computer. 107 wrestlers of Polish National Team were subject to this examination. That group consisted of classic style younger juniors (cadets), juniors and seniors, and free style younger juniors. Measuring was carried out once during the preparation period of training. CONCLUSIONS: 1. The precision of movement amplitude reproduction varied depending on training stage. The highest precision was recorded in seniors, and the lowest in classic style juniors. 2. Some statistically insignificant differentiation of the results for both upper limbs were observed. Left hand was more precise. 3. The highest symmetry of movements precision was observed in classic style younger juniors. 4. The results seem to confirm the versatile technical preparation of the wrestlers, i.e. symmetrical performing of exercises may result in better sport results in competition.

Starosta, W., Glaz, A. (2017). Criteria of selection of candidates for wrestling. Paper presented at the International scientific and professional conference on wrestling: "Applicable research in wrestling" Novi Sad, Serbia. The selection of right candidates is crucial in every sport, including wrestling. Its correct solution ensures the development of the discipline itself and success for athletes. The increasing level of sport requires the participation of increasingly versatile wrestlers. Only such athletes can now be successful in the international arena. In some countries, natural selection was based on accepting all candidates and after some time rejecting those who did not achieve proper sports results. In most countries the selection was based on the checking of the candidates in respect to the various predispositions for wrestling. A number of different tests and trials were proposed for this purpose. It is not known which of these were scientifically verified and were used in a number of other countries. PURPOSE: of this study was: 1. An attempt to summarize the output collected in the criteria of selection of candidates for wrestling. 2. Presentation of the results of a pedagogical experiment aimed at determining the objectivity of tests in the selection of candidates for wrestling. 3. Presentation of own set of candidate selection tests for wrestling. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS: 1. The existence of a large number of proposals from various authors was found but none of them was checked for their reliability. 2. An annual pedagogical experiment was conducted on 121 persons, including 96 wrestlers and 25 children and using 13 anthropometric measurements and 7 fitness tests. Those wrestlers qualified for further training achieved higher scores in all tests used. Based on the results obtained, a set of fitness tests for the selection of candidates for wrestling was proposed. 3. Based on the 21-year long research conducted on wrestlers of the Polish National Team in the classic and free style, a set of 22 tests with high reliability ratios of the most important movement abilities necessary to achieve high sports results was developed. For the results of each test, a “T” scoring scale was developed to unify the results collected in different units and to evaluate the wrestler’s performance level. 4. The proposed set includes tests to evaluate objectively the level of fitness required to be successful in all weight categories of wrestlers. Contemporary high requirements in this discipline regarding the coordination abilities required and their correct relationship to physical abilities were taken into account. 5. The table lists 7 sets of tests of performance for the evaluation of candidates for wrestling, including 3 own, which sum up the elaborations by for foreign and Polish authors. They allow the coach to select a set that is most suitable for specific club conditions.
Achieving significant success in wrestling requires a high level of coordination abilities. In wrestling these abilities should be
developed at the same time with strength abilities, because success on the mat depends on all these abilities. Reserves relating to
the ways and means of developing coordination abilities become very quickly exhausted. Standard training conditions of
wrestlers have recently slightly changed, and water environment has been introduced. PURPOSE: of the investigations
herewith was to: establish the effect of the special set of coordination complex exercises performed by wrestlers in natural and
in water environment. METHODS: The experiment was carried out with 31 wrestling champions class, who were divided into
two groups: the control group and experimental group. Training session of each of the groups comprised of set of exercises
developing movement coordination. Wrestlers from the control group (n=16) performed a set of coordination complex
exercises. In the experimental group (n=15) an analogical set was used but performed in water with three kinds of body
submerging: at the water surface, under the water and on the bottom of the swimming-pool. Technical elements and
fragments of fights were performed during the training. The ability to maintain balance was evaluated in two ways: in the
vertical and horizontal body position. The balance keeping (s) was assessed on a decreased support surface, and with eyes
closed. The attempts were affected in the natural environment and in water. RESULTS: Results showed improved movement
coordination as a consequence of the performed set of proposed exercises. The time of maintaining vertical position was
longer than when performing attempts in horizontal position, and that applied both to attempts in natural conditions, as well
as in water. CONCLUSIONS: In order to develop movement coordination among those practicing martial art sports, it is
suggested that exercises in a swimming-pool with various kinds of body submerging should be applied during training
sessions (e.g. with wrestlers). This specific and versatile environment enables competitors to obtain immediate information
serving the evaluation of the results of future reactions.

Talae, M., Nazem, F., & Ranjbar, K. (2017). The impact of rapid weight loss (4%) on leptin, adiponectin, and insulin resistance in elite
BACKGROUND: The effect of rapid weight loss program on adipocytokines is not yet clear. Therefore, the aim of the present
study was the effect of rapid weight loss (4%) on leptin, adiponectin, and insulin resistance in elite free style wrestlers.
METHODS: For this purpose, fifteen young freestyle wrestlers (weight 67.6±0.8, BMI 22.5±0.21 kg/m², body fat percent
6.12±0.18, waist to hip circumference ratio 0.82±0.08) in two weight categories (60 and 66 kg) were randomly selected. Caloric
intake (mean 7 days measured by Food analyzer software) measured at 1 week before weight loss program by standard
methods. Wrestlers performed a week rapid weight loss (average of 4% of body weight loss) protocol by caloric and water
restriction by 60% (600-700 kcal per day), under the supervision of their coach. Anthropometric characteristics, leptin,
adiponectin and insulin resistance were measured before and 12 and 36 hours after rapid weight loss program. RESULTS: Rapid
weight loss program with 4% of weight loss had a significantly reduced impact on anthropometric factors; leptin level, insulin
resistance, and increased beta cell function, while the changes of adiponectin were not significant after rapid weight loss.
CONCLUSIONS: Findings of this study shows that rapid weight loss program significantly decreased leptin, L/A ratio and
HOMA-1R, without significant changes on adiponectin levels. These changes may have harmful physiological effects on
wrestlers’ bodies but they can be useful to regulate of fatty acid, glucose metabolism, and insulin resistance.

science, 7(1).
The aim of this study is to investigate the foot postures of athletes who just started wrestling at the ages of 11–21. A total of
685 athletes participated in the study. Sole measurements were conducted by a photographic imaging device and the Staheli
index was 5 employed. As a result of the conducted study, it was concluded that foot posture distortion of new candidate
wrestlers was 10.6%, active free wrestlers was 25.7%, and active Greco-Roman wrestlers was 15.6%. It was also observed that
there were significant differences in the statistical comparisons of every group.

13, 139-146.
Background and Study Aim: Periodization and structured training models are prominent concepts in the field of sports science.
Nevertheless, the structure of the training of Brazilian elite judo athletes and the periodization models used remain unclear.
This study investigated how coaches of high-performance judo athletes plan and organise the sports preparation process.
Therefore, we aimed to answer the following questions: Do the coaches in this study use sports training periodization to
prepare their athletes? Which periodization models do they employ? Is there a preferred periodization model used by this
group? Material and Methods: Eight judo coaches took part in this research. The subjects were purposely selected and met at
least two of the following inclusion criteria: being a National Club Grand Prix finalist, being coach of the athletes of the
Brazilian national team (junior to 18+ years) and being a member of the Brazilian Judo Confederation coaching staff. A semi-
structured interview was used for the investigation. Results: The participants were divided into two groups: Group 1, composed
of six coaches who adopted a classic periodization model following Matveev’s theory and Group 2, consisting of two coaches
Thomson, E. D., & Lamb, K. L. (2017). Reproducibility of the internal load and performance-based responses to simulated amateur wrestling exercise. Montenegrin Journal of Sports Science & Medicine, 6(1), 5-11. The present study was conducted to investigate the acute responses of some iron indices of young elite wrestlers to three types of aerobic, anaerobic, and wrestling exercises. A total of 24 elite volunteer wrestlers were randomly categorized into three groups (n=8) aerobic, anaerobic, and routine wrestling exercises. Those exercises were conducted during three non-consecutive sessions within one week. Each aerobic exercise included 35 min of continuous running with 130 beats per minute (BPM) on a treadmill; the anaerobic exercises included 15 min circuit movements and 15 min rest with 160 BPM, and the wrestling training included routine wrestling exercises. Blood sampling was done in the first and third sessions in order to study the acute responses which included four stages of 1 h before, immediately, 3 h, and finally 24 h after exercise. The study of the acute response to the first session showed that the type of exercise had no effect on serum iron (p=0.57). Furthermore, the serum ferritin (p=0.012) and TIBC (p=0.006) affected was affected by type of exercise. The study of the acute response to the second session showed that the type of exercise had no effect on serum ferritin (p=0.731) and TIBC (p=0.231), rather the serum iron was affected by the type of exercise (p=0.01). Conclusively, the study of acute response showed that wrestling exercises led to a decline in iron stores during exercise and reduced total iron binding capacity during a 24-h recovery period. The study of acute exercise after a short adaptation period showed that despite the fact that serum iron had no change in anaerobic and wrestling exercises over the passage of time, it changed during aerobic exercise and 24-h recovery periods. Furthermore, the progress of iron deficiency was only observed in the first stage which prevented its progress to the next stage.

Thomson, E., & Lamb, K. (2017). Quantification of the physical and physiological load of a boxing-specific simulation protocol. International Journal of Performance Analysis in Sport, 17(1-2), 136-148. doi:10.1080/24748668.2017.1304048 The aim of the study was to determine the physical and physiological responses to simulated amateur boxing of 3 x 3-min rounds. Using an externally valid technical and ambulatory demand, 28 amateur boxers (mean +/- SD; age 22.4 +/- 3.5 years, body mass 67.7 +/- 10.1 kg, stature 171 +/- 9 cm) completed the protocol following familiarisation. The physiological load was determined continuously via collection of mean (HRmean) and peak (HRpeak) heart rate, breath-by-breath oxygen uptake (V̇O₂), excess carbon dioxide production (CO₂ excess), ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) and post-performance blood lactate. Physical performance was quantified as the acceleration delivered to the target by punches. HR mean and HR peak were found to exceed 165 and 178 b/min, absolute. (VO₂ > 124.6 ml·kg⁻¹, E (aer) > 30.7 kcal·min⁻¹ and acceleration via 78 punches > 2697 g during each round. Mean blood lactate (4.6 mmol l⁻¹) and CO₂ excess (438.7 ml·min⁻¹) were higher than typical resting values reflecting a notable anaerobic contribution. RPEs reinforced the intensity of exercise was strenuous (> 6-8). For all measures, there were typical increases (p < 0.05; moderate ES) across rounds. Accordingly, boxers might consider high-intensity (> 90%). (VO₂ max) interval training in anticipation such exercise yields improvements in aerobic conditioning. Moreover, the current simulation protocol the boxing conditioning and fitness test could be used as a form of training per se and as a means to monitor intervention-based changes in aspects of boxing-related physiology and performance.

Thomson, E. D., & Lamb, K. L. (2017). Reproducibility of the internal load and performance-based responses to simulated amateur boxing. Journal of Strength & Conditioning Research (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins), 31(12), 3396-3402. The aim of this study was to examine the reproducibility of the internal load and performance-based responses to repeated bouts of a three-round amateur boxing simulation protocol (boxing conditioning and fitness test [BOXFIT]). Twenty-eight amateur boxers completed 2 familiarization trials before performing 2 complete trials of the BOXFIT, separated by 4-7 days. To characterize the internal load, mean (HRmean) and peak (HRpeak) heart rate, breath-by-breath oxygen uptake, aerobic energy expenditure, excess carbon dioxide production (CO₂ excess), and ratings of perceived exertion were recorded throughout each round, and blood lactate determined post-BOXFIT. Additionally, an indication of the performance-based demands of the BOXFIT was provided by a measure of acceleration of the punches thrown in each round. Analyses revealed there were no significant differences (p > 0.05) between repeated trials in any round for all dependent measures. The typical error (coefficient variation %) for all but 1 marker of internal load (CO₂ excess) was 1.2-16.5% and reflected a consistency that was sufficient for the detection of moderate changes in variables owing to an intervention. The reproducibility of the punch accelerations was high (coefficient of variance % range = 2.1-2.7%). In general, these findings suggest that the internal load and performance-based efforts recorded during the BOXFIT are reproducible and, thereby, offer practitioners a method by which meaningful changes impacting on performance could be identified.

Purpose: to develop model characteristics of physical fitness of the qualified wrestlers. Material & Methods: analysis of scientific and methodological literature, generalization of practical experience, pedagogical testing of the level of physical fitness, methods of mathematical statistics. Tested 30 qualified Greco-Roman wrestlers, qualified from the 1st rank to the master of sports, different ages (from 18 to 23 years). Results: a set of special exercises is selected for testing the basic physical qualities of wrestlers. It is established that to test the physical fitness of wrestlers it is necessary to conduct tests of speed-strength abilities, strength endurance, agility and general and special endurance. Based on the results of pedagogical testing, model characteristics of the physical fitness of qualified wrestlers. Conclusion: analysis and representation of the model became the basis for the development of evaluation criteria and forecasting of physical fitness level.


Purpose: to define interrelation of level of physical fitness with indicators of competitive activity at young wrestlers of the Greek-Roman style. Material & Methods: twenty young wrestlers, age of 12–13 years participated in the research. The pedagogical testing of level of physical fitness was held, the analysis of competitive activity was carried out, and methods of mathematical statistics were applied. Results: the strong statistical interrelation between interval of the successful attack in competitive fights and 10 by backward rolls (r=0,718) is established; between active maintaining dual meet and speed of performance of 15 throws of the partner by tuck (r=0,703). Conclusions: it is defined that indicators of the general and special high-speed and power endurance are influenced on activity of maintaining dual meets at wrestlers of 12–13 years old; indicators of effectiveness and efficiency of competitive activity are influenced on the level of development of high-speed and power preparedness and dexterity.


Due to television broadcasts the world takes a picture of the attractiveness not only of our sport, but also of all Olympic sports. Therefore, it is interesting to analyze the combat behavior and the technical structure of the finalist in all three styles.

METHODS: Dartfish video analysis. RESULTS: The analysis of the finals of all three wrestling styles shows – with some differences – a tendency towards defense strategies, an application of low-risk techniques with low attractiveness and low technical versatility. The champions are starting the first effective attack normally about 3 minutes after the beginning of a bout. Only two main techniques predominate in Greco-Roman wrestling and female wrestling. CONCLUSIONS: This is a challenge for coaches in the current technical training and, in addition, for the long-term technical and tactical training concepts to develop more attractive techniques.


Background. The introduction of the Protector and Scoring System (PSS) laid to rest, accusations of game manipulation in WTF sport taekwondo and ended disputes regarding scoring decisions; but, at a significant cost. Problem: The current WTF taekwondo competition system, with the PSS as its core feature, has given rise to a variety of strikingly negative trends, such as the overreliance on weak, stationary kicking techniques with the front leg, a preference for relatively tall and lean but less athletic competitors, and the appearance of a variety of unconventional, and sometimes bizarre scoring techniques. This article will argue that these characteristics are interrelated and largely the result of the hurried, unmanaged introduction of the PSS, which turned taekwondo competition from a full-contact combat sport into a partly light-contact, points game. Aim. This article aims to encourage a discussion about the fundamental soundness of and necessity for the PSS. Methods. Since the topic of this article lacks broad scientific research and empirical data, the methodology of this article relies largely on an analysis of deductions, and is based on a literature review, personal experience, conversations, and observations. Results and conclusion. On a positive note, today’s taekwondo leadership has finally acknowledged how the quality of taekwondo sparring and competitions has worsened, although it remains to be seen whether or not the WTF can fix the problem.

Purpose Examine the past-year prevalence of nonmedical use of prescription opioids (NUPOS), heroin use, and the concurrent NUPO and heroin in a sample of 12th graders involved in 16 different sports. Methods A secondary analysis of nationally representative data from nine cohorts (2006–2014) of the Monitoring the Future study (n = 21,557). Results No differences were found between 12th graders who participated in at least one competitive sport and nonparticipants with respect to past-year NUPO, heroin use, and concurrent NUPO and heroin use. Most of the 16 sports analyzed were not associated with the three drug use outcomes. However, 12th graders who participated in ice hockey had substantially greater odds of both past-year heroin use and concurrent NUPO and heroin, while those who participated in weightlifting (NUPO and heroin) and wrestling (NUPO) had slightly higher odds of using these drugs. Conclusions The study provides critical information to inform physicians, parents, and school officials of the risks associated with participating in certain high contact sports, particularly ice hockey.


Introduction: Although sport participation among adolescents has been found to lower the risk of traditional cigarette smoking, no studies to date have assessed if this type of physical activity lowers the risk of e-cigarette use among adolescents. Methods: National data from the 2014 and 2015 Monitoring the Future study of 12th-grade students were used and analyses were conducted in 2016. Measures for past 30-day e-cigarette use and traditional cigarette smoking were used to assess differences between adolescents who participated in at least one competitive sport during the past year and adolescents who did not. Differences in e-cigarette use and traditional cigarette smoking were assessed between 13 different sports to determine which sports were associated with a greater or lower risk of these behaviors. Results: Adolescents who participated in at least one competitive sport were less likely to engage in past 30-day traditional cigarette smoking (AOR=0.73, 95% CI=0.538, 0.973) and past 30-day dual use of traditional cigarettes and e-cigarettes (AOR=0.66, 95% CI=0.438, 0.982) when compared with their nonparticipating peers. Adolescents who participated in baseball/softball and wrestling were at greatest risk of e-cigarette use. Of the 13 assessed sports, none were found to lower the odds of e-cigarette use. Conclusions: No significant evidence was found that participation in a sport was a protective factor against e-cigarette use. Certain types of athletes are at an elevated risk of e-cigarette use, and prevention efforts targeted at these specific sports should be considered by school administrators.


Purpose. The study presents strength and training profiles of five Finnish Greco Romanian wrestlers (59kg, 66kg, 75kg, 85kg, 98kg) who competed in Qualifying Tournaments for Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games held in 2016. Methods: Athletes maximal strength (1 RM) was measured in 90° squat, bench press and power clean. Training diaries recorded with specifically developed mobile application were analyzed for 6 months before last Olympic Qualification Tournament (non-qualified) or 6 months before Olympic games (qualified). Results: Strength tests: squat 160 200kg (2.0 2.7 x BW), bench press 120 205kg (1.8 2.4 x BW), power clean 100 145kg (1.5 1.9 x BW). Regression analysis between maximal strength and weight category: r² = 0.86 in squat, r² = 0.71 in bench press and r² = 0.77 in power clean. As an average the wrestlers practiced 10h 15min/wk (1.5h/d). The greatest number of training hours in a week was 21h (3.0h/d) during the study period. In total, training consisted of 44% wrestling, 37% strength and conditioning and 19% active recovery exercises (low intensity exercises). Wrestling sessions included 30% technique exercises, 25% matches, 16% situation battles, 15% technical and tactical matches and 13% throwing series. Strength and conditioning training included 49% endurance, 29% strength and 22% speed and explosiveness. Conclusion: The level of strength among Finnish top wrestlers was high (compared to athletes competing in other sports) but the strength did not discriminate those wrestlers qualified to Olympic Games (2 out of 5 wrestlers) from those who did not (3 out of 5). More variation between studied wrestlers was found on how much
The objective of this study is to examine how participation in different types of competitive sports (based on level of contact) during high school is associated with substance use 1 to 4 years after the 12th grade. The analysis uses nationally representative samples of 12th graders from the Monitoring the Future Study, who were followed 1 to 4 years after the 12th grade. The longitudinal sample consisted of 970 12th graders from six recent cohorts (2006–2011). The analyses, which controlled for 12th grade substance use, school difficulties, time with friends, and socio-demographic characteristics, found that respondents who participated in at least one competitive sport during the 12th grade had greater odds of binge drinking during the past two weeks (AOR = 2.04; 95% CI = 1.43, 2.90) 1 to 4 years after the 12th grade, when compared to their peers who did not participate in sports during their 12th grade year. Moreover, respondents who participated in high-contact sports (i.e. football, ice hockey, lacrosse, and wrestling) had greater odds of binge drinking (AOR = 1.80; 95% CI = 1.18, 2.72), and engaging in marijuana use during the past 30 days (AOR = 1.81; 95% CI = 1.12, 2.93) 1 to 4 years after the 12th grade when compared to their peers who did not participate in these types of sports during their 12th grade year. Accordingly, the findings indicate important distinctions in sport participation experiences on long-term substance use risk that can help inform potential interventions among young athletes.

Abstract The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of a formative program concerning nutrition, weight control, and its risks wrestlers under the age of 18 (under-18) at the Spanish national level. The sample comprised 36 under-18 wrestlers that were pre-selected for the Spanish national team. A quasi-experimental design with a pre-test and post-test was used. The dependent variables were the knowledge of nutrition and weight control and its risks. The independent variable was the educational program. The program had three 30-minute sessions that combined talks, videos, and tasks to complete. Descriptive and inferential analyses were done (t-test, Wilcoxon test). Results indicate that the educational program was effective at increasing under-18 wrestlers’ knowledge about weight control and its risks, but was ineffective with regard to nutrition knowledge. The paper concludes with a discussion regarding the effect of the intervention program, the difficulties with including this type of knowledge and skill in the preparation of combat sport athletes, and the need for further research in this area.

Wrestling is a very complicated and demanding sporting activity of high intensity in which movements are performed in variable conditions symmetrically around all axes and planes, and in all directions. However, the wrestling training practice so far is such that learning and improving of the wrestling techniques in most cases is conducted on one side, which is severely criticized nowadays by trainers in practice and scientific workers. The basic aim of this research was to establish the relations between the symmetrical and asymmetrical method of learning and improving wrestling techniques and success in wrestling. The research was conducted on a sample of 115 beginner wrestlers, aged 19 to 21 years, divided in the experimental and control group. The experimental group was subjected to the training programme of learning and improving the wrestling techniques on both sides symmetrically, whereas the control group conducted the traditional training programme of learning and improving the wrestling techniques on the predominant side only asymmetrically. After the conducted program, lasting 48 hours, the differences between the experimental and control group in the area of the selected situational parameters in a wrestling bout were determined. The research results clearly show that planned and programmed training process of symmetrically conducted training resulted in statistically higher success rate in the beginner wrestlers. The beginner wrestlers that conducted the training programme symmetrically obtained statistically higher results in all situation variables used in this research. On the basis of this research results, the application of symmetrical learning and improving the wrestling techniques in the process of training from the beginning of practice, i.e. from the first inclusion in the training process, is recommended.

The article presents an introduction to the special issue on mental toughness. This is the second part of the special issue on mental toughness and begins with an article by the Issue’s Editors Joanne Butt and Robert Weinberg, and co-authors Kathleen Mellano and Robert Harmison. This article focuses on the stability of mental toughness by exploring possible fluctuations across competitive situations and associated cognitions, affect, and behaviors. Following this article, Andrew Driska, Daniel Gould, Scott Pierce, and Ian Cowburn present a detailed mixed methods investigation on psychological changes in adolescent wrestlers during an intensive training camp. Previous research indicates that creating adversity in the training environment can facilitate the development of mental toughness.

The specific demands of a combat-sport discipline may be reflected in the perceptual-motor performance of its athletes. Taekwondo, which emphasizes kicking, might require faster perceptual processing to compensate for longer latencies to initiate lower-limb movements and to give rapid visual feedback for dynamic postural control, while Karate, which emphasizes...
both striking with the hands and kicking, might require exceptional eye-hand coordination and fast perceptual processing. In samples of 38 Taekwondo athletes (16 females, 22 males; mean age = 19.9 years, SD = 1.2), 24 Karate athletes (9 females, 15 males; mean age = 18.9 years, SD = 0.9), and 35 Nonathletes (20 females, 15 males; mean age = 20.6 years, SD = 1.5), we measured eye-hand coordination with the Finger-Nose-Finger task, and both perceptual-processing speed and attentional control with the Covert Orienting of Visual Attention (COVAT) task. Eye-hand coordination was significantly better for Karate athletes than for Taekwondo athletes and Nonathletes, but reaction times for the upper extremities in the COVAT task—indictive of perceptual-processing speed—were faster for Taekwondo athletes than for Karate athletes and Nonathletes. In addition, we found no significant difference among groups in attentional control, as indexed by the reaction-time cost of an invalid cue in the COVAT task. The results suggest that athletes in different combat sports exhibit distinct profiles of perceptual-motor performance.


PURPOSE: The purpose of the study is aimed to compare physical and anthropometric characteristics of international- and collegiate-level Japanese male freestyle wrestlers, belong to the light weight category. METHODS: Twenty Japanese male freestyle wrestlers belonging to the light weight category (former 55-, 60-, or 66-kg) were categorized into 2 groups. First group composed of 11 international-level wrestlers including 3 Olympic medalists. Second group composed of 9 collegiate-level wrestlers. Body composition was assessed by multi-frequency bioimpedance analysis device with 8-point contact electrodes. Isokinetic concentric knee and hip extension and flexion torque were measured using an isokinetic dynamometer. Morphological data was obtained by means of a three-dimensional scanning method. Twelve circumferences (neck, upper arms, forearms, thighs, lower legs, chest, waist, and hip) and four lengths (arms and legs) were computed. Simple reaction time was evaluated using an electronic device. Comparisons of these variables between the two groups were performed by unpaired t-tests. RESULTS: The results showed there was no difference in body composition, body circumferences, and limb length between groups other than chest circumference (p < 0.05). There was no difference in hip and knee strength and simple reaction time between groups. CONCLUSIONS: These results suggested that chest circumference is important to become an international-level wrestler. Also, other aspects such as multi-joint motor skills, technical and/or tactical skills may be important for international-level wrestlers.


Background and Study Aim: Rapid weight reduction (RWR) may cause a potential health risk and decreases athletic performance. The cognitive goal of this review is to summarise profound aspects of RWR by Olympic combat sports athletes (boxing, judo, taekwondo and wrestling). Material & Methods: A comprehensive literature search was performed to identify articles on the specific contexts of RWR in this review. Extensive literature research was conducted using PubMed and Google Scholar with relevant keywords applied. Results: RWR methods used by the athletes include food restriction, dehydration and intensive exercise. After RWR increased oxidative stress, an imbalance of electrolytes and hormones, decreased glycogen or changes in blood flow, as well as decreased plasma volume, have been reported. Hemorheological properties such as deformability and aggregation of red blood cells are impaired after RWR, which may in part be related to impaired nitric oxide generation. Further, RWR was associated with a peak value of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) in the morning of the human circadian system which also damages cardiovascular events and endangers their health. RWR related impairments included impaired oxygen consumption, aerobic and anaerobic capacity, muscle strength, psychological concentration and targeted sport-specific performance of combat sports athletes. Conclusion: A long-term plan for weight reduction should be individually created, and body weight of athletes should precisely be controlled. If RWR is preferred as weight loss, athletes and coaches should avoid high-intensity training in the morning during RWR due to impaired physiological responses. International, National and Regional federations of Olympic combat sports should control weight cutting.


BACKGROUND: The purpose of this research was to evaluate the new concept's highland training effect called "living high-training low (LHTL) along with the Sprint Interval Training (SIT)". METHODS: The training was executed in an altitude of around 600m-1,200m. Moreover, the training was conducted for a total of six weeks (4 weeks' training and 2 weeks' recovery) by elite level college wrestling athletes in the altitude of 2500-4000 m with the living high - train low figure. The experimental group (LHTL) executed SIT along with the hypoxic training, and the control group (CON) only executed SIT. The hypoxic training was executed 5 times a week for 8 hours a day. SIT was executed 3 times a week and both groups executed SIT twice a day. RESULTS: Time, VO2max, and VEmax showed significant increase in the aerobic exercise skill variable (time, VEmax: Pre vs. 3000, 3500, 4000 m; VO2max: Pre vs. 3500, 4000 m). Also, in the anaerobic exercise, skill variable due to WAnT, LHTL group especially showed significant increase in PP (W, W/kg) (W: Pre vs. 3500, 4000 m; W/kg: Pre vs. 3000, 3500, 4000 m), and CON
group showed significant increase in peak power (W) in the results (Pre vs. 4000 m, Rec. 1, Rec. 2). CONCLUSIONS: CON group showed the tendency to show effect due to SIT in the anaerobic variable and LHTL showed that comprehensive effect of hypoxic training as well as SIT took effect.


Context: At the request of the National Wrestling Coaches Association and the head wrestling coach at our university, we conducted a study of infection transmission in collegiate wrestlers. Objective: To examine disinfectant effectiveness and develop best-practice guidelines for minimizing the spread of skin infections via wrestling mats. Design: Controlled laboratory study and crossover study. Setting: Laboratory and two 15-college wrestling invitational meets. Patients or Other Participants: A total of 231 collegiate wrestlers and 8 officials. Intervention(s): In the laboratory-based part of the study, we measured the bacterial load of mats disinfected with 10% bleach, OxiTitan, Benefect, eWater, and KenClean and inoculated with Staphylococcus epidermidis (strain ATCC 12228) at a concentration of 6.5 ± 104 bacteria/cm². In the empirical part of the study, we used these disinfectants during 2 invitational meets and measured mat and participant bacterial load during competition. Participants were swabbed at weigh-in and after their last bout. Mat bacterial load was monitored hourly. Main Outcome Measure(s): We determined total colony counts and species. Results: With controlled testing, we observed that products claiming to have residual activity reduced bacterial load by 63% over the course of competition compared with nonresidual agents. Only 4 of 182 participating wrestlers tested positive for methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, which is the normal population occurrence. The predominant species on mats were skin bacteria (Staphylococcus epidermidis) and substantial levels of respiratory bacteria (Streptococcus pneumoniae), as well as several soil species and a surprisingly low incidence of fecal bacteria (Escherichia coli). Disinfectant effectiveness during the meets was consistent with controlled study findings. Cleaning mats with residual disinfectants reduced the average bacterial load by 76% compared with nonresidual cleaners. Using a footbath did not reduce the bacterial load compared with a bleach-cleaned mat, but using alcohol-based hand gel reduced it by 78%. Conclusions: Best practices based on these data include backward mopping of the mats with a residual disinfectant pulled behind the cleaner, allowing mats to dry before walking on them, having wrestlers use hand gel before each bout, and strongly recommending that all wrestlers receive annual influenza vaccinations.


OBJECTIVE: Physical methods are reported to be important for accelerating skeletal muscle regeneration, decreasing muscle soreness, and shortening of the recovery time. The aim of the study was to assess the effect of the physical methods of lymphatic drainage (PMLD) such as manual lymphatic drainage (MLD), the Bodyflow (BF) therapy, and lymphatic drainage by deep oscillation (DO) on postexercise regeneration of the forearm muscles of mixed martial arts (MMA) athletes. DESIGN AND METHODS: Eighty MMA athletes aged 27.5 ± 6.4 years were allocated to 4 groups: MLD, the BF device, DO therapy, and the control group. Blood flow velocity in the cephalic vein was measured with the ultrasound Doppler velocity meter. Maximal strength of the forearm muscles (Fmax), muscle tissue tension, pain threshold, blood lactate concentration (LA), and activity of creatine kinase were measured in all groups at rest, after the muscle fatigue test (post-ex) and then 20 minutes, 24, and 48 hours after the application of PMLD. RESULTS: The muscle fatigue test reduced Fmax in all subjects, but in the groups receiving MLD, DO, and BF significantly higher Fmax was observed at recovery compared with post-ex values. The application of MDL reduced the postexercise blood LA and postexercise muscle tension. CONCLUSIONS: The lymphatic drainage methods, whether manual or using electro-stimulation and DO, improve postexercise regeneration of the forearm muscles of MMA athletes. The methods can be an important element of therapeutic management focused on optimizing training effects and reducing the risk of injuries of the combat sports athletes.


One of the unique features of an exercise is that it leads to a simultaneous increase of antagonistic mediators. On the one hand, exercise elevates catabolic proinflammatory cytokines. On the other hand, exercise stimulates anabolic components such as heat shock proteins (HSPs), which protect against stressors. Therefore, the study was designed to evaluate the blood level of HSP27 and its relationship with muscle damage and inflammatory mediators in elite Greco-Roman wrestlers during training periods differed in type and intensity exercise. Ten male wrestlers (21.2 ± 2.1 years) were observed during the conditioning camps at preseason (January), at the beginning of tournament season (April), and during tournament season (June). Twelve healthy and untrained men (19.2 ± 0.4 years) were considered a reference group. The serum levels of inflammatory mediators and HSP27 in wrestlers were significantly different from non-athletes. In wrestlers, reactive oxygen and nitrogen species H2O2, NO, and 3-nitro, cytokines interleukin-1 b and tumor necrosis factor a, and also HSP27 reached the highest levels at preseason (January) or tournament season (June) when the special training predominated (>30% training load) over directed training (approximately 10% training load). Creatine kinase activity also demonstrated the highest level during the same training periods (January 2,315 ± 806 IU-L-1 June 3,139 ± 975 IU- L-1). The regression analysis revealed the relationship of HSP27 level
with muscle damage ($rs = -0.613, p < 0.001$), and also with inflammatory mediators. The results of this study show that wrestling training modulates HSP27 level, which is significantly related with skeletal muscle damage and inflammatory response, and suggest that measure of HSP27 level can be useful diagnostic tool in biochemical assessment of athletes to increase their performance.

Ziyagil, M. T., M. (2017). Multiple sprints performance and fatigue level between Turkish national male senior free and greco-roman styles’ wrestlers. Kinesiologia Slovenica, 23(2), 55-64.

Multiple sprints test (MST) is a useful tool for testing directly the efficiency of phosphagen system and indirectly the efficiency of MaxVO2 enhancing capacity to recover between sprints. The aim of this study is to compare the physical characteristics and multiple sprints performance and sprints induced fatigue level between male Turkish National Free Style Wrestlers (FSW) and Greco-Roman Styles Wrestlers (GSW). The data were collected from 25 FSW and 21 GSW at male senior level. Speed and reduction in speed level were tested by MST. A t-test was used for comparing two-groups. Also, correlations coefficients were calculated among variables. The results of this study showed that GSW were more explosive during the first 10 m part, while FSW were faster at the second 10 m part of each 20 meters sprint. No significant difference was observed between the two styles in the mean 20 m sprinting speed during MST. Sprints variables showed negative correlation with physical characteristics in two styles but level of wrestlers was only correlated with first 10 m sprint speed in GSW. The ability to resist anaerobic fatigue in GSW was higher than FSW during repeated sprints. In conclusion, the intensity, the number of intervals and duration of explosive exercises should be based on the scores of GSW and FSW depending on the demand of wrestling in MST.


PURPOSE: The aim of the present study was to determine the reliability and diagnostic accuracy of non-invasive urinary dehydration markers, in field-based settings on a day-to-day basis in elite adolescent amateur boxers. METHODS: Sixty-nine urine samples were collected on a day-to-day basis, from twenty-three athletes (17.3±1.9 y), during their weight-stable phase and analyzed by field and laboratory measures of hydration status. Urine osmolality (UOSM), urine specific gravity (USG), total protein content (TPC) and body-mass (BM) stability were evaluated to determine fluid balance and hydration status. The overall macronutrient and water intake were determined using dietary records. According to their anthropometric characteristics, athletes were assigned into two groups: light-weight (LWB) and heavy-weight (HWB) boxers. RESULTS: Data presented on UOSM demonstrated a uniform increment by 11.2±12.8% (LWB) and 19.9±22.7% (HWB) ($p<0.001$), over the course of the study, even during the weight-stable phase (BM, ICC=0.99) and ad libitum fluid intake (42±4 mLkg$^{-1}$day$^{-1}$). The intra-class correlation coefficients (ICCs-s) ranged from 0.52-0.55 for USG to 0.38-0.52 for UOSM, further indicating inconsistency of the urinary dehydration markers. Poor correlations were found between USG and TPC metabolites ($r=0.27$, $p=0.211$). CONCLUSIONS: Urinary dehydration markers (both USG and UOSM) exhibit high variability and seem to be unreliable diagnostic tools to track for actual body-weight loss in real-life scenario. The ad libitum fluid intake was apparently inadequate to match acute fluid-loss during and following intense preparation. The applicability of a single time-point hydration status assessment concept may preclude accurate assessment of actual body-weight deficit(s) in youth boxers.